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ABSTRACT

Depressed regions, characteristically

displaying higher

than average rates of unemployment, lower than average per
capita incomes and substantial net emigration, are often the
recipients of considerable amounts of government assistance
aimed at improving their socio-economic situation. In
attempting to influence the economic development of these
regions, planners must explore alI available policy

alternatives. One particular policy area which has been
largely ignored in regional development planning is the
potential economic benefits to be gained from active
promotion of the tourist industry. Deciding on the relative
merits of such a policy requires that planners be able to
give adequate measure of the actuaL or potential effects
arising from tourism and other policy alternatives.
In light of the above it is hypothesized that: (t)
active promotion of the tourist industry as a means of
regional development planning can have significant
beneficial effects upon the economy of a region, and; (2)
these regional economic effects can be accurately measured
through application of a technique referred to as Economic
Based Analysis. In order that conclusions might be drawn
regarding these hypotheses, the various aspects of the
tourist industry, Cost-Benefit Analysis and Economic Base
Ànalysis are explored by means of a Iiterature review. An
empirical study of the regional economic effects of Hecla
provincial Park in the Interlake Area of Manitoba is
trl

presented aS a means of testing the Lwo stated hypotheses.

Àpplication of Economic Base Ànalysis to the results of
a survey of visitor expenditure reveal that the local
expenditure of visitors to HecIa Provincial Park during the
1978 summer season ($995,810) was responsible for an
estimated $1,257,850 in total gross income, and supported
empLoyment of approximately 26.5 man-years. With a few
reservations the two stated hypotheses of this thesis are
found to be upheld.
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INTRODUCTION

À. Statement of the Problem
Depressed regions, characteristica)-ty displaying higher
than average rates of unemployment, Iower than average per
capita incomes and substantial net ernigration, are often the
recipients of considerable amounts of government assistance
aimed at improving their socio-economic situation. The
nature of this government assistance is dependent upon
certain perceived regional and national, economic and social
objectives. Policies aimed at achieving specified objectives
stimulating the declining economy of a
involve artificially
region through incentives to industries willing to }ocate
there , anð./or promoting outmigration as a means of making
people better off more quicklyc' Deciding among policy
alternatives is a necessary, but frequently difficult task'
It is the responsibiJ-ity of planners (and ultimately
politicians) to insure that adopted policies wilI achieve
optimal results. In meeting this responsibility, plannersmust be aware of available options and mus| be able'to give
adequate measure of the actual or potential effects arising
from various alternatives.
Herein lies what can be regarded to be two major
problem areas in the field of regional development planning'

First, it is apparent that not aIl viable policy
alternatives are always considered. one particular area
'smith, D.M. , Ind ustrial Location (New York: WiIeY, 1971),

p.

447.

1

2

which has been Iargely ignored in regional development
planning is the potentiat of the tourist industry in solving

the economic problems of depressed regions. Tourists
(visitors) spend "forei9n" dollars in purchasing Local
output and this money is recirculated in the regional
economy through consecutive rounds of spending. The economic
effects of this expenditure could therefore potentially be
substantial. If the viability of tourism as a policy tooÌ in
regional development planning can be proven, it is plausible
that its acceptance in the field would be widespread.
The second major problem area in the field of regional
development planning is that adequate measures of the
effects of policy alternatives are often lacking given the
frequent time and budget constraints faced. Methodologies
which yield accurate results within specified constraints
could significantly improve the quality of resultant
policies. One such methodology which may have potential in

this regard is Economic Base AnaIysis. In simpl-e terms; Èhe
economic base model assumes that the regional economy is
divided into two sectors: the base, QE export sector, and
the service sector. It is postulated that if bhe
relationship between these two sectors is known and assumed
constant, the effect of growth in one sector, oD the total
regional economy, can be calculated. This approach could
therefore be used as a measure of the regional economic
effects of policies aimed at encouraging growth in one
sector.

3

Investigation of the two main problem areas discussed
above forms the subject of this thesis. Two hypotheses are
put forth in structuring this investigation'
B. Statement of HYPotheses
ItisIheintentofthisthesistoprovidethe
information necessary in drawing certain conclusions
regarding two basic hypotheses. It is hypothesized that:
(1) active promotion of the tourist industry as a means
of regional development planning can have
signi f icant benef ic iaI ef fects upon the economy of a
region, and;
(21 these regional economic effects can be accuraLely
measured through the application of economic base
analysis.

C. Organization of the studY
In order that conclusions rnight be drawn regarding the
above hypotheses it is necessary to first present an
overview of the information basic to the tourist industry
and the field of impact analysis. This overview makes up
chapters two through four and is basically a "state of the
art" Summary of the information contained in available
Ii

terature

.

chapter two presents a discussion of the basic
information necessary to drawing certain conclusions
regarding the utility of the tourist industry as a tool in

4

regional development planning. Discussion centres on the
possible impacts of a tourist industry on a locaI area. It
is the strength of positive impacts that ultimateJ-y has
bearing on the conclusions drawn regarding the utility of
the tourist industry as a policy toot in regional
development planning.

chapters three and four present a discussion of the
basic information necessary to drawing certain conclusions

of economic base analysis in measuring
the economic effects of the tourist industry. Chapter three
outlines the principles and practices of cost-benefit
analysis with specific reference to the tourist industry.
EssentiaIly, this analysis is shown to incorporate a wide
variety of techniques in valuating both the benefits and
costs resulting from regional development projects'
Unfortunately, in the realm of public investment
decision-making, constraints often Iimit the extent to which
indepth analysis is carried out. The introduction of
tech.niques which work within constraints will do much to
further the optimization of decisions made. It has been
proposed that economic base analysis is one such technique.
Chapter four presents a comprehensive discussion of Èhe
regarding the utility

economic base technique.

Chapter five presents an empirical study of the
economic effects of a tourist inoustFy, implemented aS part

of a regional deve)-opment plan. The study employs
base analysis in looking at the impact of visitor

economic

5

expenditure in and around Hecla Provincial Park in the
Interl-ake Area of Manitoba. It is intended that the results
of this case study and the information presented in chapters
two through four wiII enable the drawing of conclusions
concerning the two stated hypotheses of this thesis. These
conclusions are presented in chapter six.

I

I. THE POSSIBLE

IMPACTS OF

A TOURIST

INDUSTRY ON

A

LOCÀL

AREÀ

A. Introduction
As noted in the introduction to this thesis, one way by
which governments can improve the economic structure of
depressed regions is to encourage efficient resource
utilization. Examination of available Iiterature points out
that an increasingly popular form of resource utilization in
depressed regions is tourism and recreation development. It
is characteristic that depressed regions suffer from a
shortage of resources traditionally viewed as being
"ecOnomically attractive". As a result' programs aimed at
economic development must attempt to make the best use of
what is available. Tourism and recreation often fit this

bilr.
Although definitions of tourism tend to vary, most
include components such as pleasure travel, expenditures of
money during travelling and more than a short stay.

simí]arly, recreation is defined in many h'ays, but most
definitions include such components as activity engaged in
during Ieisure, activity for pleasure and enjoyment or
activity that enriches the lives of people.r
It would appear that there is a widespread societal
trend towards increased time and budget allocations for
L.4., "Tourism-Recreation-Conservation

'Gunn,
Contact, vol. 8, no. 4, 1976, PP. 1 30- 1 3 1 .
6

Synergism",

7

Iiesure pursuits., When considered in conjunction with
trends towards increased mobility, it is perhaps not
surprising to find governments actively promoting tourism
and recreation as a means of improving the economic
structure of regions which lag behind in general
deve)-opment. Tourism and recreation development is now of
such economic significance "that states, provinces, and
countries cherish it and undeveloped nations seek it."'
However, while there is Iittle doubt that tourism and
recreation (hereafter referred to as the tourist industry)'
form an important force in economic development, there haS
been continuing debate concerning the nature of the related
impact, "Because tourism is a diffuse and heterogeneous
indusÈry characterized by a high degree of geographic
dispersal"., it is difficult to analyze in terms of its
impact and comparative advantage. Nevertheless, âS wiIl be
expounded in this chapter, it is possible to infer the more
qualitative aspects of the impact of tourism and recreati"on
through an examination of the beneficiaries of the
"

industFy"

.

In order to do So, Some prelÍminary notions need to be
established. First, it is necessary to identify the product
zCIaswon, M. , "How Much Leisure Now and in the Future", in
Fischer, D.v,I . , et.al, Land and Leisure: Concepts and Methods
in Outdoor R ecreation,_-(îñi cago: Maarou fa Press Inc., 1974),
pp .6-8.

'Gunn, L.G., op. cit., p. 130.
ImPact of
'Coppock, J.T., a nd Duf fi eld, B.S., "The Economic
Tourism
Tourism À Case Study in Greater Tayside",
-as a

Factor in National

ffit

and

uñTv@rffi,

onal Deveiopmenú, @boro[gh
, P.26.

Re i
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of the tourist industry aS services for export.'Insofar as
this is the case, the beneficiaries of the tourist industry
can then be seen to be those firms and establishments which
supply the necessary goods and services. However, this is
not to say that the beneficiaries of the tourist industry
must necessarily be members of the industry itself. Rather,
members of the industry are merely the "direct" recipients
of tourist expenditure. In addition, this expenditure tends
to be diffused throughout the rest of the economy, through a
process which wiLl be discussed at greater length at a later
point in this chapter. For now however, the point to be made
is that the beneficiaries may be classified in two main
vrays: "according to the relative importance of tourism to
their business, and according to the directness of
receipts."'
considering the relative importance of tourism to
a business, a distinction can be made between "primary" and
"secondary" tourist enterpriSes. Primary Lourist enterprises
can be seen to be exclusively or principally dependent upbn
tourism for their business, and include many hotels and
When

restaurants, most travel agents, Special manufacturers and
retailers Of souvenirs, and so On.'Conversely' Secondary
tourist enterprises are those only partially dependent on
Èourist business, but which, fot the most part, derive their
income through serving the needs of the resident population.
5Lundberg, D. E., The Tourist Business, (Boston: Cahners
Books, 197 4) , p. 137.
et.al., Tour i sm: Past, Present and Future,
A.J
'Burkart,
(london: Hein emann, 1974), pp.61- 62.
I

9

Included under secondary tourist enterprises are banks,
laundr ies , reta i lers, transporters, etc . .

7

Às previousJ-y alluded to, the second main way of

classifying the beneficiaries of tourist expenditure is
based on whether. the enterprise is a direct or indirect
recipient of tourist expenditure. Direct recipients,
receiving visitor spending from the tourist himself, include
hotel and restaurant services, transport, retailing,
entertainment and a wide range of other services.
Conversely, indirect recipients benefit from tourist
expenditure as a result of the "consequent dif fusion of
receipts by the initial (direct) recipients. "s Insofar as
this is concerned, farmers, builders, the suppliers of
public utilities, and so on through acting as suppliers of
goods and services may never be directly involved in
supplying the tourists themselves.
In summary, the two main approaches to classifying the
beneficiaries of tourist expenditure provide some useful
insights for the study of the economic impact of tourism.
The primary - secondary dichotomy assists, at a conceptual
leveI, in identifying those sectors of the economy which
derive the initial and probably most important impact from
tourism. On the other hand, the direct-indirect dichotomy
'Richards, G., Tour i sm and the Economy:
Methods for Evaluating fiã coîtFlEffin
în the Economy ,Tuffiffisîty
rffi
1972), p .38.
'Burkart, 4.J., op. cit. , p.62"

Àn

Examination of
fects of
of Surrey Press,

and Ef
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"has greater anaJ-ytical potentiat since it draws attention
to an important characteristics of the process by which
activity in the particutar sector or industry !ransmits

stimuli to the rest of the economy, via the indirect
repercussions of the initial expenditure on other
industries."'
In examining the impacts of tourism, the obvious need
is to measure economic benefits. With this in mind, this
chapter wiIl consider possible impacts (positive and
negative) of tourism on income, employment,
entrepreneurship, inveStrnent, and foreign-exchange. However,
of perhaps equal importance are the various social,
cuItural, and environmental changes which can take place in
response to increasing tourist traffic in an area. This type

of impact wiII also be discussed below.
B.

Income

The tourist industry has made a particularly

substantial economic impact upon a large number of countries
and regions which can be classified as developing or
underdeveloped. This impact is of particular importance to
these regions, for tourism represents a much sought after
complement to the development of other sources of income and
employment where resources and market eonslraints severely
Iimit the potential for manufacturing enterprises. Many of
the islands of the caribbean exemplify this forrn of
'Richards,

G

op.

cit.

p.39.
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development. "Tourism is a major creator of income and
employment throughout the caribbean, and has superseded

agriculture as the main support of the economy in the
islands of Antiguâ, Barbados' and the Virgin group.rrr0
To determine the nature and magnitude of the impact of
tourism on income in the various sectors of the economy, it
is necessary to know not only total tourist expenditures,
but also expenditure patterns. t I Although actual outlays
vary greatly, there is generally a high degree of
consistency in the percentage distribution of tourist
expenditures. Excluding travel costs, food and accommodation
usually receive 60% to 75% of tourist's expenditures. The
balance is spent on excursions, entertainment' shopping,
etc.. Travel costs as a percentage of the total holiday
cost, vary f rom 20% ( ie. automobil-e traveL ) to 60% ( ie. air
travel), with air travel usually having the least economic
impact on the destination area."
Examination of the above mentioned breakdown of initial

tourist expenditure yields information concerning the
primary beneficiaries of the positive impact of tourism on
income. However, initiat expenditure provides only a broad
indication of the total income effects of tourism.
Information is also needed on the diffusion of the flow of
by tourist expenditure throughout the
'oPolIard, H.J., "Tourism: The Growth Industry of the
Caribbean", Geo ra h , vol. 61, 1976 , p. 106.
I t Beyers, W .8. , Impacts o f Tour i st Consumption Functions, n
Ànnals of R eg ional Sc ience , vol- . 5, no.1 , 1971, p,116
fnlnS ., Tourism, (WashÍngton: wo rld Bank Group, 1972) ,
pp.8-9.
money generated
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of the tourist destination, as the money is
spent and re-spent. In order to demonstrate the full
benefits of tourist expenditures to the economy, recourse
The regional- income
must be made to the "muItiplier"."
multiplier formula is basically an attempt to accumulate all
the income generation resulting from the chain reaction of a
SerieS of transactions, and to express this total as a
fraction of the initial- exogenous expenditure.''
It is important to note that totai- expenditures,
however they may be defined or measured, do not a}l accrue
aS net income to the local area. Rather, much of the gross
income is sent outside the area in the repatriation of
profits and saviñgs, or in order to purchase those
commodities necessary to service trave).1ers, and to provide
facilities. However, despite these "feakages", Some of the

overall

economy

income is used to purchase local output, and pay vrages'
salaries, pgofits, interest, and rents to members of the

IocaI community.'u
A portion of that money which remains in the local area
is then saved, invested, oF spent by those who receive it,
in order to purchase goods and services which are in part
produced locally and in part imported into the area. Such
expenditure, by those rr'ho receive money directly f rom
recipients of the original exogenous expenditure, is said to
t3Peters, M.,

I

nternat ional Tour ism: The Economics and

Developme nt of lhe Internat ional Tour ffi Et.d"reoñõn:
Hutcfîson an ä-c o., Ltd. , 196 g), p. 241 .
J .T. , and Duffiel d, 8.S., op.cit., p.27.
't 'Coppock,
(Baltimore:
tClawson,
M

J. Hopkins,

Economics of Outdoor Recreation

1s6úæ.-

,
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take place in the "second round of spending". Other rounds
of spending then foIIow. AS this money continues to change
hands, each Successive round is characterized by a smal-1er
amount of the original exogenous expenditure accruing aS

locaI income because of the withdrawal associated with
savings, investment, and the need to pay for goods and
services imported from outside the local area. As previously
alluded to, the result of these expenditure patterns is
commonì-y ref erred to aS a "multiplier procesS". It is this
process which aIlows quantification of the direct - indirect
beneficiary dichotomy as earlier discussed'
Income from tourism and recreation can be seen to
represent injections of "fresh" dollars into a regional
economy. As a result, the effect on the local economy can be
substantial as the money is spent and re-spent, bringing the
Sum total of generated incomes to an amount greater than the
original direct tourist expenditure. However, the magnitude
of the sum total of generaLed incomes depends not only on
the size of the initial expenditure, but also on the size'of
the multiplier. The size of the multiplier depends on how
much of the original income is re-spent at each stage' This
is in turn dependent upon the region's economic base.
Regions which are reasonably self-sufficient economically,
wilt be characterized by relatively high multipliers'
As mentioned previously, the regional income multiplier
points out one of the major problems of tourism and
recreation aS a means of development in developing or

14

underdeveloped regions. This is, "that the so-called

fect of tourism is reduced to a lower IeveL
than would be expected in larger, or more developed
economieS, " " because of the characteristically high "import
propensity" of the tourist dollar in the less developed
regions. This import component of tourist expenditure leaves
the region in order to purchase operation supplies such as

multipl-ier

ef

foods and beverages, Specialized management Services,
equipment and a major part of construction materials, and
even entrepreneurial investment. The end result is that net
earnings from tourism as a percentage of gross earnings

often

becomes verY small.

The magnitude of the importation problem becomes

greater when one conSiders the "demonstration effect" on the
IocaI population created when residents of the tourist
destination come into contact with Superior goods and
spending patterns. "The knowledge of, or contact with,
Superior consumption patterns extends the irnagination and
creates new wantS."" À certain tenSiOn and restIeSSneSS
among residents is created, as they find themselves spending
a higher percen|age of their incomes in an attempt to enjoy
even a few of the things tourists appear to enjoy in
abundance." Naylon found this to be the case in spain. re
H.J .t op. cit., p.106.
"Pollard,
(Stockholm:
tNurkse,
R.
, Patterns of Trade and Development,
'
WickseIl Lectnre,-TgS pÆ 4.
First
t 8Samuelson, P.À
Economics , (New York: McGraw-HiII Inc.,
1961) , p.787.
t 'Naylon , J. , "Tourism: Spain's Most'Important Industry,'
1967 , p.34.
Geography, vol.52, no.
1
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A final point to be considered with respect to the
income effects of tourism is concerned with the possible
transfer of employment from some sector of the economy into
the tourist industry. If this transfer involves a downward
shift in the Average Productivity of Labour, then output
will falL for the same labour input. The result wilI be a
decrease in regional income.
In summary, demonstrating the ultimate
income-generating potential of establishing a tourist
industry reguires an examination of the nature of
expenditures by tourists, and a quantification of the
multiplying effects of these expenditures. Work of this
nature, âs carried out by Jewett in analyzing the impact of
Redwood National- Park on the coastal economy of northern
California, suggests that apart from househoJ.ds, and Jocal
governments, the main beneficiaries of tourist expenditure
are the trade and service industries. Linkages with
manufacturing are seen to be very slight.'¿o This is perhaps
due to the nature of the region's economic base which is in
turn influenced by a lack of available resources and an
inability to compete with external producers. The net effect
of limited potential for manufacturing enterprises is often
large scale importation.
oJewett, F. I . , "The Impa ct of a National Park Upon a
County's Economy, " AnnaIs of Req i onal Sc i ence , voI.2 , no.2
1968 , p.281 .
2

,
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Às in many underdeveloped regions, the importation of a
J-arge number of necessary commoditieS can be Seen to Iimit
the degree to which tourist spending recirculates within the
economy. In addition, tourism can have undesirable

inSOfar aS inCOme "demonStratiOn", and
transferring of emptoyment is concerned. However, to
generaLize about the magnitude of these undesirable

COnSequenceS

consequences is a gross oversimplif ication of the processes

at work. Tourism can have a substantial impact on a region'S
income, given a favourable economic base, standard of
living, etc..
C. The Value of Land
The effect tOurism can have on 10ca1 land values
operates in conjunction v¡ith the possible impact of tourism
on regional incomes. As tourists express interest in a given
desÈination, investment in the locaI tourist industry
usually takes pIace. This investment increases the demand
for land and lhus drives up land values.
on the one hand, the driving up of land values can be
seen to form an important source of income to local
builders, contractors and real estate agentS.2' For land
owners, returns from capital gained in the sale of land are
often higher than any feasibte returns from the land.
However, increased land values can also have detrimental
effects for the Ìand owner. High land prices can tempt
(cardiff:
Domest i c @,
''Archer, 8., The ImPact of 1973)
p.7
,
University of WaIes Press,
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farmers to seII their land for a Iarge profit. The farmer
can be left landless with only his money to console him. The

result can be resentment. A similar case concernS those
income groups which can no longer afford to buy or own their
land. They too feel resentment.
In addition to the above mentioned socio-economic
problems originating out of a lack of income (both real and
psychic ) , land-use conflicts often arise between tourism,
recreation, and conservatiOn interests on the one hand and
other economic interests (e.g. manufacturing, housing, and
agriculture) on the othet." if a region actively promotes
tourism in attempting to fuLfiIl development objectives,
then there is a need for more land being devoted to
facilities and public access. However, this raises the
problem of allocating scarce resources in the most
own

"eguitable and aesthetically satisfying way. " " This
involves complex analysis (ie. cost-benefit analysis) and
highly responsible decision-making cognizant of the wishes
of the populations most concerned.
D.

Employrnent

tourism can be seen to create
employment opportunities. EmploymenÈ-wise, tourism is
"particularly important for areas with ]imited alternative
As stated earlier,

sources of employment, as is often the case in
non-industrial areas deficient in natural resources other

op.cit., p.133.
' 'Gunn , L. A
' 'Burkart , À.J., êt.â]., op.cit.

p"67.
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than climate and scenic attractionS."'n Further, inveStment
cost per job created in the tourist industry is estimated to
be lower than in any other sector of the economy.2u Thus, in
view of the desire to create employment it is perhaps not
surprising to find countries such as Algeria opting for

industry in the less favoured
economic regions , for many of these have been blessed with
coastlines and oases. "
In considering the impact of tourism aS an employer of
labour, problems in defining the industry become apparent.
First, it is difficult to distinguish betr¡een those
individuals employed mainly for the purpose of serving the
tourist, and -those individuals employed in the same or
similar acLivities but not concerned with tourism. Second,
employers, or self-employed individuals are rarely covered
in statisticS on employment. This omission may represent a
significant proportion of total employment insofar as the
tourist industry is usually comprised of many small units.
FinalIy, aS wiIl be discussed later, the seasonal nature of
the tourist industry causes great variation in employment
figures within any one year. The net result of these data
problems is to limit the present appraisal of the
significance of tourism as an empl-oyer to only tentative
development of a tourist

findings. "

"I bid. ,

p. 61 .

"f,ündÇren, J. , "Barbados Tour i st I ndustry, " Revue De
Tourisme, Do.4,1968, p. 138.
''BIake, G.H. , and Lawless, R.I. "Algeria's Tourist
I ndustry, " Geography, vol. 57, no.1 , 1972, P.152.
2'Burkart, À.J., op.cit., pp.60-61.
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A recent study of tourisrn in switzerland has suggested
that such information probLems as those mentioned above can
be at Ieast partially side-stepped. By utilizing only peak
season employmenL data, the study concluded that on average,
about one-haLf of totat employment in tourism is accounted
for by accommodation establishments. On the assumption that

this represents a reasonable approximation of the actual
percentage, total employment in tourism for any country can
be roughly calculated simply by determining employment in
accommodation establishments. However, the major shortcoming
of such an approach is Lhe uncertainty of the percenlage of
soIeIy devoted to tourism.2'
accommodation facilities
Without accurate figures, the true impact of tourism on
only be approximated. This
approximation can be made through the use of a regional
employment rnultiplier which accumulates the employment
generated as a result of tourist expenditure." For example'
Àrcher's work in Anglesey produced a regional employment
multiplier of 1.1 1, signifying that .1 1 indirect jobs weré
created for every direct job. Further, it v¡as found that 4.3
primary jobs were created for every Ê10,000 of tourist
expenditure. applying the regional employment multiplier to
this figure, it was found that approximately .49 secondary
jobs vrere created as the income multiplier worked its vray
through the regional economy. Thus, the overall employment
effect of f10,000 of tourist expenditure was the creation of
ernployment generation can

"Ibid., p.61.
"Coppock, J.T., and Duf f ield,

B.S

op.cit.

p.27.
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4.7g jobs. This was then found to compare "very favourably
with employment generation by other forms of expenditure.
For example, fi0,000 of general- spending in Anglesey
generated 1 .9 di rect jobs and 0 - 49 indi rect jobs. "'
o

Tourism is found to generate substantially more
employment based on gross earnings than does the gross

earnings from other economic sectors Iargely owing to the
high degree of Iabour-intensiveness characterizing the
tourist industry. " However, labour-intensiveness and the
degree of employmenb generation are dependent upon the
nature of the tourist activity. Caravan development is seen

to generate very little employment. On the other hand,
hotels, as the rnain recipients of tourist expenditure, are
usually thought to be particularly labour-intensive insofar
as they provide high standards of personal service. Further,
hotels are seen to generate indirect employment
opportunities through the purchasing of food, drink, and
manufacturing goodS, and Iaundry, flâintenance, and financial
Services.r, Thus, for the most part, tourism iS thought to
be a prime creator of employment opportunities because it is
relat iveJ-y labour- intensive.
However, the world Bank Group has found that albhough
it is often claimed that tourism is relatively
t oArcher,

8., "The Impact of Recreation on Local Eco nomi€s r "
Plann in Outlook: SPecial Issue , 1974, pP.24-25.
Jones, JY., J.F., Tour i s rn as a Tool f or Economic
if ic R eEãrãnilo ttr e Countries of
Guyana, (Iaiam il-uñF ersity of FEr ida
-

272.

"PolIard,

H.J., op.cit.

p. 106.
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labour-intenSive, availabLe evidence is not conclusive on
this point. They have f ound t.hat "studies in Mexico and
Kenya suggest that the relative amount of employment
generated for each unit of capital invested has tended to be
higher in tourism than in most other private sector
activities. However, similar studies in Yugoslavia and
Isreal, carried out by t.he United Nations Conf erence on
Trade and Deve).opment (U.N.C"T.A.D.) Secretariat, were far
less conl-usive."''
Whatever the case, it is likeIy that less labour wil-I
be needed to service a given number of tourists in the
future due to changes in management techniques, the growth
of hotel chains, the increasing size of the newly built
hotels and the apparent trend towards visitor'S acceptance
of lower Ievels of service..a Further, even if it is
conceded that the tourist industry is in Some cases
relatively labour-intensive, the Turkish experience
indicates that expansion of capacity in this sector is
rather capital intensive and suggests that capital may
replace the labour factor in the tourist industry of the
future. Thus, tourism is perhaps not a very efficient means
of creating employment. 3
In many tourist destinations, âs is the case in Turkey,
the employment effects of tourism seem disappointing. On the
5

r3I.B.R.D.,

op.cit.,

P.13.
G., Tourism: B Iess inq or Bliqht? ( Ha rmonds$¡orth:
eenguiñ, 1973f , pJ%
'uDiamond, J., "Touri åm's RoIe in Economic Development: The
3

4Young,

" Economic
vol.25, no.3, 1977, P.552.

Case Re-examined,

De velooment

and CulturaI Change,
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one hand, the average person employed in the tourist

industry is not highly skitl-ed. This seems to suggest that
the industry is readily adaptable to underdeveloped and
developing regions and countries, for it is in these areas
that a surplus of unskilled labour most often exists.
However, on the other hand, many of these areas have
suffered as a result of responding to too much tourism too
fast by importing al-ien workers or taking labour from other
industriaL sectors (e.g. agriculture) possibly Ieading to a
shortage of employment in those sectors.
Domestic l-abour in the tourist industry requires

a

of years to create a labour force skil-Ied in the art
of presenting a feeling of genuine hospitality. As in the
case of the Virgin Islands, native labourers very often tend
to shun the menial hotel jobs and seek employment in white
coIlar positions. Those that are working in the industry can
be Seen to lack enthusiasm and very often have gained a
reputation for indifferent service and lack of hospitality.
AS a result, such regions have attempted to meet the service
needs of the tourist industry through the importation of
number

alien labour. ' '
For the most part however, the degree of labour
importation which takes place is dependent upon the skills
of labour available in the region. Where the local Iabour
force is largely unskilled, it is very often the policy of
the tourist industry to import skilled workers rather than
3 6Patterson, W.D.
, The Biq Picture: Travel, (American
Society of TraveÌ Agents, 1973), pp. 54- 55 .
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train Iocal- people for anything more than menial tasks. "
This is particularly the case for managerial and other high
status j obs .
The Turkish experience suggests that "not only does
tourism require types of Iabour in short supply, but the
work tends to be seasonal and Iow paid."" Insofar as
tourism is, to a considerable extent, a seasonal activity,
resultant fluctuations in regional employment IeveIs can
severely limit the beneficial economic effects experienced
by a region pursuing development of a tourist industry. As
Jewett noted in analyzíng the impact of Redwood National
Park on the coastaL economy of Northern CaIifornia, aJ-though
tourist development "may weII provide an annual boost to the
county's economy, it wiIl not provide what the county needs
most; a growing Source of year-round employment."s' Indeed,
employment such as is required to service the tourist
industry, can often lead to a threatening of the 1ocal
employment structure.

the results of studies looking into
the effects of seasonality on empLoyment leveIs are not
conclusive in their f indings. Beyers, in analyzing the
impact of Mount Rainier and Otympic National ParkS, finds
Once more however,

that "whil-e the Seasonality of tourist expenditures may
create economic fluctuationS in certain rural regions, these
3'Teye, V. , "Some SociO-Economic Irnplications of Tourism
Deveiopment in Developing Countries: The Ghanaian Case",
(UnpuUiished M.À. The;is; University of Manitoba, 1980),
p.148.

J., op.cit. , p.552.
"Diamond,
3 eJewett, F. I .
p.284 "
, op.cl t.,
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effects may be related to a minority of the total vol-ume of
tourist expenditures. " n o He points out that usually onJ-y a
small share of the totaJ- expenditures made by tourists are
actuall-y made in, and in close proximity to, the tourist
destination. Most expenditures can be seen aS being made at
the tourist's point of origin, en route, and in the major
metropolitan areas near the Parks. I f this is actually the
case, then the widespread distribution of tourist
expenditure in space, particularly into metropolitan regions
with other Sources of income, would tend to reduce the
importance of the "overa11" SeaSonaI impact of Park visitor
expendi ture.

o

'

Thus, in summary, it is difficult to reach any
conclusions aS to the actual effect of tourism on a Iocal
labour force. Various studies have observed that tourism can
encourage servility in the labour force, a lower
productivity potential of work in the tourist industry, and
the importation of alien skilled labour. However, on the
positive side, the regional employment multiplier points out

that employment generation from tourism compares very
favourably with employment generation by other forms of
investment. Às a result, tourism is thought to be
particularly important for areas with timited alternative
Sources of employment. However, as previously alluded to,
problems of acquiring and interprebing data limit the
ooBeyers, W.8., op.cit.,
n'Ibid., p.115.

p. 1 15.

ttr

abi lity

to draw any overall conclusions.

E. Entrepreneurship
As previously alluded to, it has been clearly
demonstrated that tourism has beneficial effects for a wide
range of entrepreneurial opportunities in regions which
would otherwise be unattractive in terms of profit
potential. In a direct sense, the export of the tourism
"product" creates the necessary demand for a great deal of
entrepreneurial investments, including the construction and
(hoteIs, resorts' etc.).
maintenance of tourism facilities
Further, tourism provides a demand market for local
handicrafts and light industrial products of the locaI
economy (eg. furniture, textiles, and food stuffs). The
demand for these commodities supplements the domestic demand
to the point that loca1 manufacture of many of these
products becomes economicaJ-Iy feasible long before an
economy devoid of tourist impetus could afford to produce
such goods.
Hence, tourism creates demand, and thus sets the Stage
for entrepreneurial investment. Such investment is high1y

favoured among entrepreneurs for tvtO main reasons. First,
tourism is seen to be attractive from the point of view of
would-be investorS, insofar as the relative shortness of the
gestation period before an investment yieì-ds returns is
concerned. In other words, tourism, as a profit-making
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proposition, can be seen to go to work fast.*2 Second,
"compared with competing claims for inveStment, the tourist
industry requires relatively little direct capitaJinvestment in rel-ation to the cash flow generated.""
Thus, the many faceted tourist industry is very
attractive to would-be investors. Moreover, from the point
of view of the host country or region, entrepreneurial
investment in tourism has brought rising employment,
expanding incomes, and, âs wilI be later discussed, a wide
range of other benefits. Further, âs the Flordia case points
out, the establishment of a permanent service sector through
investment in tourism development offers a basiS for further
development." In this manner, investment in the tourist
industry "paves the way" for economic diversification. This
has been the case in Spain where observers have referred to
tourist development aS an "economic miracle", and go On to
forecast that "the Spanish economy wilt be the most
expansive in Europe in the next few years.""
In assessing the merits of tourism developoment as an
avenue of entrepreneurial investment, it must be remembered
that the tourist business can be a hazardous undertaking.
The tourist industry can be highty vulnerable to such things
as fashion, fluctuations in the business cycle (and thus,
4

zTeye

, Y. , op.cit.,

p .28.

op.cit. , p.32 .
'3Peters,
4 lHarpers, R. 4., et.a I ., "Recreation Based Economic
Development a nd the G r owth Point ConcêPt, " Land Economics
voI.42, 1966, p.99.
a sNaylon
, J. , op.cit. p.106.
M.,

T
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fluctuations in the incomes in the developed countries or
regions from which both the tourist and foreign investor
originate), v¡ar or political disturbances, and the hazards
of weather." TO make matters worse, the aforementiOned
seasonality in the demand for tourism has severe
repercussions on employment stability in the concerned
regions.
As the Spanish example points out, Seasonality can have
detrimental effects on such investment concerns as the

of hotels and the demand for manufactured goods.
Tourism investment of this sort represents Iarge amounts of
capital in'fixed assets which must provide returns over the
long term. Thus, low levels of demand outside the tourist
season can result in relatively low returnS on capital.'? It
is perhaps not surprising that investors are often reluctant
to become financially involved in such vulnerable and
rentability

markedl-y seasonal enterPrises.

the point of view of the host country or region,
an economy based on inveStment in the tourist industry ca¡i
be highly unstable and thus,it must be recognized that a
policy of diversification should be implemented rapidly.
However, for economies of this kind, the cost of
urbanization and infrastructure usable for only a sma1l part
of the year can be too great to be established and
maintained by the permanently resident population." Under
From

t "CIawson, M
t tArcher, B.

"Naylon,

J.

op.cit., p.243.
op. cit., p.13.
op"cit., p.37.
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such circumstances, foreign investment may be desirable
because it reduces the load on the allocation of scarce

national resources. However, such investment can have
detrimental effects as weIl. This topic shall be more fully
di scussed at a l-ater point in thi s chapter.
In summary, tourism can be seen to create a wide range
of entrepreneurial opportunities. However, seasonatity
Iimits returns to capital, thus affecting entrepreneurS, and
makes urbanization and infrastructure development difficult
for the resident population to afford. Further,
vulnerability of the tourist industry introduces a certain
degree of risk. However, a brief review of available
literature points out that investments in tourism and
recreation development are becoming particularly attractive
and widespread. Thus, the risk factor should not be
overstated. The returns to capital are commonly high enough
to justify private involvement in tourism developments.
F. Tax Revenue Generation
Tourism can also be profitable for governments. This
profitability stems from revenues accruing to locaI
governments through direct taxation of the tourist and taxes
imposed on the tourist industry. Direct taxation of the
tourist can take many forms, the two most important of which
appear to be Lhe departure tax and the hotel room tax.
Unfortunately, governments do not realize that the nuisance
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created by these taxes probably outweights their revenue
generation.l'This has frequently been the case in the
Caribbean.

Taxation of the tourist industry itself is probably the
besL policy for taxing tourist expenditure. Direct taxes can
be levied on the tourist services sector through real estate

taxes, taxes on the hotels themselves, and income taxes on
the wage earners. Indirect taxes can be levied on the
imports used by the tourist services sector.so However,
governments must take care not to overtax the industry SO as
to inhibit expansion.
It is important to note that tourism development must
provide a local tax base sufficient to meet, oF more than
meet, the added costs accruing to the local government that
arise out of tourist activity. " Such added costs include
providing prospective entrepreneurs with reasonably accurate
statistics concerning locaI industry conditions, Providing
prospective tourists with promotional material, protection
of visitors, infrastructure development, and very often,
financial support of industry. Thus, although tourism can be
profitable from the government's point of view, this is not
always the case. A local area seeking to promote tourism "as
an economic support can only estimate, as best it can, the
probable additional tax revenue and the probable additional
costs of local government: the balance may be either
t'Jones, JF. , J
p.280.
'oIbid.,
u
'Clawson,

M.

,

op.cÍt. , p.279.
op.cit., p.247 .
F
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pos i t

ive or negative."tt

G. Foreign-Exchange
Traditionally, underdeveloped or deveJ-oping countries
and regions have been very dependent upon commodity exports
for their source of re-investment revenues. HOwever, because
such exports are subject to slow growth, which is attributed
to widely fluctuating prices and income inelasticities of
demand, many such countries are turning to the development
of an ongoing tourist industry as a potentially viable
alternative. Slow growth, if allowed to continue unchecked,
impairs developmental capacity, and as a result, creates a
deficit in the balance of payments stemming from high income
elasticities of import demand in the face of low income
elasticities for regional exports. 5
The introduction of an interregionaL or international
tourist trade offers a potentially attractive market for
3

domestic product diversif ication, perhaps ultimat,ely
contributing to increased foreign-exchange earnings, and
probably remedying the balance of payments gap through

import substitution. Such added earnings are then used in
promoting new investment and a nore efficient utilization of
existing capacity, aII of which tend to accelerate the pace
of development.'* Thus, it is not surprising that tourism
bid. , p.24 8.
'I3Krause,
W. , International Tourism
Development, (Austin: Univers ity of
u

s

pp.14-15.

U'I.8.R.D.,

op.cit.,

p.13"

and Latin AmerÍcan
Tex as Press, 1973),
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has become a major foreign-exchange earner. The Spanish
example points out that "when tourism came into PIay,

foreign-exchange earning from this new source expanded at

an

unprecedented rate and Soon came to equal or exceed in value

Spain's most important export commodities. " t t Kenya, in
1950, only reported 5,300 tourists. By 1970, this figure had
climbed to 225,000. By 1972 tourist earnings had surpassed
coffee as the country's top foreign currency earner.s'with
reports such as these coming from countries which turned to
tourism as a major foreign exchange earner, it is perhaps

not surprising to find other developing'countries such as
Àlgería, looking to tourism as an additional export-base in
spite of considerable foreign-exchange earnings from other
exports. t t

It is important to note that what studies on the
foreign-exhange benef its of tourism frequently neg1ect. . . " is
the amount of foreign-exchange that has to be spent to keep
the wheels of industry turning."u' For underdeveloped or
developing countries and regions the impact on
foreign-exchange earning abitity produced by the development
of a tourist industry can be Severely weakened by subsequent
high import propensities. This has been the case in
Turkey.s' As the size of the net foreign-exchange earnings
figure is reduced, the external balance sheet may even show
J., op.cil., p.33.
"Naylon,
s6Jackson, R.T:, "ProbIems of Tourist Industry Development
on the Kenyan Coast, " Geo ra
o vo1.58, 1973, p.62.
s?BJ-ake, G.H., op.cit. , p" 148.
s 81eye, V.
p . 184.
, op.cl t.,
u tDiamond, J
op.cit., p. 551.
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that tourism has produced a net deficit of foreign-exchange.
Insofar as this may be the case, it becomes difficult to
make conclusions as to the overall benefit of tourism in
terms of an area's foreign-exchange earning ability.
H. Àmenities
In addition to being a source of income, employment,
tax revenue, and foreign-exchange, tourism is frequently
seen to be a source of. amenities for the resident population
of the tourist area. In many areas of the world development
of a tourist industry has not only produced great
disparities in the standards of amenities provided for the
tourist but also for the local population. However, studies
show that in the long run, "the improvement of standards for
the local population is probably a condition of successful
tourism development."'o In a direct sense, the establishment
of a permanent service sector through the development of a
tourist industry enables the residents to enjoy "a higher
standard of public transport, shopping and entertainment
facilities Èhan they would be able to support oLherwise,""
It can be argued however, that such development affects
only those residents in the immediate vicinity. Very often,
only small isolated areas are given good roads, âo adequate
while the rest of the
water supply and other utilities,
community remains as it was. Further, the benefits from such
amenities appear to be limited Lo the better-off members of
6 OI.B.R.D.,
op.cit. , P. 18.
ó'Burkart, 4.J.,
êt.âI., op.cit., p.63.
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society. À common example of this is the stark contrast of a
jet airport on a Caribbean istand which is inhabited by a
resident population that cannot afford to fIy. "
Thus, it is again dif f icult to reach any f inal
conclusions. ÀII Ehat can be deduced is that tourism
development may directly provide amenities to at least some
of the resident population. It is easier to draw conclusions
in examining the indirect effects of the tourist industry on
amenities for the resident population. Àn enlarged tax base
resulting from tourism development permits better public
Services such as an educational system, fot the entire local
population." Às a final note, it would appear from the
above discussion that no truly detrimental effects can be
observed when examining the provision of amenities to the
local population. However, this observation can be seen to
understate the situation.
First, the provision of amenities for the local
population, as supposedly offered by the development of a
tourist industry, can have very limited effects if
over-crowding results from the influx of a large number of
visitors. The case is well stated by I'loIfe, in his
examination of the impact of tourist travel in Spain; As he
puts it, "the very amelioration of poverty that tourism from
abroad helps to bring about may make it possible for people
to begin to enjoy the amenities of their own country, and by
the time they are ready they may find that their country is
'2Lundberg, D.E., op.cit., p.129 .
'3Harpers, R.A. , êt.â1. , op.cit., p.99.
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no longer theirs to enjoy."'' BasicaIIy, even though
amenities may be improved by tourism, more people means

more

sharing, and increasingty, the resident population of the
tourist destination is having to compete with visitors for a
finite supply of services." Às the Spanish case illustrates
ten million visitors impose a congestion problem. According
to one Spaniard, "the island of Majorca will probably sink
under the sheer weight of bodies; foreign bodies, please
note.

tt

t'

The severity of the problem becomes magnified when one

considers the intensiveness of the use of infrastructure by
tourists, in both a temporal and a spatial sense. Increasing
pressure on infrastructure through overcrowding is largely a
manifestation of seasonality. Further, tourists tend to be
more intensive users of certain sections of the existing
infrastructure because their geographical distribution is
less even. "They traveÌ more, shop more, visit more
rnuseumsr...and thus accelerate the attainmenÈ of saturation
levels" for those sections of the infrastructure which they
come in contact with.6? In this wây, large, concentrated
influxes of visitors can be seen to limit any amenities
which the resident population is like).y to derive from
tourist development.

''Wolfe, R.I ., "Recreation Travel: The New Migration,"
ra hic BuIIet in , voJ-.9, no.4, 1967 , p.164.
Young, G. , oP.cI L., p.120.
e, R. I., op.cit. , p. 164.
'6 'WoIf
TYoung,
+

Geo

g. , op.cl

L.l

p. 1 19.
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To further reduce the positive impact of tourism in
providing amenities to the loca1 population, it has often
been noted that tourism can result in the destruction of the

scenic amenity offered by unspoiled open space. In

of this dense traffic of tourists,
over-exploitation of the resource base can have serious
environmental ramificationS. However, under the enforcement
of appropriate land-use patterns, and zoning and building
regulations, such ramifications can be abated and the scenic
amenity preserved." Thus, tourism has often proved to be a
positive factor in conservation. In the Algerian example,
vigilance in tourism development of the oases has enabled
the striking of a delicate balance "between providing
facitities for tourists and preserving the "other
worldliness" they go to enjoy."" Such a balance insures
continuing compatability between conservation and tourism.
However, r¿hen appropriate enforcement is not put into PIay,
this balance can be absent. Under these circumstances,
tourism can destroy the scenic amenities which the local
population has, in the past, taken for granted.
consequence

In summary, successful tourism development can often be
seen to indirectly improve the standards of amenities
enjoyed by the local population through the provision of
amenities for the tourist. However, this need not always be
the case. Congestion and overcrowding may cause a
op.cit., p.17.
'8I.8.R.D.,
6 eBlake, G.H., op.cit.,
p. 152 .
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deterioration in the standards of amenities enjoyed by the
Iocal population. What indeed happens is dependent upon the
balance of the demand for, and supply of, tourist services.
The net effect on amenities for the resident popuLation may
be difficult

to determine.

I. SociaI
Às is the case in examining tourism's effects on
amenities for the local population, it is sometimes
difficult to draw a distinct Iine between the economic and
social impacts of tourism. Nevertheless, it is possible to
identify widespread effects which are distinctly social in
nature. On the one hand, tourism can be seen to bring about
a mixing of people with different social and cultural
backgrounds. This can have the effect of widening people's
interests in non-Iocal affairs and creating a new
understanding of foreigners and foreign tastes.?o To some
extent, such social intenaction can help to promote a better
understanding of regional problems." On the other hand,
tourism can do much in terms of cultural revival. Unique
cultural mosaics form an enticing tourist attraction. In the
Algerian example, it was hoped that the revitalization of
craft industries brought about by the tourist industry,
"would help revive something of the rich Islamic
, J. , Tourism and Development: A Case Studv of the
Cambridge: Ca mbridge University
Commonwea I th Ca r i bbean
1973) , p. 91
Press,
t t Àrcher, B. , The I mpac t of Domest ic Tour i srn, p.8.
'oBryden
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culture...which the French did much to erase in Algeria."2
Àlthough such social effects as those mentioned above
appear favourable from the point of view of the impact of
tourism, available Iiterature points out that criticism of
the tourist industry has centred mainly on tourism's
non-economic effects. First, if the development of a tourist
industry involves the resettlement of }ocaI residents, a
serious disruption in traditional Iifestyles can occur. "
This $ras the case in the forced exodus of the Icelandic
people from Hecla Island, Manitoba. In addition, if, as
previously discussed, the tourist industry exerts pressure
on the environment, Iand, and infrastructure, and results in
seasonal employment, alienation of the Local inhabitants is
aII but inevitable. Thus, âlthough tourism admittedly brings
money and stimulates the locaI economy, the resident
population often experiences second thoughts as to its
desirability based on social repercussions."
In opposition to the previously discussed contention-

that tourism may aid in cultural revival, it is often
observed that tourism creates a "human zoo" feeling when
tourists come to see "the natives" and study their "odd
habits"." In addition, it is frequently argued that foreign
culture is transmitÈed through continuous first-hand contact
of the local population with the tourist, thus causing a
2BIake, G.H
sTeye, V. ,
"Lundberg,
'uBryden, J.
?
?

op.cit. , p.148.

00-204.
p. 144 .

QA.
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gradual loss of cuLture. This process is referred to as
"accuLturation" and is, in effect, a demonstration effect.
Compounding this threat to indigenous culture and mores, is

the real possibility of "a serious deterioration in
standards of local arts and crafts as efforts are made to
expand output to meet the tourist's demands.'?'
Summarizing, it is the conclusion of a great deal of

literature on the subject of the possible impacts of
tourism, that the major criticism focused on tourism deals
with its non-economic effects. If tourist development is to
the detriment of a people's cul-ture and lifestyle, aII the
economic benefits in the world wiII not appear attractive.
J. Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter has attempted to present
and discuss the various possible impacts of the development
of a tourist industry. However, as has been noted, the
balance between the different positive and negative effects
of tourism is difficult to determine, and varies between
different regions and countries. The noted effects are seen
to be diverse and complex, and an examination of available
Iiterature points out that in actuality, very Iitt1e work
has so far been carried out in attempting to assess the full
impact of tourism development on particular destinations.
Supposedly upon completion of such work, câreful planning
?6I.8.R.D., op.cit.,

p. 14.
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will enable regions to mitigate the majority
of negative effects so making it possible to realize the
many benefits of Lourism development.
and regulation

I I I. COST-BENEFIT ANÀLYSIS ÀND
DECI S ION-MÀKING:

ITS ROLE IN PUBLIC

INVESTMENT

T{ITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO INVESTMENT IN
THE TOURIST INDUSTRY

À. Introduction
of traditional economic concepts
and administrative decision-making principles, cost-benef it
analysis presents a practical methodology for use in
assessing the desirability of projects where it is important
to enumerate and evaluate aIl the relevant generated
Through a combination

benefits and incurred costs. Às such, cost-benefit analysis
is an analyticaÌ technigue which is explicitly concerned
with the wide conseguences of proposed investment decisions.
Of special interest is the role played by cost-benefit
analysis in examining the possible regional effects of
government invesÈment. This role can be seen to have gained
particular signif icance in recent years as a result of a
general trend of growth in the public sector, increasing
numbers of Iarge public investment projects, and the rapid
development of economic techniques which can be applied in
analyzing these invesÈments.'
In regional development planning, where there is
frequently a strong commitmenL to social welfare,
governments are often obliged to make investment decisions
in cases "where businessmen decline to tread."2 In such
tPrest, À.R., and Turvey, R., "Cost-Benefit Analysis: À
Survey: The Economic JournaI, vol. 75, 1 965, p.84.
2Dorf man, R. , (ed. ), ¡tea surTnq Benefits of Government
I nvestments, (grashin gÈon: Brook lngs, 19 6Ð , p.4.
40
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cases, derived social value can be seriously divergent from

prices.' it is this divergence which appears to make
the case for government intervention via regional planning,
rather than simply allowing market forces to allocate

market

resources among regions. Such a conclusion wouLd seem to

imply that the justification of potential government
undertakings having a regional dimension should not be based
on narrow investment criteria, but on a broader assessment

of þenefits relative to costs. Hence, "in regional planning,
where public sector investment and government subsidized
investment are so crucial, there should be wide scope for
cost-benef it analysis. "'
In chapter two it was pointed out that it is often
difficult to determine whether or not tourism development.is
the proper investment choice from the point of view of
regional planning because of the diversity and complexity of
discernable effects. This is where cost-benefit analysis can
be seen to have potential usefulness, insofar as such
analysis is a technique for use in assessing the worth of a
project involving public expenditure by weighing up the
advantages and disadvantages. Following a brief examination
of methodology, this chapter will proceed to look at the use
of cost-benefit analysis in assessing the merits of tourism
development projects.
!",..

'I bid. ,

p. 6.

'Richardson, H.W Elements of Regional Economics
Penguin, 19691 , p.147.

.'

^'

d.i¡i;',,,i:¡i*iÍ'i
(
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B. Cost-Benefit Ànalysis
In theory, consideration of the cost-benefit
relationship reflects an elementary decision rule: "no
rational person could be expected to undertake actions
anticipated costs exceeded anticipated benefits."' In
practice however, application of this relationship is

where

Generally speaking, cost-benefit
analysis is a pragmatic method of setting out the factors
which need to be taken into account in making certain
investment decisions. As such, cost-benefit analysis can be
viewed as having originated in the practices of federal
somewhat more complicated.

adrninistrative agencies in the United States, and more
specifically, in the practices of lhe water resource
agencies. The use of cost-benefit analysis in these agencies
centres around evaluation of the feasibility of specific
projects, selection of preferred projects from a wide range
of possible choices, and justification of projects in the
budgetary process.'

1. Identification of the Objective Function
Prior to consideration of the methodology employed in
cost-benefit analysis it is necessary to point out that any
enumeration or valuation of costs and benefits undertaken
ean only be done so in t,he context. of some implicit or
explicit objective function. Examples of possible objective
uBurkhead, J., and Miner, J., Public Expenditure (New York:

AIdine-Atherton,
'Ibid. , p.209.

197 1)

, p.206'.
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functions involved in government investinent decisions are:
an increase in national income, aggregate consumption, or
the supply of foreign-exchange, ot some contribuiion to ful1
employment, or even to some desired state of income
distribution. It is interesting to note that in the past,
cost-benefit analysis has tended to focus on those objective
functions akin to economic efficiency, giving only secondary
attention to other possible objective functions such as
income distribution.' Once the objective function has been
specified, enumeration and evaluation of costs and benefits
can proceed with benefits representing contributions to the
objective function, and costs representing reductions in the

objective function.'
2. Enumeration of Benefits and Costs
FoIlowing identification of the objective function,
standard application of cost-benefit analysis dictates that
the project be defined with a list of current benefits and
costs included. This then comprises the first stage of
analysis.' while the drafting of this stage may appear to
state the obvious, certain fundarnental problems are often
encountered in the drawing up of the complete list of
ensuing costs and benefits. Primarily, these problems centre
around the delineation of Èhe geographic area within which
Economi c Theorv of Natural Resources,
'Herf indahl, o c
(Columbus: c E . MerríIl PubI ishing Co. , 197 4) , p. 189.
EBurkhead, J
op.cit., pp .207 -208 .
tPeters, G.H Cost-Bene
fi t Analysis and Public Expend i ture
(worcester: Institute of Economic Àff ãfFs,]ffi) p. 18.

,
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resulting costs and benefits are to be included, and
relatedly, the designation of the "society" which the
appraisal is designed to cover. However, notwithstanding
these problems of practical application, enumeration of
current costs and benefits to be included most freguently
focuses on three broad categories of impact. Às a
definitional point, it is possible to refer to these
categories of impact as benefits, with costs merely being
treated as negative benefits.
First, the "primary" benefits of a project consist of
"the value of the goods or services that result from
conditions with the project as compared with conditions
without the project."'o For example, in the case of an
irrigation project, the primary benefit is the value of the
additional crops produced on the newly irrigated land.
However, in the case of an irrigation project, as is the
case in many such programs, there are associated primary
costs, or negative benefits, such as the costs of the inputs
necessary to produce the additional crop.
The second broad category of impact invoìves secondary
benefits. Briefly stated, secondary benefits are "multiplier
effects and investment effects that may be localized within
a region or project area."" Traditionally, two classes of
secondary benefits can be recognized. The first is described
as "stemming from" the project insofar as there is increased
activity in those industries which process, distribute, and
' oBurkhead , J. , op.cit., p.225 .
" I bid. , p.226 .
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output of the project itself. For example, in
the previously referred to case of an irrigation project the
increased crop yield (eg. grain) will promote increased
activity by grain merchants, transporters, mi)-lers, bakers,
consume the

etc., and as a result, wiII increase their prof its." The
second class of secondary benefits are those "induced by"
the project insofar as industries which supply the project
area with goods and services experience increased demand,
and in response, increase their productive activity so as to
realize greater profit. In the irrigation project example,
induced secondary benefits are the extra profits arising
from the sale of goods and services to farmers.'3
In much of the available literature a matter of
considerable controverSy has been the notion that secondary
benefits may not be appropriately valuated in cost-benefit
analysis. The question of whether or not to include
secondary benefits is ultimately related to the opportunity
cost of the public investment in question. In general terms,
the opportunity cost of some good or input (monetary funds
included) currently committed to a public project, is their
worth in some alternative use. Under the assumption of full
employment (a basic assumption in cost-benefit analysis)
secondary benfits are presumed Lo exist with or without the
government investment. Alternatively, under conditions of
unemployment secondary benefits can be seen to accrue."
t 2 Prest

,

' '!Þic.
,
' +McKean,

AnaIys i s

op.cit., p. 698 .
R .N., Efficiencv in Government Throuqh Systems
( London: John wi1 ey & Sons, 195 8), p.158.

A. R.,
p. 698
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However, it is argued that even when there is full.
employment, secondary benefits are of importance to the

extent that "a regional distribution of benefits is an
element in the objective function... since they bring a
redistribution of national income to favor the region. '
Thus, in recognition of this importance the United States
Bureau of Reclamation has followed the practice of including
secondary benefits as a part of its project reports, while
not formally including lhem in the calculation of net
s

benefits. "
The third and final broad category of impact to be
considered is termed "externalities". BriefIy PUt,
externalities are the beneficial or injurous "impacts of
actions by some decision-making units on the activities of
others, impacts that are not directly felt by the first
group.'? In econgmics, Such impacts are termed "external
economies" and "external diseconomies". À general
characteristic of externalities is that payment cannot be
extracted from the benefited parties, and compensation
cannot be enforced on behalf of the injured parties.'8 The
resulting complexity of impacts is particularly noticeable
in the case of public investment projects which abound in
externatities. However, one of the major commendations of
cost-benefit analysis "is that a very broad view may be
t sBurkhead , J. ,
"t I bid. , p.227
'McKean, R.N.

.

op.cit.,
op.cit.,

p.226.

p.134.
o f. Welfare, (London: McMillan,
The
Economics
"Pigar, À,L.;
p.183"
1950),
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taken of project effects in order to comprehend the full
range of external i t ies. " "
1n view of the treatment of externalities

in

cost-benefit analysis, it is necessary to make a distinction
between "technological externalities* (included in the
calculation of costs and benefits) and "pecuniary
externalities" (not included in the calculation of costs and
benefits). Technological externalities arise when the
project affects the physical production possibitities of
other producing units, pubtic or private, oE alters the
satisfactions that consumers derive from given resources. As
an example, a project which uses water upstream (eg. a
reservoir) may reduce the productive pot'ential of
hydroelectric plants or irrigation facilities downstream.
Conversely, it may increase the recreational potential of
other given inptits.2o Thus, technological externalities may
Iead to benefits aS well as costs, and these, âS previously
stated, can be expressed in the cost-benefit calculation.
Pecuniary externalities, oD the other hand, "do not
affect the units of output (or pleasure) that can be
obtained from a firm's (or a consumer's) physical
outputs."" Nevertheless, they do issue an effect via the
project's influence on the prices of products or factors.
For example, if the project involved is a major public
recreational facility, the demand for, and hence, the price
' eBurkhead , J. , op.cit.,
'oMcKean, R"N., op.cit.,
' 'Ibid. , p. 136.

p.225 .
pp.135-136.
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of, private recreational facilit,ies in the project area may
be adversely affected.r, This effect would be termed a
negative pecuniary externality and, as noted above, should
not be included in the cost-benefit caLculation for it does
not represent a decrease in the demand for recreational
facilities. It is merely a transfer of some demand from
private facilities to the ner't public facility.
Summarizing, as far as enumeration is concerned, it is
possible to note several diverse types of benefits which can

be viewed as accruing to many different beneficiaries. As
result, it is often difficult to list all the possible

a

impacts and in so doing, to avoid double counting. However,
enumeration of the possible
barring any such difficulties,
impacts permits movement to the second stage of
cost-benef its analysis, namely valuation.

3. Valuation of Benefits and Costs
Given the }ist of benefits and costs it is novt
necessary to reduce them to monetary values in order that an
estimate of the current net benefit for any project be
calculated." In a general Sense, market prices are Seen to
provide a substantial amount of information concerning
benefits and costs. Unfortunately, they tend to be
inaccurate measures of society's valuation of the impacts of

the project in question. As a result, it is normally
J.
"Burkhead
23Peters, ,
G.H.

, p.237.

,

o

p.18.
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necessary to alter market prices in order to refl-ect

societal preferences. Prior to consideration of ways in
which this might be achieved, this chapter shall examine
some of the reasons for the divergence of market prices from
those construed as "societal" prices.
One of the primary reasons for divergence between
market prices and prices which are relevant to sociêtY, is
the existence of monopolistic elements or other
imperfections in goods and factor markets. Under such
conditions, market prices in product markets may bear no
visual alliance with the marginal costs of output, and
similarly, hârket prices in factor markets may bear no
visual alliance with the value of the marginal physicaL
product of the factors. Thus, investment decisions which are
based on valuations of benefits and costs at market prices
are seen as not being appropriate.2' If refiners, in the
example of a proposed irrigation project, (tfris time
ing more sugar-beets to be groúi'n, and hence, more sugar
to be refined) are seen to hold a monopolistic position,
then the prices they pay the farmer for his beets, or the
final prices they charge to the consumer may not adequately
reflect society's valuation of the impact of increased
irrigation water.
A second circumstance of divergence between market
prices and social costs or benefits results from the
activities of governments. In the case of taxes on
enabl

2

{Prest, A.R

op.cit.,

p.692

.
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expenditure it is generally preferabre to vaLue taxed inputs

"at their factor cost rather than at their market va1ue."ru
Às an example, it is interesting to consider the estimation
of fuel savings arising from a road improvement project.
Should these savings be valued at before or after tax prices
to adequately reflect social costs and benefits? Insofar as
government controls are concerned, price support schemes and
production contrors are likely to read to divergence between
market prices and socieLy's valuations. For example, should
the previously referred to increase in sugar-beeL
production, E€suì-ting from increased irrigation water, be
valued at a price which takes into account existing quotas?
If such quotas indeed exist, then increases in sugar-beet
production may actually be restricted, and thus, Rârket
prices may not satisfactorily reflect actual costs and
benefits to society.
À third source of divergence between market prices and
social costs and benefits results under conditions of
unemployed factors. Succínct1y stated, in the case of
unemployed factors, "the use of market values to ascertain
direct costs and benefits of a project overstates its social
costs and underestimates its total benefits."'. Under such
conditions almost any project is better for society in
general than no project because it makes use of unemployed
but stilI cost-incurring factors. For an agricultura)- region
with chronic unemployment, âD irrigation project may mean
, u¡ bid.

,.Ibid.,

,

p.693.

p. 694 .
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jobs. Thus, to value the benefits of the project in
terms of market prices alone wi 11 substant ially
underestimate the benefits accruing to Lhe project region.
Collective gcods represent a fourth area of divergence
between market prices and societal val.uations of cosÈs and
benefits. Collective goods are those for which derived
enjoyment cannot be confined to members of society who are
wilÌing to pay for them.2'Thus, there is ]ittIe basis for
project eval-uation based on market pricing owing to t'he
misrepresentaiton of the present value of saIes.
The mere attempt to value costs and benefits introduces
the concept of intangibles, which form the fifth and final
source of deviation between market prices and social cosÈs
and benefits to be considered. Intangibl.es are simply those
consequences of the alternative projects compared that
"cannot readily be translated inLo the common denominator
that is being used. Thus if gains are measured in terms of
new

dollars, those effects which cannot be so measured are
intangibles. " 2 s Identified in this wâY, some costs and
benefits cannot be quantified (eg. the scenic effect of a
reservoir), and others, notwithstanding the fact that they
can be quantified, cannot be valued in any market sense (eg.
Ehe increased number of lives lost due to drowning)."

G.H., op.cit.,
"Peters,
2 sMcKean, R.N., op.cit.,
2 Prest, 4.J.,
op.c1 t. I
e

p. 14.

p.58.

p. 696

.
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In summary, the valuation of costs and benefits arising
from a given investment project ofLen entails going beyond
the measurement of effects on the basis of market prices.
This usually involves making allowances for imperfections,
unemployed resources, and so on.

The standard method of making such allowances is the
"
utilizatiOn Of "SoCial", "acCOunting" , Ot "ShadOw" priceS in
project evaluation. Broadly speaking, such a price (tf¡e
terms being interehangeable) is "the price the economist
attributes to a good or factor on the argument that it is
more appropriate for the purpose of economic calculation
than its existing price, i f any. "'o Hence, in valuating the
cosÈs and benefits of any project, the anaLyst may "correct"
market prices and, a1so, set prices on unpriced gains and
Iosses.

FolLowing from this it becomes possible to compare the
stream of annual net benefits with the costs of the project
concerned. In simplest terms, the cost stream will be made

up of "the initial investment, interest on this investment,
and the long stream of operation and maintenance costs

anticipated over the life of the facility. " " Obviously , for
the project to accrue to the net weJ-I-being of societY,
derived benefits must exceed these cosÈs. Unfortunately,
benefit estimation is not as straightforward a task.
, E. J Cost-Benef it Analysis : Àn Informal
Introduction (London: George A lIen and T nwLn Ltd. ,
'

oMi shan

p.8i.
srBarkle

1971 ),

Y, P.W., Economic Growth and Environmental Decay,
(New Yor k: Harco urt, Brace EvanõîIc
,p.Be.

W)
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4. Determination of Evaluative Criteria
upon valuation of the benefits and costs associated
rn'ith concerneC pro jects, it is necessar:' to evaluate
alternacives on the basis of specified criteria. Preiirninary
screening can be performed on the basis of the constraints
facing would-be investors, both public and private. Such
constraints may render any net calculation of costs and
benef

its merely academic.

a) Constraints to Investment
Insofar aS constraints tO investment are concerned,
there is at the outset, a group of constraints which require
only brief discussion. The first and most general category
of. these are physical constraints. In this regard, investors
are frequenlly faced with an obligation to adhere to an
existing production function. In addition to physical
constraints, investors often face legal constraints,
inasmuch as projects must remain within the framework of the
Iaw. Às a result, investment must yield to such constraints
as "rights of access, !ime needed for public inguiries,
regulated pricing, Iimits to the activities of public
agencies and So on."32 Third, there may exist administrative
restraints which effectively Iimit the amount and types of
investment that can be administratively managed.
Finali.y there are a group of constraints which require
more extended discussion. First,

'2Prest, À.R., op"cit.

p. 700

.

investment projects are
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frequently subjected to severe political constraints. Some
projects may never even come to the analysis Stage because
they have been "screened out" for political reaSonS. For
example, a water resource pro ject may yieJ-d signi f icant
recreational. benefits if the legislature were to authorize
the necessary development of lands adjacent to reservoir
sites, but this may not be deemed politically feasible."
Such screening can be beneficial if it represents the
supporting of high l-evel objective functions such as income
class equity, or regional balance. However, if projects
the basis of possible defamatory
ramifications in the political arena, then policy direction
aimed at objective functions may be wholly or partially
become screened on

el iminated.

Another major constraint faced in making the investment
decisíon is concerned with distributional considerations.

This constraint ariSes because "the notion that the choice
between projects can be made so}e1y on Èhe grounds of
"ecgnomic efficiency", becauSe any unfavourable effects on
income distribution can be overcome by making some of the
gainers compensate some of the losers, is rarely applicable
in practice."to ("gainers" and "losers" may refer to
individuals, geographic areas, etc. ) Rather, distributional
constraints necessarily intrude on the area of
consideration. These are generally seen to enter via the
potitical system, either as regional interests push for
J., op.cit., P"225.
'3Burkhead,
3 4Prest, À.R.
, op.-it. , pp.700-701.
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projects, or as societal ethics give weight to
overall object ive funct ions. Unfortunately, di str ibut ional
constraints make project choice decision-making difficult

deve).opment

and controversial.
I.fhereas the constraints discussed up until this point

have alI shared the common problem that arising difficulties
in project choice cannot be resolved by the techniques of

cost-benefit analysis, the folJ.owing two constraints can be
systematically allowed for. First, êf] investment projects,
whether public or private, are subject to budget constraints
of one form or another. For any public investment agency
there exists a limited overall budget which is in turn,
partially constrained by the total public expenditure
budget." Both total and departmental budgets are Iimited by
such factors as "an executive decision that totaL
expenditure shall not exceed a specified amount, or that the
requirements of economic stabilization are such as to Iimit
the total outlay."" However, it is possible under
cost-benef it analysis to establish a priority ranking of
projects, designed to exhaust the relevant budget and thus,
at least partiaÌIy overcome the problems caused by such a
constra int

.

LastIy, investment is often constrained by risk and
uncertainty surrounding a proj""a'= cost and 9ain. In
public, as welI as private investment ventures, actual costs
Pearce, D.W. , Cost-Benef it Analysis
' 'Dasgupta, 4.K., and(London:
MacMi I lari , 197 2) , p. 17 2 .
Theor and Practice,
3 tBur
a
J. op. c ir., p.213.

:
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and benefits may be greater or Iess than those anticipated,

thus Ieading to a hampering of investment decisions.
Fortunatell', it is possible f or the "conservative" arìaIyst
to make allowances for risk and uncertainty within the
techniques developed in cost-benefit analysis. In such an
approach, incorporation of al-Lowances for risk and
uncertainty may take the form of a higher permissible ratio
of benefits to costs, a higher rate of discount, or an
arbitrary cutoff point on the duration of benefits. " The
true meaning of these allowances will become clear under the
discussion of cost-benef it criterion.
In summary, there are a number of constraints which may
be encountered by would-be investors, both public and
private. Some of these can be corrected for in cost-benefit
analysis, but Èhe majority cannot. Given consideration of
these constraints, and the various issues involved in the
enumeration and valuation of costs and benefits, it is
possible at this point, to turn to a discussion of the
various criterion which investors use in making the
investment dec ision.

3'Ibid.

p ,239 .
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b) Selection Criterra
The final step in project analysis is "the selection of
the model or criterion for relating the estimated cos"s and
benef its of diverse projects" within the choice set. 3' The
choice set reflects an inherent necessity in cost-benefit
analysis to ]imit the range of possible projects for
comparison within any particular analysis. In this way it is
possible to examine projects with the view of determining
relat ive mer i t.
Within any particular choice set the decision-maker can
make any one of three types of choice. First, if projects
are independent and there is no constraint on the number
which can be undertaken, the decision-maker must make an
"accept-reject" decision for each individual project.
Second, if there exists a limited supply of any input, the
undertaking of atI acceptable projects may not be possible.
Under such circumstanceS, prOjects muSt be "ranked" in terms
of the objective function, and thus, a standard
accept-reject decision cannot be made. FinaIly, if projects
are "mutually exclusive" (ie. when there are two different
ways of achieving the same objective), the decision-maker

must choose between the alternatives."

GeneraIIy speaking, because_a1Ì estimates of benefits
and costs are subject to errors in forecasting, it is better

to use cost-benefit analysis for comparison of similar
projects than for testing the absolute desirability of
*Ibid., pp.213,2 15.
3 eDasgupta, 4.K., op.cit.,
p. 160.

any
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one particul-ar.project. Errors in water resource forecasting

arise because "prices cannot be projected precisely,
hydrologic data usually cover too brief a period,
agricultural yields are difficult to predict where methods
of cultivation have to be changed..., engineering cost
estimates are often far off the mark," and so on.'o Às a
result, project ranking appears to be favored in the
majority of examples of the practical appLication of
cost-benef it analysis.
Given a description of the above mentioned types of
choice, it is nov¡ necessary to discuss the criterion on
which these choices are based. First, a criterion widely
used in private industry is the "payback period." Simply
stated, comparison of investment projects is based on the
number of years it takes for the net revenues of each
project to egual- the original investment cost."
Unfortunatety, the payback period crite.rion suffers from two
major inherent weakneSses. First, projects may have similar
payback periods but different ]ives. Therefore, the fact
that one project may last longer is ignored. Second, the
pattern of receipts is overlooked. Hence, a project having
the majority of payback in the first few years of operation
receives no extra weighting over-a project with payback
lumped in bhe final years of operation. Largely as a result
*oEckstein, O., "Benef it-Cost À nalysis and Re gional
Technioues of
Development, " in Reg i ona I Econo mic Planning: ¡+Ànal-ysi s, ( eds. ) by I sara, W. , and Cumberland , J.H., (Paris:
o. E. c. D. , 1960), p.361.
" Burkhead , J. , op.cit. , p.216,
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of these two weaknesses the payback rule is generally seen
as having Iittle to recommend it. "
Most of the controvers]¡ over criterion for lhe
cost-benef it evaluation of. pubLic projects has centred
around two other al-ternat ive choice model s . These are the
"net present val-ue" and the " internal rate of return". Both
models are discussed, in detail-, below.
(1)

Net Present Value

It is the assumption of a large portion of available
literature that Èhe general aim of decision-makers is "to
maximize the present value of benefits less that of all
costs, subject to spec i f ied constraints. " " Thus, aIl values
of costs and benefits, both present and future, are set into
a common frame of reference referred to as the present
value. The determination of the present value is achieved by
making allowance for the passage of time through the use of
the discount rate. For example, if the investment stream for
a given project is -$100 (the initial cost of the project),
$50 (revenues of year one), $150 (revenues of year two), and
the relevant interest rate (discount rate) is found to be 10
per cent per annum, then the net present value of the
investment is found to be $69.41. This value is found by
using the formula,
l=n

PV=
t=o
n

Bt-

(t+r)

2Dasgupta, À.K., op.cit.
p .168.
6
A.R
op.cr t
.p. I 6.

{3Prest,
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where B is the benefit, C is the cost, and r is the rate at

which future net benefits are discounted over t years of

project Iife.oo From the calcu).ation, the decision-maker can
rank alternative projects or merely make an accept-reject
decision, based on the net present value of alternative
projects.
However, a brief examination of availabLe literature

brings to light an atmosphere of controversy surrounding the
determination of the "correct" rate at which to discount
future benefits and costs. Inevitably, the controversy has
been guided by differences in ideologies. Some beLieve
discount rates should be low so as to boost expansion of the
public sector. Others believe discount rates should be high
in order to curtail public sector investment activities. To
give an example, it has been estimated that for federal
water resource projects authorized in the United States in
1962 (when a 2 5/8 percent rate vras used), an increased
discount rate of 5 percent would have resulted in
calculation of a negative net present value for 64 percent
of the projects. " In actuality, "there is no 'correct'
rate, and rational men will continue to disagree for
legitimate reasons. "'6 fn practice, however, there are three
primary discount raLes used in al" calculation of the net
present value of 'any project.

p.175.
'4 sBurkhead,
'Mi shan , E .J. , op.cit.
J., op.cr t. p.228 .
4 6BarkIey,
P.W. , op.cl t., p.91.
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of converting costs and benefits to present
values is simply to use the current market rate of interest'
Unfortunatety, for perhaps obvious reasons' the market rate
of interest is commonly thought to be unsatisfactory.
Market rates of interest generally substantially
underestimate the opportunity cost of capital,
because they fail tõ- reflect the taxes that are paid
on account of the profits of private sector
projects,
and because they neglect other externa]
'tr"néf its generated
by private sector investments,
particulaily where there are divergences between
irarket pr icãs and opportun i ty costs of f actors of
production or goods. ' '
Thus, it is not surprising to find that the bulk of the
available literature on rates of discount for calculating
the net present value of any project, is divided into two
diverse schools of thought, both concentrating on the
calcuLation of rates of interest which have littLe or
nothing in common with the current market rate of interest
(at least it terms of derivation). The first of these Lwo
schooLs is based on the belief that a market rate of
interest cannot reflect societal preferences concerning
present and future benefits. Moreover, it is assumed that
future benefits ar-e likeIy to accrue to richer generations,
having higher IeveIs of consumption. ÀS a result, assuming
diminishing marginal utility of consumption' "utility gains
to future generations from a 9ui: in consumption wilI be
less than the utility gains to the present generabion from
the same gain."4s FoIIowing from these assumptions, it is
One method

t tHaberger, À.C., Proiect Evaluat ion:
( Edi nburgh: MacMi lIãn ; 197 2) , p. 3 6 .

o'Dasgupta, À.K., op.cit.,

pp.136-137.

Collected Papers,
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the notion behind the "social rate of time preference"
argument that future gains should be discounted. The socialrate of time preference proposaL obviousty represents a
major improvement over !he market rate of interest because
it attempts to inject a slice of reality into the
computation. However, despite the obvious merits of this
argument, there are, in practice, two difficulties.
The
first is encountered in the actual determination of the
social rate of time preference. The second results from the
necessity to use different rates of interest in the public
and private sectors. "
The second school of thought in determining the
appropriate interest rate at which to discount future
benefits and costs goes so far as to argue that the social
rate of time preference is not rel-evant to public investment
decisions. It is their belief that the "social opportunity
cost rate of discount" represents the appropriate interest
rate. Assuming restricted capital funds, the decision to
invest in some public' project will involve the sacrifice of
some other project. The rejected investment is generaJ.ly
thought of as involving the use of private funds.
Consequently, it would seem evident that, if the investment
foregone could have yielded a rate of return of, sây, 10
percent, then the authorized public investment must
guarantee a rate of return of at least 10 percent. If it
does not, then resources could have been beLter utilized in
aePrest, A.R

op.ci.t., p.698.
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the'alternative investment, the 0 percent f igure reflecting
u o AS a result,
soc iety' s valuat ion of the return obtained.
10 percent is thought to be the social opportunity cost rate
of discount, representing a suitable rate of discount for
1

ic projects.
Although avaitable literature contains mention of other
rates at which to discount future costs and benefits, the
three presented above are those most extensively discussed.
to say. It
Which rate is more appropriate, it is difficult
can however be concluded that the two social discount rates
are theoretically more commendable than the market rate'
Unfortunately, in the absence of any sort of concensus on
the criteria for the selection of a discount rate, it is
perhaps not surprising that, in practice, arbitrary
decisions have been made. GeneraIly, the standard procedure
is to select an interest rate or rates on the basis of
observed rates ruling at the time. As previously stated,
this Leads to abstraction from the reality of societal
publ

pre ferences

.

(2) Internal Rate of Return
As intimated earlier, the second major criterion widely
used in cost-benefit analysis to: the evaluation of public
projects is the internal rate of return. The internal rate
of return criterion, as an alternative to the net present
va1ue, requires the calculation of that discount rate which
5oDasgupta, A"K

op.cit.,

p.145.
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v,ould give the project a net present vaLue of zeto (or

ratio of benefits to costs egual to one).
such a calculation is,

f=n

,ã

Bt- ct

(l*r)t

The

a

forrnula for

o

where again, B is the benefit, C is the cost, and r is the

rate at which future net benefits are discounted over t
years of project life. As an example, consider an investment
with a benefit stream of -$100 (the initial cost of the
project), $50 (revenues of year one), and $86.40 (revenues
of year two). In order to arrive at a net present value of
zeËo, the internal rate of return of the project in question
would have to be 2Q percent.5' Once this discount rate has
been calculated, it is compared with the predetermined
social discount rate. "The rule for accept-reject and for
ranking is to adopt any project which has an internal rate
of return in excess of the predetermined social discount
rate.

tt s

2

In a normal range of project choices most economists
will use the internaL rate of return criteria, for it is
seen to go around the problem of -working with a "given"
discount rate. However bhe drawbacks to using the internal
rate of return are numerous. The first, and most obvious
' 'Mi shan , E J., op.cit., p.183.
op.cit. , p.163"
"Dasgupta, À.K
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problem is that, as with the net present vaLue ruIe, "it
remains essential to choose some acceptable social rate of
Ciscount. " "

Second, computation of the internal rate of

return is a slow and involved mathematicaj exercise. Third,
for projects with benefit streams such that revenue years
and loss years alternate several times (perhaps due to
capitat replacement, etc.) there are multiple solutions to
the internal rate of return calculation. Thus, there is a
need for further criteria in order to choose among various
alternative projects. s 4 Fourth, in comparison of projects
which are alternatives further complication to the internal
rate of return is presented. In such cases, the most
desirable project is not necessarily the one with the
highest internal rate of return. Rather, it is commonly
desirable to choose that alternative which maximizes the net
excess of benefits over costs. However, use of the internal
rate of return rule of determining an inLerest rate that
sets the ratio of benefits to costs equal to one may
disparage the relative desirability of larger projects.
Finally, in considering projects with different economic
lives, the interal rate of return will tend to form a bias
in favor of short-1i fe projects. u
In view of the above mentioned shortcomings of the
internal rate or'return approach, ít is smaIl wonder that
"the concensus appears to favor the adoption of present
s

p.163.
À. C.
op.cit., p.28.
'Harberger
s'Dasgupta, , A.K. , op.cit. pp.1 64-65.

"Ibid.,
u
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value rules at least for public investment decisions. " " In
pract ice, the number of si tuat ions in which rate of return
rules are deceiving, are limited. However, the occurrence of
circumstances in which problems rnay be encouncered is
significant enough to indicate the problems in project
choice are easier to bypass by using the more direct present
value criteria. The fact is, as $tas pointed out in the

section on the valuation of costs and benefits, comparing
the benefit stream with that of costs is no easy task, and
aIl approaches have pitfaIls.
As the preceding discussion points out, the two most

to the overaLl eval-uation of the
costs and benefits of any project are the net present value
and the internal rate of return. It is concluded, oD the
basis of available literature, that the net present value
criterion is superior in many respects. Following from this,
it has been assumed up to this point that the prime
determinant of any project is presented in the form of the
current net benefit calculation. However, as will be pointed
out below, this need not always be the case.
cornmonly used approaches

(3) Benefit Cost Ratio
The standard criticism of the current net benefit

calculation concerns its inherent bias in favor of projects
u'Ibid., p.165.
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reguiring large capitaJ- outJ"ays. Yet, in cases of a Iimited
budget (a seemingly universal assumption is today's
society), several small projects may be more desirable than
one Iarge project. " To avoid this problem, decisions
between project alternatives should be made on the basis of
their "benef it-cost ratios".
In a general sense, three basic rul-es concerning
benefit-cost ratios can be identified. First, projects are
accepted if the ratio of benefits to costs exceeds unity.
Second, in cases of a limited budget, pFojects are to be
ranked according to the benefit-cost ratio. Third, in the
case of mutually exclusive projects the one having the
highest ratio is to be selected. Through the employment of
these rules, the benefit-cost ratio eliminates bias towards
lhe selection of Iarge projects. Further, for single period
rationing under a timited budget, the dec'ision-maker can
rank projects by their benefit-cost ratios and therefore,
work down the list of projects until the budget is
exhausted." UnfortunaEely, the shortcomings of the
benefit-cost ratio are numerous.
First, its rankings and the ratio itself is still
dependent upon a predetermined discount rate, the
implications of which have been previously discussed."
Second, whereas the net benefit cafculation is not
"sensitive to the classification of a project effect as a
J. , op.cit., pp.219-220
'TBurkhead,
s sDasgupta, A. K., op.cit.
, p.171.

"Burkhead, J"

op.cit.

p .220 .

.
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cost rather than a benefit, and vice versa", the
benefit-cost ratio is. In the calcul-aton of the benefit-cost
ratio, the magnitude of the quotient is dependenr upon
whether or not some costs are treated as negative benefits
and some benefits as negative costs. As a result, comparison
of projects on the grounds of a benefit-cost ratio is
meaningless unless definitional considerations are
identical-. Third, when applied to mutually excl-usive
projects the benef i t-cost rat io points to conclusions
inconsistent with the net present value rul-e.'o Finally, a
major problem is the fact that the benefit-cost ratio is an
average, râther than a marginal concept. Economic decisions,
if they are to be optimal, must be based on the marginal
concept. Marginality assumes that such decisions are based
on costs and returns associated with the l-ast unit of output
produced or consumed. "
In general, it is all but impossible to make a suiÈable
defence for the use of benefit-cost ratios as a rul-e on
which to base investment decisions, outside of the rationing
context discussed above. As a result, it is difficult to
understand the reasons for conventiona)- practice in the
United States focussing attention on benefit-cost ratios in
choosing between various projects. '2
6otrA

project costing 100 units, with discounted benef its of
130, has a NPV of 30. This is to be preferred to a project
costing 40 with benefits of 60, a NPV of.20. But in ratio
terms B is preferred since B has a ratio of 1.5 compared to
À's 1.3." Source: Das 1 upta, A.K. , oÞ.cit., p.171.
' 'Barkley, P.W., op. c 1 t. , pp .92-93.
6'Peters,
G.H. , op.ct t., p.21 .
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In overall summary, cost-benefit analysis is seen to
aj.d decision-making involving investment choices b)'
pÍorriding a broad assessment of benef i ts relat ive to costs.
However, it is in the derivation of this assessment that the
majority of problems concerning cost-benefit analaysis are
encountered. These problems are seen to stem from all three
main stages of analysis: enumeration, evaLuation, and
determination of criteria. As the essence of cost-benefit
analysis involves the attempt to set a dollar value on
benefits and costs, it is the methodology employed here
which is most often open to criticism. Cost-benefit analysis
tends to have a certain theoretical bias in practice. "Its
methodology is particularly workable if there is reliance on
prices, actual, projected, or even prices adjusted to
reflect true opportunity costs or other measures of economic
vaLue."" Another methodology problem which receives a great
deal of criticism in the literature involves the
determination of an appropriate rate of discount.
All these problems and criticisms aside, the true merit
of cost-benefit analysis Iies in the mere fact that it
forces decision-makers to at least acknowJ-edge and consider
the existence of. possible widespread consequences of
investmenL decisions. This point wiIl become clear in the
following discussion of the value of cost-benefit analysis
to the regional deveJ-opment of a tourist industry.
"Eckstein,

O

op.crt.

p. 365.
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C. Cost-Benefit Ànalysis and Tourism Development
In the past, the most common application of
cost-benefit analysis to the field of tourism and recreation
has involved the derivation of a demand curve for some
particular facility, using distance as a proxy for price.
Using the demand curve, benefits from expanding the industry
have been enumerated aS the differences in travel costs and
time, and the increase in consumers surplus.6l However,
cost-benefit analysis can be viewed as having the
methodological framework with which to perform a much more
important function. Governments and private investors,
interested in devetoping a tourisu industry, need to know
the extent of potential benefit.s, and costs which may
accrue.6s It is generally recognized that private
profitability will not adequately represent any sort of
assessment of these costs and benefits, and thus, will not
serve as a socially responsible guide for investment
decisions. This is particularly the case for developing
countries and regions. Allernatively, there is no reason to
believe that cost-benefit analysis cannot perform this task,
so long as one thinks in terms of marginal projects."

"Locht, L.J. , "Evaluation of RuFaL Reconstruction Projects
with the Aid of a ModeÌ of Regional Economic Growth, " in
Lendall, M.G., (edit. ), Cost-Benefit Ànalysis , (New York:
Àmerican Elsevier Publis-ing Cõ. , 197 1) , p.234 .
'uLundberg, D.E., The Tourist BusÍness, (Boston: Cahners
Books, 1974) , p.131.
"Bryden, J., Tourism and Development: À Case Study of the
Commõnwea I th cãffi'E'eãnJ Cambri é: Cambridge University
Press, 1973) , p.78.

11

Using cost-benefit analysis in examining the role of

tourism investment in regional development initially
requires the facing of three principal decisions. First, Lhe
social welfare function to be maximized requires
identificaton. The project decision must come as cLose as
possible to maximizing the resulting welfare function.
Recognizing thaÈ any sort of tourism development willgenerally create both "9ainerS" and "loSerS", cOSt-benef it
anal.ysis can be viewed as providing a guide by which

a

"social optimum" can be achieved. t' Second, owing to the
fact that projects have different time profiles of costs and
benefits, their compariSon, or merely their justification,
requires that an appropriate rate of discount be chosen,
assuming that the "market" rate of interest is not
relevant." Finalty, a method of calculating surrogate
prices must be decided upon. BasicaLly, such prices (shadow
and accounting prices), as previously referred to, "are
determined by adjusting market prices to correct for lhe
distortions which are considered to be significant in such a
way that they reflect real scarcity and real needs in the
''
Having considered the three aforementioned principal

economy.

decisions, the analysis can now move to the shadow-pricing
of the primary inputs in altowini expansion of the tourist
industry, in response to dernand. In Bryden's proposed
6

?Dasgupta, A. K

"Bryden , J.,

" I bid. , p.82 .

op.cit.

op.clt.,

I

p 81

p.54.
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methodology for applying cost-beneiit analysis to the

tourist industry of the Commonwealth Caribbean, an
input-output t-able is used to orovide est imates of the cost
of each "bundle" of commodities used in producing the
pattern of final output implied by the sectoral pattern of
tourist receipts. In this wây, each commodity in final
demand is found Èo have a unigue requirement of primary
inputs, given the assumptions of input-output anai-ysis.'o In
the present Caribbean analysis, the primary inputs are taken
to be: (1) wages and salaries (labour), (2) gross domestic
profits (domestic capital) (3) government revenues, and (4)
imports of goods and services (plus remitted profits of
foreign enterprise). "
BasicaIly then, the shadow pricing of four primary
inputs requires consideration when exarnining the economic
impact of tourism development. The wages and salaries of
Iabour are seen to present a valuation problem, arising from
the distortions which almost always exist between the market
value of vrages and salaries, and the social costs incurred
and benefits derived. As with other industrial sectors,
the social significance of the employment of one
"man" in tourism depends on where he comes from, how
his departure effects the situation he leaves
behind, how much he v¡as paid, what he does with the
money, and whether the earnings of others are
affected by his arrival.
In cost-benefit analysis, it is fairly obvious bhat the
valuation of such employment effects can be only partially

'oI&,

pp.83-84.

" Ibid., p.84.
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successful. The areas of possible impact are too diverse.
Partial valuation is achieved through the use of the shadow
wage rate, which reflects the effect of generated employment
on both productj.on elsewhere and, the commitment to
consumption. In some cases, with more complex analysis, the

rate can even allow for different categories of
skiIls, a consideration with many impJ.ications in the
tour i st indus Lry .' '
The second primary input, gross domestic profit, arises
because of the input-outpul assumption of constant input
coefficients. If there is fu11 capacity, expansion in output
can only result from increased tourism investment. In this
sense, benefits are seen to accrue to both foreign and
domestic investors. However, as is argued by Little and
Mirrlees, "such profits cannot be counted as benefit on
distributional grounds, and to the extent that they are
consumed they must be treated as pure cost".?3 If such is
the case, the only part of gross prof its which count as a
benefit is "profits tax", which accrues to the
shadow wage

government. '4

Valuation of the third primary input, government
revenues, is relatively simple. Indirect and direct taxes,
less collection and assessment costs, are viewed to be a net
socielal gain. The necessary promotional expenditure by
government forms an additional cost.'s
' ,I bid.
' 'rÞid.

,

p. 86.

p.8s.
'o!Þid., p.85.
'5Ibid., pp.173-174.
,
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The final primary input to be considered, importation
of goods and services, is thought to represent little or no

valuation problem because imports are already vaLued in
terms of foreign-exchange. Thus, in the caribbean analysis,
prices are used without adjustment, for the doll-ar vaLue of
imports is simply the dollar varue of domestic production
rost, âssuming the existence of excess domestic capacity or
potential. Included here, and also valued in terms of
foreign-exchange, are remitled profits to foreign investors,
since they represent the cost to society of receiving the
original investment.'.
Having thus computed the shadow prices of the primary
inputs, the study then proceeds to compute sociar- costs and
benefits for the project, over the period chosen for the
analysis. utilizing the internal rate of return criteria,
the anaJ.ysis goes on to evaruate the complex of investments
required by an expansion of the tourist sector, where, âS
previously discussed, there exists a great deal of
divergence between social and private costs and benefits.
However , for the most part , these are quant i f iable. ' '
Through the use of the cost-benefit framework, other
pecuniary and non-pecuniary costs and benefits of tourism
can be identified. These are generarly seen to falr into one
of four categories: (1)
of scale , (Z) external
""ono*i",
economies and diseconomies, (3) uncertainty and risk related
to the costs of dependence, and (4) the sociar impact of
'.Ibid.,

' 'I bid.

,

pp. 1 73- 175.
p.88"

1tr,

tourism. " First, governments must inevitabl_y

assume

responsibility for providing prospective entrepreneurs with
reasonably accurate statistics concerning local industrv
conditions, providing tourists with promot.ionaL material,
protection of visitors, infrastructure deveropment, and very
often, financiar support of industry. In underdeveroped or
developing countries or regions, where economies of scal-e
can seldom be real-ized, governments must face a heavy burden
as a result of growth in the tourist sector. ?
second, c€rtain external- economies and diseconomies
arise as a result of tourism development. By definition,
such external effects merely refer to the side-benefits and
costs arising out of the development of a tourist industry.
Às an example, the eslablishment of a permanent service
sector through the development of a tourist industry enables
the residents to enjoy "a higher standard of public
transport, shopping and entertainment facilities than they
would be able to support otherwise.".o However, these
external economies may only benefit the better-off members
of society. Further, the provision of such amenities through
tourism development may produce externar diseconomies
insofar as such things as the rack of access to amenities
for nationals, and the effects of overcrowding are
concerned. It is'the view of nryjen, and perhaps others,
e

'uIbid., p.88.
"Clawson, M. , Economics of Outdoor Recreation (naltimore:
J. Hopkins, 197 1) , pp .247 -248.
'oBi.¡rkart, À.J., et.â1., Tour i sm: Past, Pre sen t and Future,
(London:

He

inewann,

197

4)

, p.63.
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that externaf economies and diseconomies should not be taken
into account by the appropriate choice of shadow prices.
Àccording to the United States Bureau of Reclamation, they
should be enumerated, but not valuated in project reports.
Third, there may be a certain degree of risk and
uncertainty related to economic dependence on the tourist
industry. The tourist industry can be highly vulnerable to
such things as fashion, fluctuations in the business cycle
and thus, fluctuaLions in the incomes of developed countries
or regions from which both the tourist and foreign investor
originate, wâr or political disturbances, and the hazards of
weather. " Às previousJ.y stated however, risk and
uncertainty can be taken into account (as a cost) in the
valuation of costs and benefits
A final consideration is the social impact of tourism.
An essential point is that, in contrast with other exporting
activities, and indeed, most exchange relations, the tourist
industry in developing countries and regions reguires
personal cOntact with the consumer of the touriSm "product".
As a result, by comparison, the social effects of the
industry are almost always extensive. It may be contended
that tourism brings about a mixing of people with different
social and cultural backgrounds. This can have the effect of
widening people's interests in non-local affairs and
creating a new understanding of foreigners and foreign
tastes. ''
' 'Cl-awson, M. , op.cit. , p.243 .
'2PeLers, M., International Tour ism: The Economics

and
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However, as the local residents come into contact with the

superior goods and spending patterns of the tourists, ne!{
wants are created and their import propensities are raised.
Further, social strains can be created due to excessive
numbers of tourists. There is a reLationship between tourist
density and the growth of resentment towards tourists.
By and Iarge, "the analysis of the social impact of
tourism has been ignored by economists in spite of the fact
that most of the attack on tourism in developing countries
(and regions ) has been leveled at i ts ' soc iaf' ef fect . " '
if not impossible to
Àlthough such effects are difficult,
quantify, they are very reaL, and their implications cannot
be ignored by the planners of the tourist industry.
In summary, there are several important areas of cost
which have to be compared with potential benefits. For the
most part, these costs and benefits have tended to be
ignored by studies of tourism. The mere attempt to enumerate
them brings them to Iight, and it is in this capacity that
cost-benefit analysis is held to be most useful.
D. Conclusion
In conclusion, cost-benefit analysís is seen to draw
criticism at each step of the \^ray. However, it at least
forces those responsible for making investment decisions to
(cont' d)Development of International Tourist Trade,
"(london
: gffi-Inson anã- Co., ttd., 1969), p.126.
"Bryden, J ., op.cÍt., p.91.
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attempt to quantify them. If it were not for such a
framework, public investment decisions wouLd rest on vague
gual i cat ive judgements or personal hunches . F'erhaps even
more import.antJ-y, cost-benef i t anaLysis f orces tire planner

to realize that the benefits and costs of publicly sponsored
projects are not necessariJ-y the same things as the direct
revenues generated, and the direct costs incurred. Societal
preferences are regarded to be important and the traditional
economic postulate of the need to maximize economic
ef f i.c iency f or the individual f i rm rather than soc iety,
becomes l-ess prevalent.

Thus, the mere attempt to enumerate and val-uate the

of tour ims opens the pi.anners mind
to such effects. However rough the cal.culation may be, the
case for cost-benefit analysis in making investment
decisions is strengthened, not weakened, if the ensuing
limitations are acknowLedged and indeed emphasized.
Limitations recognized then, cost-benefit analysis forms a
he)-pf u1 guide to the pub). ic investment dec i sion.
many good and bad ef f ects

IV.

ECONOMIC BÀSE ÀNÀLYSIS

A. Introduction
In order that the impact of any public investment
decision be maximized it is important to have some type of
guide as to the localized effects of induced economic
activities. As has been previously alluded to, these
l-ocalized effects are comprised of a variety of benefits
aJ-ong with certain costs associated with the area in which
they are located. Optimization of. the benefits component of
these effects through the active promotion of regional
economic arowth and development is the essence of
perceived
governments' apparent commitments to fulfilling
economic and social objectives. Unfortunately, however, the
means required to predict the impact of a variety of
activities are as diverse as they are numerous.
In examining the impact of the tourist industry on a
particular area or region, researchers and planners have had
to go beyond the standard "Clawson-Knetsch"' type of
approach which centres around consumer surplus and welfare
functions, and employ a technique which investigaLes a much
wider field of effects. Cost-benefit analysis is commonly
used for this purpose. However, while this approach may have
the virtue of at least pointing * the possible effects that
an activity may have, the quantification necessary to allow
decision-makers to weigh the merits of one project over
'Clawson, M. Economics of o Outdoor Recreation, (Baltimore: J.
Hopkins, 1966) , pp.209-22
79
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another iS often lacking. Thus, to maximize the beneficial
ef f ects an act ivity is to have on a local area, pJ-anners are
forced to employ more economic methodologies. Inasmuch as
economic impact studies are designed to ascertain the extent
of effects arising from the existence of, or changes in the
size of a local economic unit, it appearS to be standard
practice to include objective estimates of the resulting
local employment anð/or income. A consideration of local
mult ipI ier ef fects i s normally incorporated into such

a

study. '

In very sirnplitied form, the majority of multiplier
formulas which are used in impact ana).yses can be Seen to
have roots in certain fundamental Keynesian-type income
relations. BasicaIly, the multiplier process may be
represented by the equation:
Eex

1

^,Y

1

MPC

is the total incremental income accruing to local
^Y
residents, Ee* iS Some exogenous injection into the system
(ie. inveStment flows, returns from the sale of exports'
government spending, etc.) and MPC is the marginal
propensity to consume. In this simplistic case, the MPC is
equal to one minus the marginal piop"nsity to save (assuming

where

taxation, shifts in the investment schedule and corporate
'zwilson, J.H. , "Impact Analysis and Multiplier
Specification," Growth and Chanqe, vol.8, no.

pp.42-45"

3, 1977 ,
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saving are negligable). The multiplier can then be defined
as the multi.ple by which national or regional income is
changed due to some autonomous (exogenous) change in

expenditure.'
The relevance of the multiplier approach to the fieLd
of regional- development planning lies in lhe fact that it
brings t.o Iight the mechanism by which growth in one sector
of the economy (eg. exports) induces growth in another (eg.
households). The value of the multiplier in policy
formul-ation and imptementation lies in the degree to which

it provides an operationaÌ means of estimating the secondary
effects of any given initial injection into the system. The
key word here is "operational" for, if the multiplier
approach is to be a valuable tool for regional development
planners, it must be both explanatory in terms of
conseguential impact, and derivable within certain limited
time and data inPut Parameters.
The problem with the standard multiplier approach perse
is that the multiplier value obtained is an average of all
income circulation patterns and cannot easily be applied to
situations involving only one or a few individual economic
activities.4 For tasks above making general observations
concerning the national or regional economy as a whole, a
disaggreated multiplier model is *o." appropriate. However,
'SamueIson, P.À. , Economics: An Introductory Ànalysis ( Hew
York:
McGraw-HiII, 1948) , pp.23 -234.
o
I sard, w. , Methods of Regional Anlays i s: Àn Introduction to
Regional Science, (London: John vIi ley and So ñs, Inc., 1960 );
p.203.
1
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it is unrealistic to attempt to study aIl aspects of a
regional- economy in detail. Some Iimited f orm of. aggregation
i s necessary.
The most comprehensive type of regional multiplier
analysis to yietd quantitative results within a conceptually
aggregative framework is " input-output analysis" in its
interregional form. This technique (discussed at length in
Appendix 1) can be briefly defined as an analytical
methodology which utilizes a derived interindustry matrix to
describe the flow of goods and services from one production
sector to another, and from one region to another. It is
widely accepted that the various sectoral multipliers which
can be construed for a region by means of input-output
analysis provide fairly accurate economic impact estimates.
It is, however, unfortunate that the raw data required in
defining interindustry relationships is vast in terms of
quantity and usually obtainable only through the employment
of direct-survey techniques. This means that the regional
development planner who uses input-output analysis must
continually devote large amounts of time and money to data
collection. In the field of public policy formulation and
implementation where timeliness and budget constraint are
prime considerations, more simplistic methods of estimating
economic impact are required.u
uÀndrews, R.8., "Mechanics o f the Urban Economic Base:
General Problems of Base Ide ntif ication, " in Pf outs, R.W.,
ed., The Techniques of Urban Economic Analysis, (west
Trenton: Chandler-David, 196 0), p.90; Archer, B.H., "The
Impact of Recreation on LocaI Economies," Planninq Outlook:
Spec iaI I ssue , 19'Ì 4 , p.19: NeIson, P.E. Jr. and Perrin,
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of the most simptistic and straightforward types of
regional mul-tiplier analysis is that assoc iated with
"economic base studies." Economic base theory avoids, for
the most part the interregional variables that form a major
part of input-output analysis, and concentrates on a very
gross industrial cl-assif ication. The region is seen as
having two mutually exclusive sectors to its economy: the
basic sector and the service sector.' The remainder of this
chapter shall deal with the division between these two
sectors, and discuss the derivation of regional multiplier
estimates based on this division.
One

B. Economic Base Theory
The notion that "the reasons for the existence and
growth of a region...Iies in the goods and services it
produces locally but selIs beyond its borders" forms the
foundation of economic base theory. ? In its simplest form
then, êconomic base theory asserts that the growth rate of
u (cont'd)J.S.,
'A Short-cut for Compu ting Final Demand
Mult ipl iers: Some Empi r ical Resu1ts, " Land Economics, vo1.
no. 1 , 1978, p.82; WiIson, J.H. , op.cr t . , p.42.
54,
6The names
of these two sectors vary greatly in the
Iiterature. Although I prefer the term "basic sector," it is
also referred to as the basic activities sector, the
export-base sector, the economic base sector, the primary
manufacturing sector, the basic employment sector, the
town-building sector, the supporting activities sector, the
primary or active employment sector, etc.. SimiIarly,
although I prefer to call the economic complement of the
basic sector, the "service sectorr', it is also referred to
as the auxiliary manufacturing sector, the secondary service
sector, the nonbasic service sector, the town-f iIling
sector, the residentiary sector, the passive employment
sector, and so on. The decision on which terminology is used
is both a matter of personal preference and study needs.
'fsard, w., op.cit., p.189.
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any regron

1s

a function of its export performance. This

reLat ionship can be represented by:
Y1

r(xi)

where Yi is the growth rate of regional output, and X¡ is

the growth rate of regional exports.' Intrinsic to this
theory is the belief that the economic base of a region
provides not only a means of payment for goods and services
required in excess of that which the region itself can
provide, but also support for those Local activities for
which effective demand is internal to the region itself. A
multiplier effect is thus implicit in this theory.
In order to better understand the multiplier effect
involved, it is a useful exercise to follow through the
reasoning process of the economic base model. The theory
asserts that an increase in the level of community exports
leads to an increase in basic employment. This, in turn,
leads to a increase in community income which as spent,
serves to augment service employment in the community.
Further, insofar as locaIIy owned factors of production are
applied to basic industries, âD increase in the i.evel- of
exports wilI lead to increased earnings, Ieading to
additional community income and tence, to additional
increases in service employment.'
'Richardson, H.W. , Reqional Growth Theor , (London:
MacMillan , 1973), p.17.
'Hildebrand, G.H., and Mace, 4., "The EmpJ.oyment Multiplier
in an Expanding Industrial Market: L.A. County," The Review
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The overall relationship between basic and service

t is a calculable one, and the coefficient invoLved
repre sen t s the employment multiplier. In much the same wâY,
an income muLtiplier is generated on the basis of the
relat ionship between basic and service income.'o
Certain assumptions must be made in the application of
the economic base model. First, it is necessary to assume
that the impact being studied occurs within certain
predetermined geographic boundaries. Study area delineation
is an important first step, for the numerical values of the
employmen

various ratios, and the conclusions drawn from the study can
be seen to be greatly affected by the base area chosen. The
selection of area boundaries is dependent upon the purpose
and the nature of the study conducted, as well as on such
pragmatic issues as availability of data, the attempt to
delimit labour and product market areas, keeping within
areas of common administrative control, and so on."
Related to this whole question of study area
delineation is the second basic assumption of economic base
theory, which is to say the initial change in Èhe system
takes the form of an increase in the level of exogenous
expenditure. This increase in exogenous expenditure is not
vol. 32., 1950, p.242.
Economics and Statistics
'(cont'd)of
t D i sc us si o-nl f-Ehre ec ono mic effects Ís Iimited here to
employment and income, for these are deemed to be of most
importance. Alternative units of measurement will be
presented Iater in this chaPter.
'rAndrews, R.8., "Mechanics of t he Urban Economic Base: The
Problem of Base Area Deliminatio D r " in Pf outs, R.W. ,
op.cit., pp. 1 i8-138; Blumenfeld, H., "The Economic Base of
the MetropoIis, " in Pf outs, R.w. , oÞ.cit. , pp.238-240¡
Isard, W., op.cit., p. 198.
o
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limited to expanded export leve1s as the majority of
economic base studies and the preceding introductory
discussion would seem to suggest. Rather, the exogenous
sector can be broadened as desired, by progressiveJ.y
transforming the model- into one of a shorter-run nature.
Thus, such traditionally endogenous activities as housing
investment, 1oca1 business investment, and locaI government
investment come to be considered as parl of the exogenous
sector" This can be seen to broaden the degree of realism
surrounding economic base theory, for exports are no longer
treated as being the sol-e determinant of regionaL growth.''
The final four assumptions to be considered are tied
very closely to one another. It is assumed that the
production function for basic activities remains unchanged
in the face of expanding output to meet increased exogenous
demand. In other words, there is a constant relationship
between the inputs that an activity employs and the ouLput
it produces. This is also assumed to hold true for the
service sector where output is expanded in response to
increased community effective demand. In addition to
constant production functions in both the basic and service
sectors, many facets of the mul-tiplier ties between the two
are also assumed to be constant. SpecificaIly, the MPC and
the MPI are regarded as constant coefficients, and there is
assumed to be no shift in "tastes" resulting in a greater
' 'Richardson, H. W., "The State of Region al Economics:

Survey Art icIe,

nternat ional
3., no.1, 1978, pp.11-12.
"

I

Reg i ona l-

A

Science Review, vo1.
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Local consumption of basic Aoods. One Iast, very important
assumption upon which the relevance of much of what has been
discussed above rests, is that there exists some practicable
means of expanding output in response to increased demand.

This requires excess productive capacity, unempLoyed labour,
or both. Under the assumption of constant production
functions, technical coefficients of production remain
fixed, and thus, both exceSS capacity and unenployed Iabour
are required in expanding output. "
Up to this point economic base theory has been
presented and discussed in fairly homogeneous terms. More
precisely however, it can be seen to take on two
f undamentally di f f erent f orms. [^Ihi Ie both of these have
actually been alluded to at an earlier point in this
chapter, ñO attention vras drawn to the division between
them. In its "static" form, the economic base hypothesis
stateS that service employment, income and population can be
explained and predicted with reference to basic
employment." For aII intents and purposes, the static model
can be viewed as operating in the "short-run," where aII
independent factors are assumed to be constant. It is this
static, short-run form of the economic base model which is
most preferred in impact analysis for, it can be seen to
provide a fairly accurate theoretícaI explanation of the
generation of community income and employment. Further, it
t 3Ferguson

, C.E, , "Stat ics Dynamics, and the Economic Base,"
in Pfouts, R.W., op.cit., p.332.
''Ibid. , p.327.
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is contended that the static economic base model
sat i sfactory short-run predict ions of income and

may provide

employment. ' '

Àttempts to make long-run predictions of income and
employment introduce the alternative form of the economic

base modet. This form is termed "dynamic," for it asserts

that the rate of change in service employment, income and
population is functionalJ.y dependent upon the level of basic
employment. ' ' Under the dynamic model, the economic base
multiplier is used to estimate the effects of future,
Iong-run changes in the fevel of basic activities in a
region. This is essentially an attempt at long-run
prediction, and it is this use of the economic base model
which is open to the most criticism. Long-run prediction
must invariabLy be based on past or present data, and is
commonly inaccurate and misleading because independent
variables representing social, technol-ogicaI, and economic
conditions cannot justifiably be held constant in the
J-ong-run. Further, many of these independent variables
cannot be precisely, oE even crudely estimated. "
In summary, economic base theory can be seen to provide
a very simple form of regional multiplier analysis. Under
is divided into two
this theory, the regional
""ono*y
sectors: the service sector and the basic sector. The
'

'!Þid.

,

''Ili3=-,

' 'I sard,

pp.329-330.
p.328.

w., op.cit.,

pp. 1 99-200.
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multiplier itself is a product of the functional
relationship between these two Sectors. Its accuracy is
dependent upon the assumption that certain variables within
the regional economy are known and are stable over the
period analyzed. In terms of efficacy, this period is the
short-run. The uses of this form of regional multiplier
analysis will be discussed in the next section.
C" Economie Base Theory and Regional Planning
prior to examining the Specific uses of the economic
base model in regional deve)-opment p)-anning it is useful to
outline what the regional planner's responsibilities are to
the community at large. In this wâY, it is possible to
comprehend the demands which are placed on the models he
employs. First, the planner requires an understanding of the

Structure of the area'S economy so as to maximize the
effectiveness within the community of any initiated pIans.
Second, sufficient understanding allows him to estimate the
direction and magnitude of secular trends within the
structure. Third, with the above information "on tap," the
planner has an obtigation to protect the economic livelihood
of the community. Finally, in total fulfillment of this
obligation, the planner has a duty to promote improvement in
the economic Iivelihood of the "o**r'rnity. "
'.AndrewS, R.8., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base: The
Base Concept and the Planning Process," in Pfouts, R.W.,

op.cit. , PP.156-157.
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In meeting these responsibiLities the regional planner
can be seen to adopt two fundamentally different approaches
to the use of economic data in the planning process. I e It is
the dominant view that the regional planner take on a
relatively passive role, and merely employ economic data as
a check on the appropriateness of specific pJ-ans. PIans are
allowed to be guided by the present status and anticipated
trends of the IocaI economic structure. Design then becomes
a product of the needs and demands of the community for such
things as transportation and communication facilities,
housing and zoning regulations, etc..
In the second approach to the use of economic data in
regional development planning, the p3-anner assumes a much
more active role. Plans are drawn up which attempt to guide
the economy towards certain perceived ideals. Design is
dependent upon the planner having knowledge of optimal Iines
along which to steer development. This means being able to
concentrate attention on those activites whose promotion
wiIl do the most good for the wel-I-being of the community.
WhiIe these two approaches are obviously not mutually
exclusive, they can be seen to differ in their analytical
requirements. In assuming the passive roIe, the planner
requires information on the region's local economic
structure in aggregate. The requisite broad-scale analysis
of the community's economy is referred to as an "economic
survey." In taking a more active roIe, the planner requires
' 'J !j!_.

,

pp. 1 55- 1 56.
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information on the various economic components of the locaI
economy. In this wây, he can promote those activities which
may be expected to have the greatest influence on the future
growth of the region. In examining these activities and the
effects they have on the region, it is common for the
planner to carry out a "base study". By definition, the term
"base study," as opposed to "economic survey," refers to
narrovrer Lerms of reference which are concerned with only
one portion of the region's economic structure.2o
Digressing, many of the criticisms of economic base
theory centre around the idea that the concept is inadequate
because it fails to reckon with many facets of the local
economic structure. In particular, the theory is criticised
because it fails to consider important sources of income
other than those exogenous to the region; it neglects, for
the most part, interindustry and interregional ties (other
than the broad category of exogenous injections into the
system); and so on. " By noting the definitionaL differences
between base studies and economic surveys one can refute

of this criticism on the grounds that critics are
expecting economic base studies to do the job of the more
comprehensive "economic surveys." On its own merit, the
economic base concept can be seen to be most helpful.

much

oAndrews, R.B., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base: The
Problem of Terminology," in Pf outs, R.W. o .cit. , P.48.
2 rWeimer, A.M.
, and Hoyt, H. , "Economic Base Ana ysisr" 1n
Req i ona I
Pf outs, R.W. , op.cit. , P.31i Richardson, H.W.
'
Growth Theory, pp.20-21 .
2
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It can perhaps be generally agreed that an economic
based study can "corìtribute" to the development of an
overaJ-1, optimal plan for the region. However, care must be
taken in the interpretation of resul-ts obtained from such a
study. Multipliers derived from a highly aggregated study
can be misleading when applied to individual economic
activities. In order that the study be more meaningful, it
is advisable to use a more disaggregated form of the
economic base model. " Unfortunately, multipliers of
dif ferent types and dif ferent derivations are often set to
inappropriate tasks or assigned to inappropriate uses.
As noted earlier, forecasting is a highly criticised
use to which multipliers derived from economic base analysis
are often assigned. On the assumption that the functional
relationship between the service and basic sectors is
stable, it is deemed possible to forecast future activity
levels in the region as a whole by predicting future leve1s
of exogenous activity. Empirical studies of the behaviour of
the economic base model have, for the most part, ascertained
that the key functional relationships indicated in this
model are not sufficiently stable or do not follow
suf f iciently predictable paths when considered in the
long-run. Thus, for projection and forecasting purposes, the
model has a strictJ-y limited a.gåe of usefulness and
To make matters worse for the regional
validity."
' 2Garr i son , G.8., "The Impact of New Industry: An
of the Economic Base Multiplier to Small Rural
Application
Areas, tt Land Economics, voI. 48, no. 4,1972, pp.329-337.
t'Isard, w., op.cl E. , pp.204-205.
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development planner, the magnitude of positive government

fiscal and monetary measures is difficult to forecast with
much accuracy.'n Hence, forecasting the effects of promoted
activities is doomed before it "gets off the ground." As a
result of all this, the pJ-anner must limit his use of the
economic base model to essentially short-run analysis.
To summarize, E€gional development planners are seen to

in insuring optimal growth and
development for the region in question. In fulfillment of
this responsibility the planner is often guided by a
pressure for operationality which is Iargely a manifestation
of the strong policy orientation of regional development
planning. Models must be fairly simple in order to be able
to move from theory to empirical testing as quickly as
possible." Economic base theory is such a model. However,
it is inportant to keep in mind that the economic base model
is essentially short-run in nature, and is realIy only
applicable to regional development planning in the active
sense. Long-run, passive applications are open to much
criticism.
have a responsibility

"Wilson, T., "The Regional Mult ipl ier : À Cr i t ique, " Ox f ord
Economic Papers: New Series, vol. 20, no. 3, 1968, p. %Reg i ona I Growth TheorL, p.14.
'zsRichardson, H.W
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D. Methodology: Basic and Service Classification
The foundation of economic base theory is the division
between those activities which can be classified as basic
and those which can be classified as service. This division
forms the basiS of the "Service-basic ratio," from which the
economic base multiplier is derived. Às a result, the manner
in which activities are classified may have considerable
effects on any resuLts which come out of the anal-ysis. This
classification must form the first, and perhaps most
important step in any economic base study.
1. Categories of Classification
A regional economy can be envisioned as consisting of
hundreds of economic units alI employed for the purpose of
creating income. The initiaL problem is to consolidate these
units into meaningful aggregates. In most of the actual
economic base studies which have been made, the standard
practice has been to categorize the economic units as either
wholly basic , wholJ-y service, or a mixture of the two. 2
Each of these categories wiIl now be discussed in turn.
Economic units categorized as whoJ-Iy basic "are those
whose level of activity is not closely tied to the level of
economic activity in the local community."" Exports are the
biggest item in this group,.rp""iaIJ-y when the time-frame
of the study is the long-run. In the short-run however,
6

" I sard, W. , op.cit. , p.195.
Stud , (New
"Tiebout, C.M., The Commun i ty Economic Base
York: Committee for Ec onomlc Development , 19 62 pp.74-75.
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there are other income creating activities which are more or
less independent of the leveL of communiLy income. If such
activities as residential housing investment, business
investment, and l-ocal government expenditures are indeed
independent of the l-evet of l-ocal income in the short-run,
then they can be viewed as functioning in the same capacity
as true exports." Thus, the production of a product for
export is not the primary criterion upon which the assigning
of an activity to the basic category is contingent.
For simplicity in a somewhat disaggregated analysis,
economic units classified as whoIly basic may be divided
into the following groups: (1) manufacturing; (2\ extractive
industry; (3) wholesale and retail tradeì (4) finance and
banking; (5) political, educational, resort and amusement
activities; and strictly in terms of income, (6) pensions,
social insurance, relief payments, rents, royalties, and
interest from elsewhere." From the standpoint of the
planner however, it may be more appropriate to introduce a
more explicit geographic emphasis into this division.
Regrouping can thus be carried out on the basis of the two
principal space relationships of the consumer and producer.
The resul-tant groups are: (1) basic activities which involve
the movement of goods, sêrvices and capital to
consumer-purchasers, and (2\ Uasic activities which involve
the movement of consumer-purchasers to the goods, sêrvices
'zsTiebout, C.M., "The Urban Economic Base Reconsideredr" in
Pfouts, R.W. , op.cit. , pp. 2 84-285 .
' 'Bl-umen f eld , H. , op.cit. , p.267¡ Weimer, À.M. and Hoyt , H.,
op.cit., pp.23-24.
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and capital.

3

o

The above discussion merely points out possible ways in

Actual grouping
procedures used and the groups which are chosen must be left
up to the planner's or researcher's own discretion. His
which basic activities

may be grouped.

ion w i 11 be dependent upon budget , t ime and dat.a
constraints, study needs, the region in question, and so on.
On the other side of the division question are those
dec i

s

economic units which can be categorized aS "whoJ-Iy Service."

It is the assumption here that these activities have their
Ieve1 set by the level of economic activity in the loca1
cornmunity. Included in this category are local servi.ces,
retail trade, and professional as welL as other services.
The components of this non-basic group remain fairly stable
in the short-run. They may even be looked upon as being
predictable. Again however, it is the long-run where
instability hampers an otherwise fairly straightforward
categor i zat ion

.

analysis is over the long-run' "import
substitution wilt play havoc with the parameters of the
economic base model.*" By definition, import substitution
implies the local production of some good or service which
was previously imported. It can be seen to arise from two
fundamentally di f ferent economic st imuf i . Fi rst , product ion
When

'oFor examples see: Andrews, C.B. , "Mechanics of the Urban
Economic Base: A Classification o f Base Types," in Pfouts,
R.w. , op.c it. , pp.54-58.
' 'Richardson, H.W. , "The State of Regional Economics: A
Survey Àrt ic 1e , " p. 12 .
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of a previously imported good or service can begin when a
certain minimum size of the market, or "threshold" level is
reached. LocaI production then becomes feasible. Economic
base studies can account for import substitution arising
from such as case. They cannot however, account for import
substitution which might occur as a resuLt of changes in the
l-eveI of technology.'2 There is thus a danger that the
service category may expand over the long*run, and this
expansion is largely unpredictable.
Activities broadly classified as service can be
aggregated into two sub-groups based on trade flows. This is
in keeping with the regrouping procedure presented in the
discussion of the "who11y basic" category. First, those
service activities which import goods, s€rvices, and capital
can be grouped togelher. Second, those service activities
whose inputs have a local origin can be grouped together."
Again, this method of aggregation is but one v¡ay of
regrouping economic activities into more meaningful units.
The approach actually used is dependent upon the needs and
constraints of the study.
The regrouping procedure presented above brings to
Iight a third principal category of economic activities.
These activities are appropriately referred to as "mixed
process may make loca1 product ion less
costly. In much the same wây, changes in transportation
costs may make it more profitable to assemble durable goods
instead of importing the finished products.
Iocally
3 3For examples see: Andrews, C.8., "Mechanics of the Urban
Economic Base: À Classification of Base Types," in Pfouts,
pp.58-60.
R.W., op.cit.
' 'For example, a

ner.r
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activitiês, " for they are viewed as being characterized by
features of both the service and basic categories. This
characterization is most often based upon the destination of
the firm's output, whether this output be goods, services,
or capital. Thus, manufacturers, merchants, and so oñ, may
selL some of their output locally and some of their output
elsewhere. Unfortunately, the maintaining of a category
named "mixed activities" is unacceptabl-e when it comes to
the derivation of the economic base multiplier. The question
is: How does one determine whether to categorize a mixed
activity as basic or as service?
I n point of f act, there are actualJ.y very f ew "pure"
activities which can be identified as wholIy service, or
who1Iy basic." These categories must thus be constructed so
as to include those activities whose primary traits are
either basic or service. The "whoJ-ly" prefix must be dropped
in the name of practicability. The researcher or planner
must then make a judgement on assigning mixed activities to
the basic or service categories. This judgement will be
based on the primary traits of the activity in question.
To summaríze, economic activities

can be grouped into

three principal categories: wholly service, whoIly basic and
mixed. In terms of practicability in deriving an economic
base mul-tiplier, these categories are reduced to tv¡o:
'{Andrews, C.8., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base:
General Problems of Base Ident i f icat ioD, " in Pf outs, R.I^f .
op.cit., p.83.
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service and basic. The actual techniques ernployed in
assigning activities to these cat.egories will be discussed
in a Iater section.
In partial conclusion lo the above theory,
misclassi f ication of activities to these categories, could
be a probLem if conclusions, and the resultant policies are
different from those which would otherwise have been drawn
and formul-ated. To at Ieast partially compensate for this
problem, accuracy in classifying can be improved by
concentrating efforts on the few industries whose economic
impact is expected to deviate materially from the community
average. Further, if in taking an active ro1e, âs was
previously discussed, the planner stresses uniformity of
technique in classi fying activities, the resultant
mul-tiplier can then be used as an accurate measure of the
impact of various economic activities. To maintain such
accuracy, suffice it to say that extreme care must be taken
in cLassifying activities. If this care is maintained,
short-run impact estimates can be a reliable guide to policy
formulation. Long-run estimates have other problems.
2. units of Measurement Used in Classification
Once the decision to consider an activity as service or
basic has been made, both categories must be quantified in
some way other than a mere statement of the numbers of
activities contained in each. A unit of measurement must be
introduced. Of prime concern in the selection of an
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appropriate unit of measurement is what magnitude best
represents the impact an activity, or group of activities,
has on the study region. Six feasible measurement units are
presented in the ]iterature: ( 1 ) income and expenditure i (2)
employment; (3) payroll; (4) value added; (5) value of
production; and (6) physical production. The most important
of these wilI now be discussed.
From a strictly economic point of view, the most
desirable variable with which to quantify the economic base
is Some fOrm of income measurement.'s If a comprehensive
approach to income measurement is taken, doIIar income,
outgo and internal circulation estimates for the entire
community are to be considered. Included here are allmonetary transactions of the community, both service and
basic." While this approach is perhaps desirable, its
immensely diverse data input requirements make it too
restrictive in terms of general applicability. If, as
previously altuded to, the primary advantage of economic
base theory over input-output analysis is its relatively
relaxed data input requirements, then assuming the
comprehensive approach to income measurement would be
somewhat self -def eat ing.

'uConceptually there is a problem in exactl,y what is meant
by income. It can be measured in many waYg, some of which
a?e: income f1ows, income accruing to residents, factor
income, value added in production, and so on.
3'Andrews, R.B., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base: The
Problem of Base Measurement," in Pfouts, R.W., oÞ.cÍt.,
pp.75-76.
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An alternative to the comprehensive approach to income

is to simpJ,y consider income aS it accrues to
community residents. Required data is Èhen limited to income
reported for tax purposes. Included here are wages and
salaries, dividends, interests, rents and so on.3'This
approach has the advantage of simplicity, without
compromising the appropriateness of the final multiplier

measurement

derivation.
As a result of the scarcity of regional income data,
researchers must frequently turn to proxy indicators of the
economic base. À brief examination of the various economic
base studies portrayed in the Iiterature reveals that
employment is used as the primary unit of measurement in the
majority of cases. Although income is thought to be a more
sensitive and thus more desirable unit of measurement,
difficulty in obtaining the necessary data has often
prevented its use. This is at least partially responsible
for researchers having turned instead to the more accessible
employment data in quantifying the relationship between
service and basic act,ivities. An additional incentive is to
be found in the fact that "total employment and its
breakdown by occupation and industry are generally
considered significant economic magnitudes with which
planners and policy-makers must bL concerned.""
Thus, employment is a significant unit of measurement
and is relatively easily obtainable. Data sources include
C .M. , The Commun i ty Economic Base Studv, P.46.
"Tiebout,
ttIsard, W., op.cit.
, p. 194.
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census statistics,

employment services and

their ÌocaÌ

branches, chambers of commerce, perSonne)- departments of
pr inc ipal f irms, local Iabour unions, etc. - 3 e However,

despite this apparent wealth of information, this approach
is not without its shortcomings. First, the economic impact
experienced in a community per person employed differs both
between and within industrial groups as a result of v¡age
differences. Impact measurement thus becomes more involved.
Second, changes in physical productivity can have
expansionary effects in associated industries, with littIe
or no accompanying change in employment. Finally, employment
measures may lead to neglect of certain identifiable
economic activities involving dolIar-flows. Transfer
payments and capital exporting activities are cases in
point

"

ro

of the difficulties experienced when employment is
used as a unit of measurement can be at least partially
overcome through the use of payroll data. This data is
available from census Statistics, taxation bodies and
similar sources. PayrolIs can be used as a weighting factor
in offsetting the problem of differing wages' or as a check
some

on the accuracy of conclusions drawn from employment data.
As a sole unit of measurement, however, the use of payrolls
is undesirable, fo,r it gives no inäication of actual numbers
3'Weimer, 4.M., and HoYt , H., op.cit. p.24.
+oAndrews, R.B., "Mechanics of the Urb an Economic Base:
General Problems of Base ident i f icat io o r " in Pf outs, R.W"

op.cit., p.83; Garrison, C.8., op.cit. , p.329¡ Isard,
õp.cit. , p.194 .

W.,

,
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of job holders. In addition, p€rhaps the most significant
drawback to the use of both employment and payrolls is
"their failure to indicate either precisely or crudely the
influence of "unearned" income"" on the relationship
between service and basic activities.
In summary, there are several indicators by which to
measure the economic base. The most commonly used units of
measure are income and employment. This is not to sây,
however, that the researcher must rnake a choice of one or
the other of these, oF even one of the six units of
measurement previously listed. Rather, the increased
accuracy and scope derived from the use of more than one
unit of measurement may turn out to be worth the added cost.
From a practical point of view, guantification of the
relationship between service and basic activities by one or
more of the above-mentioned measures must, in the final
analysis, be dictated by data availabitity, time and budget
constraints and the perceived relative merits of each of the
measures.

3. Techniques Used in Classification
Perhaps the most controversial facet of economic base
theory is the choosing of a techniqu" which may be employed
in identifying the service and basic components of the local
economy. In general, the techniques used can be divided into
' 'I sard, w. , op.c it.

,

p, 194.
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sort of direct-survey
methodology, and those utilizing some sort of indirect
approach. Those techniques which are perceived as being the
most important of each group will now be discussed.
two broad groups: those utilizing

some

a) The Direct Approach
Studies using some sort of direct-survey methodology
obtain empirical information concerning many important
aspects of economic activity through the employment of a
"firm-by-firm" interview of guestionnaire technique. The
"sales-employment conversion method" is one such approach.
In taking this approach, information regarding the
proportional shares of loca1 and export sales made by each
firm is obtained through the use of personal interviews or
questionnaires. The derived proportions are then applied to
what Andrews calls the "v¡orking unit of measure" (eg.
employment) in order to arrive at the service and basic
components of the measurement factor. '2
The sales-employment conversion method is generally
perceived as the direct-survey technique deserving the most
attention. Its objectives, methodology and contrived results
are straightforward and are discerned as being practicable.
Its weaknesses come not from the method per sê, but from the
direct-survey, f irm-by-f irm approãch itself .

'2Andrews, R.B., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base:
General Problems of Base Identification, " in Pfouts, R.W.,
op.cit., pp.89-90.
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Limitations to the Direct Approach
Àlthough the direct-survey technique is generaì-Iy
preferred over indirect, deductive techniques due to the
"freShnesS" of the data Obtained, there are serious problems
which the researcher and planner must consider. First, for
anything larger than a small village community, the approach
is both tirne consuming and expensive. Second, barring the
effects of any time and budget constraints, accuracy of the
approach is often diminished by both an unwillingness on the
part of firms to disclose their market areas, and their
frequent ignorance of the location of their customers.l3
Third, inaccuracy is promoted by the often indirect and
Iinked nature of modern production. Through the employment
of the direct-survey technique, f irms.which supply the 'ra$¡
materials for other firms in the area are classified as
service because they sell their output locally. However, if
the buyer is producing goods and services for external sale,
the Iinked activity wiII be considered as basic. Thus, in
the case of intermediate firms, it is not enough to simply
know where the firm's output is being sold. One must also
know where the buyers output is being sold. ClearIy, some
(1)

assumptions must be made.'o
The final problem to be considered can be visualized as

being a further manifestation of fundamental weaknesses in
the available source material. As previously discussed,
'3Blumenf
t tlsard,

eld, H op.cit. , p.248; I sard,
.
I^I .,
op.cit., p.197.

pp. 196-197

W

op .cit.
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information derived through the employment of a
direct-survey technique is often inaccurate and thus
reguires careful interpretation. In addition, because the
number of firms engaged in supplying such things as
mechandise, and personal and professional services is
frequently very Iarge, one must inevitabty settle for
estimates derived from some sort of sampling procedure.
of the
Accuracy then becomes a funcÈion of the reliability
sample taken, the dependability of human judgement, and the
ava i labi 1 i ty of support ive data . '
5

b) The Indirect ÀPproach
In terms of overall analytical ef f iciency, the
direct-survey technique is a most desirable tool for use in
regional development planning, despite its apparent
weaknesses. However, in instances where the size of the
universe, speed of data collection and study cost come into
play, âñ approach which is less desirable in terms of
precision is often employed.{6 The techniques alluded to
here can be generally categorized as indirect measures of
the economic base. As a definitional point, the term
"indirect" refers to those techniques for which the data
input required is drawn from non-primary information sources
( ie. pre-ex i st ing studies , stat i st ical reports , publ ic
accounts, etc.). Several techniques which fall into this
"Andrews, R.8., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base:
General Problems of Base Identification, " in Pfouts, R.W.,
op.cit., pp.92-93.

-Ibid. , p.90.
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class

wi

1I novl be discussed.

) The Residual Technique
One of the first individuals to present a short-cut
method of separating the local economy into its service and
basic componenls was Homer Hoyt. In his early studies (prior
to 1940) Hoyt made use of a technique which he called the
"residual, or assumption method." Under this technique,
basic enterprises are assumed to be aII those firms whose
predominant activities are basic in nature. Even those
enterprises whose activities include a minor amount of locaI
trade are considered basic. ÀI1 basic activities identified
in this v¡ay are then measured in terms of the number of
people they employ. From those activit.ies which are f ound to
be predominantly service in nature are subtracted the number
of employees "typically assumed to be necessary for the
performance of the service functions of the community.""
The size of this deduction is computed on the basis of an
assumed ratio between service and basic employment of 1:1.
The residual arising from this computation is then allocated
to the basic category. Through the use of this methodology,
mixed enterprises as well as those categorized as wholly
basic, or wholly service are accounted for in the economic
base calculation.
The weaknesses of this technique are obvious. First,
and foremost, the assumption of a fixed ratio of 1:1 between
(

1

.'I bid. , p.84.
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service and basic activities assumes away what would be one
of the primary findings of an economic base study." Second,
the residual technique has been criticized because of its
non-inclusiveness as a method of identifying the components
of the economic base. Capital export, retirement incomes,
commuter activity, and so on, are simply ignored. FinaIJ-y,
activities which are predominantly basic need no longer to
be viewed as entirely basic, âs this technique suggests.
Rather, with the improvement in statistical data which has
occurred over the past forty years, activities which are
divided between service and basic can often be properly
quantified. This is of course assuming that the time, money,
and data constraints imposed are not too restrictive. o'
As a result of these weaknesses, the residual technique
is no longer considered vaIid. Its oversimplication has lead
researchers to view the approach as naive. In spite of this
view, the ad hoc assignrnent technique incorporated into the
residual approach, through which certain activities are
assumed to be service, and certain activities are assumed to
be basic, is frequently adopted. Necessity arising in the
face of constraints generally dictates the employment of
this portion of the residual approach. s
o

P'85'
"I&,
eTiebout,
C.M.

'
pp.46-47

,

The Community Economic Base Study,

.

oRichardson, H. w., "The State of Regional Economics:
survey Àrtic1e, ttp " 12.
s

A
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(2) The Location Quotient Technique
À more recently devised method of assigning activities
to the service and basic categories is the "location
quotient" technique. The location guotient is a ratio of
employment in a given industry as a percentage of total
empJ.oyment in one area ( ttre " sub ject economy" ) to employment
in the same industry as a percentage of total employment in
another area (the "benchmark economy").u'The location
quotient can formally be expressed as the equation:

L.Q. -:1 e.

B1
S1

Bi

where S¡ represents employment in industry i in the subject
economy, B¡ represents employment in industry i in the

total employment for the
benchmark economy, and 51 represents total employment for
the subject economy. Employment here is only used as an
example. Other units of measurement may be used instead.
which particular one is used wiII again be dependent upon
time, budget, and data constraints.
For whichever unit of measurement is used, the
inferences of the above equation remain the same. A location
quotient of 1.00 infers that there is no greater relative
specialization of the industry in question in the subjecL
benchmark economy, 81 represents

s

'

Hildebrand,

G.H

and Mace,

À

op.cit", p.243 .
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than in the benchmark economy.u' In other words, the
subject economy has its "fair share" of that particular
industry. If the location quotient falls below 1.00, it is
an indication that the subject economy has less than its
fair share of the industry. If the location quotient theory
is correct, this implies that the subject economy will be a
"net" importer of the goods and services of that particular
industry. The industry, as it exists in the subject economy,
will then be thought of as "service" in nature. If, on the
other hand, the location quotient for the industry in
question exceeds 1.00 for the subject economy, then the area
is assumed to have more than its fair share of that
particular industry. This implies that the subject economy
will be a net exporter of the goods and services of the
industry. If this is the case, the industry may be Lhought
of as "basic" in nature.
One of the primary criticisms of the location quotient
Èechnique can be seen to arise out of the above discussion.
Simply stated, the location quotient fails to account for
imports and exports in gross terms" Quantification is
expressed in net terms only. Às a result, there is a
tendency to underestimate both imports and exports,s3
Much in heeping with the proþIem of net versus gross
quantification of imports and exports under the location
economy

s'zIbid., p.243.
" I sserman, À.M. , "Re9ionaI Employment Multiplier: A New
Approach: Comment", Land Economics, vol. 51, no. 3 1975,
p.290

.
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quotient technique is the fact that the export leveIs noted
are seen to depend upon the leveI of aggregation employed.
This then forms the second point of criÈicism to be
considered here. When industrial categories are broadly
aggregated, imports and exports which are concealed in finer
sub-categories may tend to be overlooked because of

cancelling each other out. if this occurs, the size of the
base may be seriously understated.u' In plain terms,
inaccuracy increases with increasing aggregation.
À t,hird main area of criticism involves the assumptions
generally made under t.he location quotient technique. Às a
preliminary note, it is important to point out that in the
majority of cases, the benchmark economy is one which
contains the subject economy within its totality (eg. the
"nation"). with this in mind, the three most common
assumptions made when employing the location quotient
technique ares (1) patterns of demand are not significantly
different between the subject and benchmark economies: (2)
productivity patterns between the subject and benchmark
economies are similar; and (3) the benchmark economy is
closed." These underlying assumptions are thought to
seriously weaken the reliability of the location quotient
technique. They seldom hold true in reality, and making
H.W., Elements of Reg i on aI Economics
"Richardson,
(¡larkham, Ontario: Penguin Book s eanada ttd. , 1969 ) , p.30.
s5,,If the L.g.=1, this implies that the region supplies its
own needs only if the nation su ppl ies i ts ov¡n needs. I f some
national- industries exPort, the n this method understates the
base by neglecting exports to o ther countries." Taken from
Richardson, H.w., ibid. , P.29.
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all-owance for this fact greatly complicates application of

the techn ique .
The final area of criticism to be considered, involves
the technical limitations which apply to the application ot
the location quotient technique. They are: (1) results vary
with the size of the region chosen i (2) resurts vary with
the type of base chosen; and (3) results vary with the
industrial categories chosen. While these technical
Limitations are characteristic of descriptive regional
economic tools in general, their implications must
nevertheless be addressed in both the application of any
such technique, and the interpretation of any derived
'results. Extreme care must be taken in these areas.
In retrospect, there are several criticisms of the
location quotient technique which tend to reduce its value
as a tool in categorizing activities as basic or service.
However, these criticisms are not necessarily damning, and
should not be overstressed. It is some consolation that the
imptications of the above criticisms wiII ultimately depend
upon the requirements of the study. On the more positive
side, the technique has the advantage of taking account of
both direct and indirect exports. A region which has a large
number of automobile manufacturing plants wiII no doubt also
have a large number of iron and steel mills. Although the
output of these mil1s is sold locally, it is tied indirectly
to exports (the sale of automobiles). This fact is revealed
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by the location quotient technique." À further advantage of
the Location quotient technique is that it is inexpensive
and can be used to reveal trends based on historical data.
In summary, as long as its limitations are recognized, the
location quotient technique wiIl at least yield some
reasonable estimate (perhaps on the low side) of the level

of basic activity in the community."
(3) The Minimum Requirements Technique
An alternative technique for use is assigning
activities to the service and basic categories is Ullman and
Dacey's "minimum requirements" technique." In essence, the
minimum requirements technique is a variation of the
Iocation quotient technique. The technique is based upon the
philosophy that if it is possible to determine the amount
produced within any region, for consumption within that
region, then it can be assumed that the remaining output is
destined for export. In simple terms, the standard procedure
is to first estimate the percentage of the total Iabour
force employed in each industry for each of a number of
similar communities. As a second step, the percentages for a
given industry across aII the communities are ranked in
decreasing order of magnitude. It is then assumed that the
5

6I

5
u

'I bid.

bid. , p.30 i and Tiebout , C.M. , The Community Economic
Base Study, pp .48-49.
'Úniñãn , E. L. , and Dacey, M. F . , "The Minimum Requirements
Approach to the Urban Economic Base, " Papers and Proceedinqs

of the Regional Science Association, v ol.

pp .175-194.

1,

196 0,
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smallest percentage found for the industry in question is
the minimum required by any one community to satisfy its own
needs. FoIIowing from this, the remainder is considered to
be basic employment. This process is repeatead for all
industries to yield an overall estimate of the economic
base.

The contention by ullman and Dacey that the minimum
requirements technique is an improvement over the

traditional location quotient method can be contested on the
grounds of the criticism surrounding it. In the first place,
the technique implies that every region is an exporter' Each
community is viewed as supplying its own requirements in
goods and services, and imports simply do not exist. Pratt
argues that if this is acceptable, then the converse' a
requirements technique' can aIsO be used.se This
approach differs insofar as it is assumed that the region

maximum

with the maximun percentage employed in a particular
industry meets exactly its ovrn needs in terms of the output
of that industry. Therefore, there are not exports. AII
regions with lower percentages are importers. A more
realistic picture may be drawn if the two methods are used
together, therefore allowing for the possibility of both
imports and exports. In this way the parameters may be
adjusted to obtain some sort of båIance between imports and
exports.
ePratt, R. T. "An Appraisal of the Minimum Requirements
'1968, PP.17-24.
Techn igue, " Economic Geog raohv , vo1 .44,
s
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Second, Ullman and Dacey support their claim of the

superiority of the minimum requirements technique by stating
that averages, aS used in the Ìocation quotient technique
are "1ess meaningful and susceptable of definition
than.,.minima."'o Objectively, it would appear to be
difficult to substantiate this assertion. As pointed out by
Pratt, "intuitively it seems much more reasonable to use
some measure of central tendency...as the basis of an
apportionment ratio than to use a minimum measure."''
Às a third point of criticism, the minimum requirements
technique appears to be vulnerable to the problems of
disaggregation of industrial categories in much the same way
aS is the location quotient technique. However, whereas the
accuracy of the location quotient approach was found to
decrease with increased aggregation, the minimum
requirements technique is found to have just the opposite
problem. Àccuracy of the approach is seen to decrease with
increasing disaggregation. If disaggregation is carried to
its Iimit, the minimum requirement for almost aII industrial
categories would appear to be zero. This observation is
based upon the fact that as disaggregation increases' and
industrial categories become very small, there is a greater
chance that at least one community in the size class wiLl
exhibit no partic.ipation in a pa;icular category.62
Hypothetically then, the conclusion drawn from this would be
E. L. , and Dacey, M.F
'oUllman,
6 t Pratt,
R.T., op.cit., p.120.
.,Ibid.,
pp. 12 2- 123.

op.cit.,

p. 190.
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that the community has no internal needs and its entire
output is for export.
At the other extreme, when aggregation is maximized,
communities would vary by small amounts in terms of
percentages of total employment. The needs of the community
would appear to be very large, and the amount destined for
export, very smaIl" Ànalysis would be almost meaningless at
this scale." Between these two extremes the level of
aggregation or disaggregation can be manipulated so as to
yietd almost any results requiring confirmation. Herein Iies
the principal danger of descriptive approaches in general.
While it is possibte to minimize inaccuracy by adopting some
optimum level of aggregation for the approach used, it is
difficult to confirm the appropriateness of the ]evel
adopted. Às a result, extreme care must be taken in the
apptication and interpretation of descriptive measures.
A final point of criticism to be considered in
examining the minimum requirements technique deals with the
assumptions made by the approach. The criticism made here is
the same as that made with reference to the location
quotient technique. Briefly stated, assuming a$¡ay such
important considerations as consumption patterns,
productivity patterns, international trade, and so on can
seriously undermine the accuracy ånd reliability of the
study being carried out. Making the study more realistic by
attempting to compensate for these restrictive assumptions
.,Ibid.,

p.122.
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is complicated and generally not within the means of the
study. Time and budget constraints are most often too
restrictive.
Despite the criticism the minimum requirements
technique has received, some stilI persist in pointing out
its virtues as a basis for support of the claim that the
technique remains a valuable tool for regional development
planners. The technique is inexpensive, fast and reasonably
accurate.6a These are important considerations in the
real-worJ.d application of the economic base approach.

(4) Linitations to the Indirect Àpproach
As noted earlier, the residual technigue, the location
quotient technique, and the minimum rqquirements technique
can all be collectively categorized as indirect measures of
the economic base. It is a widely held opinion that the
Iimitations of t.his group of measures are sufficient to give
pause. when there is adequate time' money, and data
available, the division of the economic activities of the
community into service and basic categories should be
carried out using a more direct approach, such as those
mentioned previously.
Regardless of the technique used, there are certain
activities which defy any attemptä at consistent
classification over alI studies. Perhaps the largest group
4Moore,
Approach
voI. 51,
6

C.L., "A New Look at the Minimum Requirements
to Regional Economic AnaIysis," Economic Geographv,
no. 4, (october, 1975) , p.350.
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to cause problems are those activities which have been
previously referred to as being "linked" in nature. The
majority of firms in this category sell their output as raw
materials to other firms in the area." If one considers
this to be merely a loca1 sale of local output, âs does
BÌumenfeld, then the firm should be cLassified as
service.'6 However, if one considers this SaIe to be merely
an intermediate step in Some eventual export sale, âS does
Andrews, then the firm should belong to bhe basic
category." The procedure adopted will depend upon the point
of view of the researcher.
The linked industry question is not limited to firms
which supply rah' materials to local industry. Included in
this area of problems are a wide varie.ty of transportation
and communication activities. For the most part, Iocal
transportation is considered to be a "servicen to the
community. Unfortunately, this is where agreement between
studies ends. Some believe aII other transportation to be
basic. Others, such as BlumenfeLd, believe that "onIy those
transportation activities which serve movements between two
outside points earn money from the outside" and thus, should
be considered basic.ós AII other forms of transportation are
seen to be no different from the supply of electricity,
6sAs an example, consider

suppliers to a local oil refinery

a locaI automobile manufacturer.
or
66 BIumenfeId, H ., op.cit., pp. 256-257.
6'Andrews, R.8., "Méchànics of the Urban Economic Base:
General Problems of Base Identification, " in Pfouts, R.w.
op.cÍt., p.84.
"BIumenf el-d, H., op.cit., pp.258-259.
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water, sewage removal or any other local service.
Communications, for the most part, fall into the
Service category also. " However, when Local advertising is
purchased by non-Ioca] firms to promote the saLe of their
products, the sale of broadcasting time, oÍ neh'spaper space,
is considered basic. WhiIe this may appear to be reasonably
straightforward, there remains the question of what to do if
the loca1 media promotes the sale of local output to buyers
outside the economic community, but within broadcasting or
circulation range. Solutions to such an interpretation
problem can be very confusing.
Ànother difficulty experienced when attempting to
identify the economic base of the community concerns the
classification of public employees. Ba.sicalIy, there are two
schools of thought. The first attempts to make the division
between service and basic on the basis of who benefits from
the work performed.'o If government employees in a local
area serve that area, they are Lhought to be service in
nature. If they work to serve an outside population, then
they are classified as basic. It is the opinion of the
second school of thought that this does not make sense.
Classification, in their minds, should be based upon the
source of the income earned by the public employees.?r Thus,
t'Andrews, R.8., Mechan ic s of the Urban Economic Base:
Special Problems of Base Identif ícation, " in Pf outs, R.W.,

op.cit.,
'o!&,
?tBlumenf

pp.1 10-1 11.
PP' 106- 07.
1

eld , H. , op.cit. , p.259¡ MeIIor , I., and Ironside,
R.G., "The Incide nce MuIt iptier Impact of a Regional
Development Program, " The Canad ian Geographer, voI" 22, Do.
3, (ratt , 1978) , p"234.
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if the source of funding is outside the region they are
classified as basic. Federal government employees within the
region are an example here, for their income represents a
net gain to the community. Alternatively, if the source of
funding is within the region, public employees are
classified as service. In cases where the income of public
employees cannot be easily divided between sources within
and sources outside the community, some sort of
apportionment method must be employed. This is often the
case when attempting to categorize provincial government
employees that are concentrated within some urban centre

which is a part of the detineated study area. OnIy a portion
of their income orginates from within the city. This portion
can be assigned to the service categor¡t. The rest is basic.

In cases such as this, categorization can be a very

complex

procedure.

Ànother problem which is often encountered

when

attempting to identify the local components of the
service,/basic dichotomy involves commuters. In many
communities there are residents who commute to non-local
jobs. Their income is paid by non-Iocal sources and as a
result, they are classified as basic. This much is clear.
The problem Iies in determining a suitable means of
enumerating this "basic" entity.'2

What is needed is

some

sort of local study into commuter patterns. If none exists,
either such a study must be initiated, ot some other source
t'Garrison,

C"B

op"cit., p.332.
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of information delved into. Unfortunately, this adds an
additionaJ- step to the economic base analysis.
À further probJ.em which a researcher or planner may
come across in attempting to identify the economic base of a
study region has to do with those activities which cater to
tourists. As was pointed out in a previous chapter, the
tourist "is an on the Spot consumer of goods and services
which the community has available to exchange for capital
brought in from outside.'3 Industries which deal almost
exclusively with tourists are thus classified as basic. Even
if local residents make up a small percentage of their
business, firms which are tourist oriented such as filling
stations, motels, hotels, souvenir shops, and so oD,
generally have no difficulty in making an estimate of the
proportion of their business which can be attributed to
tourists, and thus classified as basic. It is, however,
unfortunate that this ease of classification is not
universal amoung firms dealing with tourists to a lesser
extent. Large department stores, P€rsonal service
establishments, and other activities which deal primarily
with locaI residents will frequently be unabl-e to give even
an approximate breakdown of their business on the basis of
tourists and locaI customers.
one final area of difficulty to be discussed is the
possible effects of absentee ownership of businesses on the
3Andre ws , R.8. , "Mechanics of Èhe Urban Economic Base:
Spec ial Problems of Base Identification, " in Pfouts, R.W.
?

op.cit. , p.103.
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economic base of the region. Some view this as a perp)-exing

problem in identifying the economic base. However, the
amount of importance placed on this difficulty would appear

to be greatly exaggerated. In analyzing the economic base
"it seems that the most important considerations are not the
settling point of profits and the location of ultimate
managerial control.?' Rather, it is more logical to think in
terms of the number of employees of a fírm and their place
of residence, and in terms of the geographical distribution
of its production processes. In this regard' the non-IocaIly
controlled firm should be considered in much the same way aS
is any other.
while there are many more such pr.oblems which may be
encountered, they are all for the most part not extremely
are however, frequently
complex. ÀII such difficulties
disconcerting and usually somewhat confusing. If
consideration is given to these problems, and some sort of
adjustment or compensation made, there can be very little
doubt Èhat the study in question will benefit from a certain
degree of increased accuracy. $fhiIe this is generally a
desired result, there is a tradeoff which must be made
between the resulting increase in accuracy and the desired
simpticity of the. study being carlied out. It must be kept
in mind that there are more accurate methods of obtaining
the economic picture of a community. However, when time,

'*rbid., p. 1 13.
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budget, and data constraints are imposed, a more simplistic

study which maintains a certain level of accuracy must be
implemented. The economic base model fits this requirement,
but too much refinement can impinge upon its advantage in
this regard. The entire case rests with the demands of the
study in question.

c)

SummarY

In summary, one can perhaps see that economic base
analysis is not a well defined tool. There are several
options to consider in deciding upon the cateogires of
classification to be used, the units of measurement to be
employed in classification, and the technique to be used in
identifying the components of the service/base dichotomy.
Each option is viewed as having both advantages and
disadvantages. The researcher or planner must weigh these
while keeping in mind constraints which might apply and, the
requirements of the study in question. The size and
complexity of this task alone may certainly operate as a
deterrent to the use of economic base analysis. However, in
the opinion of this researcher, greater insight in defining
the tool to be used may be gained by looking at the form of
desired output from such a study. Discussion of this
prospect wilI comprise the next two sections of this
chapter.
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E. Base Ratios
The principal output of any economic base analysis is
the relationship which is found to exist between service and
basic activities in a community. This relationship is
expressed in ratio form. The "base ratio" as it is most
commonly termed, is ultimately the single most important
component in the derivation of the economic base multiplier.
Other components are parameters which are added to the ratio
so that a more realistic multiplier may be arrived at.
À complicating factor in the use of base ratios for
deriving regional multipliers, is that they tend to vary
within and between regions, and over time.'u The causes of
differences in base raLios are reasonably straight,forward.
In the first place, it is usually the case that different
communities have different economic bases. There are no two
which are identical. Second, differences in ratios may
simply be due to regional economic cycles. Third, geographic
location may contribute to ratio differences, especially
within regions. Communities which are close to Ìarge urban
centres, or the more highly developed areas of a region may
tend to rely on the goods and services such neighbours
provide. The service,/basic ratio for that portion of the
community wiII thus be smaller than it would be under
relative geographic isolation. t"foie isolated comunities can
be expected to have greater degrees of self-sufficiency. ? r
? sWeimer, 4.M., and Hoyt
H., op.cit., p.30.
?'Harvey, 4.S., "SpatiaI ,variaFion of Export MuItipIierss A
Cross Section AnaIysis," Land Economics, vol. 49, no. 4,
1973,

pp .47 1-472.
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À11ied to this is a fourth cause of base ratio differences.

Generally speaking, the larger the community, the higher the
base ratio. Larger cOmmunitieS are usually more "complete"
in terms of branches of production, and are thus relatively
more self-sufficient. ? ? FinalIy, the â9e, or developmental

maturity of the area in question can have significant
influence of the service,/basic ratio which is found to
exist. Characteristically, as a community matures it appears
that the level of service activity increases at a faster
rate than does the level of basic activity. Young regions
tend to concen|rate more on export. However, as the region
grows, so does local demand. As a result' the level of
service activity increases. T
Differences in base ratios caused by factors such as
those mentioned above do not always enter into the analysis
of a region's economic base. The importance of the various
factors giving rise to base ratio differences is Iargely
dependent upon the size and make-up of the region under
study. If the ratio of service to basic activities is
constant across the specified study area, then any base
ratio differences which may exist beteen regions are not
relevant to static economic base analysis.
8

?Blumenfeld, H., op.cit. p.263 .
tÀndrews, R.B., "Mechanics of the Urban Economic Base:
Concept of Base Ratios," in Pf outs, R.W. , op.cit.
?
?

I

pp.1 45-146"
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F. The Economic Base Multiplier
Às alluded to in the introduction to this chapter, the
relationship which is found to exist between service and
basic activities in a region can be used in deriving
regional multiptier estimates. If employment or income is
used as a unit of measure in the analysis the economic base
multiplier can be most simply represented by the equation:
Economic Base

t4ultiplier

î:-

=1+F=!

t

BB

T

where T is equaÌ to total employment or income in the region

under study, S is equal to that portion of total income or
employment which is service and B is equal to that portion

of total income or employment which is basic." The
assumption here is that the servicer/basic ratio is constant.
In this form, the economic base multiplier shows the
employm,ent or income generated in the regional economy by
the creation of one employment or income unit in the base
sector. The multiplier coefficient will thus be greater than
one.

Implied but not plainly expressed in the economic base
multiplier equation are certain plopensities which affect
its vaIue. Theoretically, the economic base multiplier could
?'Davis , H.C., "Economic Base and Input-Output Multipl iers
A Compa rison for Vancouver, 8.C., " Annals of neg_i_ona-I

Sc ence ,
õffi
,

i

vol. 9, no. 3
p.470,

(November,

lgF)Tp7; Harvev, À. S.

:
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be expressed

crÐ ¡

Economic Base

Multiplier

1+

c

m+b

where c is equa] to the marginal propensity to consume

Iocally produced goods and services, m is the marginal
propensity to import, and b is the marginal propensity to
Iend abroad. However, in the static form of the economic
base model this formulation does not add any new information
to that already gained from the preceding multiplier
equation. Rather, it only serves to direct aLtention towards
certain magnitudes which are at least partially responsible
f or the observed siz.e of. the base ratio.'o Unf ortunately,
the added task of calculating these propensities is seldom
seen to be worLh the gain. It is therefore an advantage of
the static form of the economic base model that these
propensities are implicit, and as a result, need not be
calculated.

it is that the economic base multiplier, in its
most accepted form, is based entirely upon the relationship
which is found to exist between service and basic activities
in a region. For the most part this relationship has been
defined through the use of one of the three main techniques
Thus

'oSirkin, G. "The Theory of the Regional Economic Base,"
Review of Economics and Statistics , November, 1959,
7.

w.m-ø
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discussed above (the residual technique, the location

quotient technique, oF the minimum requirements technique).
Some studies however, have used more complex regression
methods in attempting to explain the service-basic
relationship.
An early example is the study by Hildebrand and Mace,
entitled "The Employment Multiplier in an Expanding
Industrial Market: Los Àngeles County, 1940-1947.u' ' fn this
study, industries were first grouped as service or basic
through the use of location quotients as an empirical index
of the primary market location. Fol-lowing from this, monthly
employment statisti'cs were used to calculate the economic
base multiplier by a simple lin.ear regression of the total
service employment on basic employmeot,'"
A more recent use of regression analysis in estimating
the economic base multiplier involves econometrics. In their
articl-e entitled "RegionaI Employment Multiplier: À New
Approach,r' Mathur and Rosen estimate the basic and service
portions of regional employment in each industry from time
series data."'3 The statistical method used is ordinary Least
squares regression adjusted to eradicate seriaL correlation.
A key assumption in the study is Lhat the level of basic
employment is a function of national production. On this
assumption, regional employment irí each industry is
"Hildebrand, G.H., and Mace, À., op.cit. , pp.244-246.
, p.244.
''I
'3Mathur, V.K., and Rosen, H., *R egional Employment
Multiplier: A New Àpproach," Land Economics, vo1. 50, no.
1974, pp"93-96.

1,
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regressed against total national employment to yield the

service,/basic division of regional economic activity.
Regardless of the technique used in determining the
economic base of a community, the desired outpub from such

a

study is the economic base multiplier. The size and accuracy
of this multiplier is largely dependent upon the
thoroughness and uniformity of data collection procedures,
as welI as the reliability of data sources. What is clear
from the literature on economic base analysis is that a
great deal of caution must be observed in the application of
derived mult,ipliers. Given an accurate division of economic
activities into the basic and service categories, the
economic bas.e multiplier is in ess'ence. only applicable to
regional development planning in the active sense, and for a
fixed point in Èime.
G. Conclusion
It is widely held that economic impact analysis can be
an important factor in both public and private sector
economic planning. However, these sectors frequently place
certain demands on the analytical tool to be used. Time and
budget constraints often make it necessary that the analysis
be as quick, inexpensive and accuiate as possible. Economic

fits these requirements.
The value of the theory is that it provides objective
estimates of the local economic impact that results from the
base analysis
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existence of (or changes in the size of) an exogenous input
into the locaÌ economy. Further, it does this in a
relativel-y simple, inexpensive and quick fashion. One must
keep in mind however, that estimating the impact through the
use of economic base analysis does not enable one to

accurately predict future impacts on the local economy. To
maintain both the reliability and the credibility of the
approach, it is necessary to Iimit its use to the short-run.
À great deal of the criticism surrounding the economic base
model can be dismissed if this limitation is upheld.

V. THE CASE STUDY: HECLÀ PROVINCIÀL PARK

À. Introduction
It has been suggested that, notl¡ithstanding a number of
reservations, the tourist industry may prove useful in
inducing regionaL econornic development. It has further been
suggested that it is possible to provide a reasonable
estimate of the regional economic impact of the tourist
industry through economic base analysis. These two ideas
form the stated hypotheses of this thesis.
The purpose of the following chapter is to present an
empirical study of visitor expenditure in and around Hecla
Provincial Park in the Interlake Area of Manitoba. It is
felt that the particular case study chosen and subsequent
analysis wiIl provide the basic information necessary in
drawing certain conclusions regarding both the regional
economic impact of the tourist industry, and the merits of
economic base analysis as a tool for measuring this impact.
B. The Interlake Region and Hecla Provincial Park
1. The Interlake Region
The Interlake Region of Manitoba is an area of
approximately 26,800 square kilometres. The boundaries of
the region follow the shores of Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba
on the east and vtest sides respectively (fig. 5.1). In the
south the region is bounded by a line running east along the
Assiniboine River to Winnipeg, skirting the northern edge of
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the city, and then ending east of the Red River. From this
boundary, the region stretches north to the 36th township
Iine at approximately 52o10'N Iatitude.'
The region is comprised of 10 Rura1 Municipalities and
3 LocaI Government Districts, the population altogether
totalting more than 53,000.' Of this, 15,895 (30%) reside in
settlements with a population of over 1,000. These include
Selkirk ( 10,360), Stonewall (2,161) and Teulon ( t,076). The
remainder reside on farms or in centres with populations of
less than 1 ,000.
Over one half of the regional workforce is employed in
agriculture, in spite of the fact that the soils of the
region appear to be only marginally supportive. Soils are
characteristically poorly drained and conF"ain unfavourable
amounts of lime and rock. Às a result, the region is thought
to be unsuitable for grain farming, but satisfactory for
livestock.3 Fishing was at one tirne a major industry, but
because of over-fishing and mercury pollution the number of
people employed in this industry has been rapidly
decreasing. In terms of aLternatives, prospects for
developing or expanding mining, forestry or trapping appear
poor. {

'This is the Interlake Region as def ined under FRED. ( ie.
Fund for Rural Econornic Developm ent program, âs implemented
during the period 1967 to 1977).
'Population as of December 1, 1978i source: Manigoba Health
Services Commission.
'Howe, N.S., uÀ Simulation of Regional Development in the
Interlake Region of Manitoba," (unpublished MNRM Practicum,
University of. Manitoba, 1980), p.7 .
'Ibid., p.8.
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The region's economic woes have traditionally

been

blamed on this Ìack of a quality resource base. The area has

been characterized by low incomes, high unemployment and
underemployment, low adult education IeveIs, poor housing

conditions and generally low standards of 1ivin9.' In
addition, public and private services have been frequently
high in cost, Iow in quality, and drawn from a Iimited range
of options. Government intervention in the early 1960's set
about to investigate these problems and attempted to
formulate and implement solutions.'
2. ARDÀ ANd FRED
In 1961, the Àgricultural Rehabilitalion and
Development ÀCT (¡npe) was passed by the Government of
Canada. This act provided a basis for future financial
agreements between the federal and provincial governments in
two main sub ject areas. Spec i f ically, f unding vras to be made
available for both agricultural research and the development
of income and employment opportunities in agricultural
areas. The Interlake Area vtas chosen as a test case in
Manitoba because of its obvious economic problems, and the
fact that data collection and analysis is simplified by the
uGiIlies, I., and Nickel, P., "Reãional Development in
Manitobais Interlake: Designing, Managing and Evaluating a
Regional Plan, " in Nickel, P. f and Gillies, I., €d.,
Reqional Development in Manitoba' s Interlake: Two
PersPectives, (universit y offfiEo6ãffie N-atural Resource
Institute, 1977 ), p.27.
'Barnard, J.R., MacMiIlan, J.À., and Maki, w.R., "Evaluation
Models for Regional Development Planning", Papers of the
977, pp.117-118.
Reg ional Science Àssoc iation vol. XXIII,
1
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regionrs relatively smaIJ size and straightforward
delineation. ÀRDÀ programs in the Interlake vrere valued at
$S million.
Through the work of ÀRDA it vras recognized that the
problem in the Interlake !¡as basically one of
under-utilization of available resources. "The land, labour,
water, and capital were sufficient but a bit of direction
and st imulus vras needed to get things moving. " ? Thus, in
1966 the Fund for Rural Economic Development (rnen) was
created. This ten year fund (eprit 1967 to March 1977). v¡as
designed to actively utilize available resources in order to
"promote economic development, increase income and
employment opportunities n and rais.e the standard of
living."s Five slow-growth regions were singled-out across
Canada, and it was hoped that FRED could help them realize
their potential. Programs aimed at rea'ching this objective
vrere to be implemented in the areas of education, manpower,
communication and transportation, agriculture, fisheries,
and recreation.'
The Interlake was chosen to be a recipient of

FRED

funds because of its particular problems and its potentÍaI
for development. À total of $85,085,000 was all-ocated to the

Interlake Region. Under the cost-sharing arrangement, the
?Interlake Development Corporation Inc., I nterlake
Development, (StonewaI]: Interlake Publishin 9 Lrd. ), p.1.
sManitoba, Department o f Tourism and Recreat I oD, "FRED
Recreation Program for the Interlake Àrea" (unpublished
report , 1969) , p. 1.
'MacMiIlan, J., and Lyon, S., "The Interlake Experience: Àn
Evaluation of RuraI Development Programs, 1967-1977", in
Nickel, P. , and GilJ-ies, I . , ed. , op.cit. p. v.
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provide $49,562,000, while the
Province of Manitoba would provide $35,523,000. Àmendments
to total program allocation in 1972 resulted in an
allocation of $28.6 million to manpower training, 926,7
million to education and schools, 52.2 million to
administration, and 527.5 million to resource improvements.
EIeven percent ($2.96 million) of the money allocated to
resource improvements was lo be spent on the development of
a major recreation area, and the deveJ.opment and improvement
of property of high recreational capability along the west
shore of Lake glinnipeg. Àdditional amendments in 1976 raised
the amount of money originally budgeted for recreational
developnrent lo {4.26 milIion. By the end of year nine (¡tarch
31, 1976), $3.94 million had been spent. The development of
HecIa Provincial Park accounted for i2.76 million (70%l of.
this expenditure. An additional $2.4 million was supplied by
the Manitoba government bringing the total amount of money
spent on the Hecla Provincia} Park development program to
$5.1 million (not counting $440,073 on the first stage of

Government

of

Canada would

the GulI Harbour

Lodge ) . '

o

3. Hecla Provincial Park
Hecla Provincial Park is locgted 177 kilometres north
of Winnipeg and was officially opened in June 1975. The park
covers an area of approximately 863 square kilometres, over
50 percent of which is water. Several islands make up the
'oJbid., pp. 3-6, 87,89, 119-158.
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park (nig. 5.2) and to date, recreational development has
been Iimited to HecIa Is1and. Development incLudes hiking
trails, beaches, docks, an amphitheatre, an 18-hole golf
course, tennis courts, 213 campsites, approximately 130
picnic and/oÊ overftow sites, 20 vacation cabins, and a 59
unit resort hotel. One hundred of the 213 campsites were not
opened until the summer of 1g7g.
From the poinL of view of FRED, the primary goal in
developing Hecla Provincial Park was to provide construction
and service jobs in the operational stages" Estimates show
that the construction of the park between 1969 and 1977
generated $4.52 million in gross sales, increased household
income by fiz.1 miIlion, and generated 492 man-years of
additional employment. ' I It was expected that the
development of Hecla Provincial Park would have an on-going
impact on the local area as visitation levels increased, but

from the viewpoint of FRED, this was not considered an
integral component in evaluating the effectiveness of

recreation in the overall development plan.'2
As previously alluded to, it is the intent,ion of this
thesis to examine the prospect of on-going impacts, and to

do so using a methodology which is quick, inexpensive, and
this objective, economic
reasonably accurate. In fulfilting

' 'Ibid.

,

"ÏEît,

op.cit",

p.91.
and ManiLoba, Department of Tourism and Recreation,
pp.1-2.
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Figure 5.2
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base analysis is used to investigate the impact of visitor

expenditures during the summer of 1978. It is assumed that
the expenditure attributable to the park wilI be
concentrated in the area immediately surrounding the

park.'3 For this reason, the analysis is only concerned with
that portion of the Interlake Region close to the park.
4. The Study Area
The present study attempts to determine the value of
total expenditures in the Interlake Region by visitors to
Hecla Provincial Park, âs a result of their visit to the
park. White t,hese expenditures are calculated for the entire
Interlake Region, it is expected that the on-going impact in
terms of the regional economy is limited almost entirely to
the area immediately surrounding the park. To simplify data
collection and analysis, the area is delineated by the
boundaries of the Local Government DistricLs (f,COs) ot
Àrmstrong and Fisher, and the Rural Municipalities (uns) ot
Bifrost and Gimti (rig. 5.1). This area provides a
significant portion of the labour and services required in
park operations and maintenance, as well as services to park
visitors.'{
'3Discussion with the many visitors interviewed during the
study indicated that the majority of purchases associated
with the visit to Hecla Provincial Park are actually made
either at the point of origin or within the immediate
vicinity of the park itself. This is understandable
considering the relative isolation of the park from other
areas providing spending opportunities.
' 'MacMillan , J. , and Lyon, S. , op.cit. , p.92.
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The next section of this chapter presents a discussion
of the methodology employed in deriving multiplier estimates

to be used in assessing the overall impact of visitor
expenditures on regional income and empLoyment. Multipliers
are calculated for the area mentioned above.
c. Economic Base Ànalysis and Multiplier Derivation
As mentioned previously, the most comprehensive method
of estimating multipliers is through the construction of an
input-output model for the area of concern. However, as aIsO
noted, this type of analysis can be time-consuming and
expensive and is clearly beyond the means of most
"park-oriented" impact studies. Às a result, the majority of
these studies either ignore rnultiplier effects altogether,
or sirnply adopt multiplier values from other studies.
Brown's 1975 study of visitor expenditures at HecIa
Provincial Park serves as an example here.'u This Study, in
its rather limited use of multipliers' adopts values from an
input-output study of the Interlake Region in which
calculations were derived from 1968 survey data.r6
Without attempting to evaluate the accurary of Brown's
study in terms of the estimated multiplier impact of visitor
in Regional
' 5Brown, w.À.N. , "The Role of Outdoo r Recreation(unpublished
Development: À Study of Hecla Provin cial Park,'
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Ma nitoba , 1976l- "
"MacMitlan, J.À., Lu, C., and Frami ngham, C.F., Manitoba
Interlake Àrea: A Regional Developme nÉ EvaluationGwal
Àmes: The Iowa State Unive r-ity Press, 1975).
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expenditures, it vtould Seem that there can be problems when
multipliers are adopted from other studies. First,
input-output tables are seldom available for the specific
area under study. Researchers must thus attempt to alter
multiplier estimates to more adequately reflect the economic
situation in the region of immediate concern. In Brown's
study, the multiptier estimates used were calculated for the

entire Interlake Region, whereas one would suspect that the
majority of the impact from visitor expenditure probably
accrued to the locality adjoining HecIa. Therefore, the
relevant multiplier should more appropriateJ-y be that
obtained for the region immediately surrounding HecIa. Àn
additional problem is that multiplier estimates adopted from
input-output studies of previous years may prove inaccurate
for use in more recent studies. Regional economic conditions
can change rapidly, therefore changing the mulLipliers that
apply. In Brown's study, the multiplier estimates adopted
v¡ere seven years out of date. The resulting error could be
Iarge in view of the facÈ that in the interim period there
were government programs at work aimed at bettering the
regional economy.
The above observations point to the fact that
multiplier estimates adopted from.other studies are
generally not adequate. In studying the economic impact of
visitor expenditures it would be ideal to calculate nevr
multiplier estimates for each case study" However, as
mentioned, with conventional techniques in estimating
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regional mul-tipliers ( ie. input-output analysis), this is
more often than not impossible. Economic base analysis has
the potential of filling this void. The following analysis
will illustrate this use of the economic base technique.
1. The AnaIYsis
a) Introduction
The first step in any economic base analysis involves
the identification of the service and basic components of
the local economy. As outlined in chapter four, there are
several techniques which can be used for this purpose. AtI
have advantages and disadvantages. For the purposes of this
study, indirect techniques are favoured over Lhose of a
direct nature. If economic base analysis is to be more
practicable than input-output analysis in estimating
park-oriented, economic impact, then this philosophy must be
carried through each stage of the analysis. Indirect
approaches to determining the economic base atre less
expensive, Iess time consuming, and require less input data

than the more direct aPProaches.
In view of the above analytical requirements, the
Location Quotient Technique is the most appealing indirect
technique of those presented in chapter four. The Location
Quotient Technique is a tried approach for determining the
regional economic base. It is generally contended that aS
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long as its limitations are recognized, " and sufficient
care is taken in its calculation, the Location Quotient will
yeild a reasonably accurate estimate of the level of basic

activity

in a community."

The Location Quotient is applied to specified economic

categories to determine if each category can be best
described as basic or service. The Location Quotient can be
expressed in terms of either income or empJ.oyment, depending
upon time, budget, and data constraints. This particular
study uses employment in calculating Location Quotients
because the information is readily available. The Location
Quotient can be formally expressed as the eguation:
L. Q.

S1
B1

B+
S1

where S¡ represents employment in sector i in the subject
economy, B¡ represents employment in sector i in the

81 represents total employment for the
benchmark economy, and St represents total employment for
the subject economy. If the Location Quotient for a
particular industry is calculated to be greater than 1.00,
the area is assumed to be a net exporter of the goods and
services of that particular sectof. The economic acitivity
benchmark economy,

'?À description of these Iimitations is presented in chapter
four.
'sThere is some indication that the Location Quotient may
underestimate slightly the level of basic activity. However,
underestimation is not necessarily "bad." In the opinion of
author,
the technigue may be more correctly termed
this
ttcaut
tt
ious.
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is then thought to be "basic" in nature. If the Location
Quotient for a particular sector is calculabed to be less
than 1.00, the area is assumed to be a net importer of the
goods and services of that activity. The Sector is then
thought to be "service" in nature.
the sectors in the region have been classified as
either basic or service, the "base ratio" can be calculated.
The economic base multiplier is the quotient of this ratio.
ÀctuaI calculation procedures for the Interlake example are
outlined beIow.
Once

b) Actual Calculation
Às a word of caution, the calculations presented below
are based on data which are the best available, given the
constraints of the present study. Even So, it must be noted
that the primary intent of presenting this information is to
iltustrate the methodology emptoyed in caLculating the
economic base multiplier and so measurement accuracy is
to be of secondary importance.
The first stage in the calculation of the economic base
multiplier involves dividing employment in the regionaleconomy into industrial categori"g. TabIe 5.1 presents this
information for Manitoba as a whole' and for the study area
deemed

as previously specified.
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TABLE 5.
EMPLOYMENT: INDUSTRY
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random rounding system is employed by Statistics
Canada.
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information for the year 1978 was not
availabte for the study area. As a result, estimates were
made based upon the provincial change for the 1971-1978
period. In deriving these estimates it was implicitly
assumed that employment in the study area underwent changes
similar to employment in the province aS a whole. ThiS may'
or may not be a valid assumption, but investigation of this
prospect is not within the scope of the study. The estimated
Employment

figures are presented in Table 5.2"
The next stage in the analysis involves calculation of
the Location Quotients. For the purposes of this
calculation, Manitoba is considered to be the benchmark
economy while the study area is considered to be the subject
economy. The actual equation used in calculating the
Location Ouotient is:
L. Q.

= stud

alea

Manitoba empl.

a

n

t

n lndust
n

ustry

l-

x

total
tota

toba

s

udy area

a

emp

Calculated Location QuotienLs are presented in Table 5.3.
Location Quotients provide the functional basis for
classifying each regionrs industrial categories as either
basic or service. As mentioned previously, Location
Quotients with values greater tha¡ one indicate a basic
activity, while Location Quotients with values less than one
indicate a service activity. Therefore, from TabIe 5.3 it
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TABLE 5.2
EMPLOYMENÎ: INDUSTRY
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Stat i st ics Canada, catalogue number 71-001; and Department

Labour an d Manpower.
of
2Estimated o n the basis of provincial J-abour f orce change
between 197 and 1978. It is speculated that noted sectoral
increases in ernployment for the study area are high
estimates gi ven the fact that the Interlake has
been a comparatively slow growth region.
ionaÌ1 y
tradi
-had
3îhist figure
to be estimated because of the closure of
Gimli Àir Fo rce Base in Àugust of 197 1. For the three other
admi n i st rat i ve units in the study a'rea, employment in the
public admin istration and defence category was expressed as
1
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The
a percentage of employment in the remaining categories.
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defence categorY.
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that agriculture, forestry, fishing and
trapping, and construction are aIl basic industries in

can be seen

the

study area. The remaining industries are service.
The relationship which is found to exist between
service and basic activities in a region is used in deriving
economic base multiplier estimates.

Different multipliers

can be calculated for both the employment and income

effects.
MuItiPIier
The employment ve'rsion of the economic base multiplier
is calculated bY the formula:
( 1 ) EmPIoYment

Emplo¡rment

MultiPIi er

=t*S=1
BB

1

1-s

T

is equal to total employment in the study area, s is
equal to that'portíon of total empl-oyment which is service
af¡d, B is equal to that portion of total employrnent which is
basic" The data used in deriving employment multiplier
estimates are presented in Table 5.4. An empJ-oyment
multiplier of 1.47 f or the total st'udy area implies that one
unit. ot basic employment (eg. in the tourist industry)
supports an additional .47 units of non-basic employment.
where T
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TÀBLE 5.4
FIGURES USED

IN

EMPLOYMENT MULTIPLIER CALCULÀTION

Reg r on

I ndus t
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Employment: total

bas

2,795

ic

1

service

Employment

Fisher
Bifrost

the total
study area

ry

and

MuItiPIier

,896
899
1

1,697
1,243

Bi

frost

and GimI

,

i

2,079
1,411
668

454

1.36

.47

Fisher,

1

.47

(2) Income MuItiPIier
The first step in calculating the income version of the
economic base multiplier involves t'he multiplication of
empl_oyment f igures (rable 5.2') by average income per
econonic category to yield an estimat.e of t'otal income
earned by workers engaged in each activity. These figures
are presented in Table 5.5. It is assumed that regional
employment earnings for each economic category are similar
to those in Manitoba as a whole. Given this assumption, and
.the f iEures presented in Table 5.5, the income version of
the economic base multiplier is calculated by the fo'rmula:
Income

MultiPtler

=

BB
ï-T =t+S=3
1

T

T is equal to total income in the study area, s is
equal t,o that portion of total income which is service and,

where
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B is equal to that portion of total income which is basic'
The data used in deriving income multiplier estimates are
presented in Table 5.6. Àn income rnultiplier of 1 .53 f or the
total study area implies that each dollar of recreational
expenditure creates an additional .53 dollars in gross
income in the local economy. Tota1 gross income attributable
to recreational expenditure is therefore 1.53 times total

recreational exPenditure.
Evaluation of Derived Multipliers
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 present economic base multipliers
calculated for the study area. Both employment and incorne
multipliers have been calculated. The estimated values for
the various employment mult'ipliers appear to be of
reasonable magnitude. However, no studies !{ere found which
could substantiate this assertion. Comparison of t'he derived
values of the'various income multipliers with those obtained
f.rom oth.er studies indicates that the estimated values are

c)

summary and

within accePt,able Iimíts. ' '

I'Income rnultiplier values from several North American
multiplie-rs. are
stùdies range iror 1.20 to 2.06. These
and Northern
p;;;;r"å-lñi Canada, Department ofofIndian
and
ãii;i;a; parks-ðãnaaa. A Haqdbook coefficients eGrch
var iabres used in Parks canffisóãio-e
'
Recreation n"""ãt"tt-óõttníttee, úhe Economic rmpact of- 4'
(Toronro: ontãiio nesearch-ð;ú"il fficffi7ST.

iffiffi'ïpffi,ffiffiuÉõË
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TABLE 5.5
ESTIMÀTED EMPLOYMENT EARNINGS BY INDUSTRYI 1978
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Canada, catalogue number 72'002.
'Statistics
2Revenue
Canada, Tåxatíon Éranch, Taxation Statistics:
1 980.

W,

testimated by multiplying the average income per indust'ry
for Manitoba, by regional employment.
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TABLE 5.6
FIGURESUSEDININcoMEMULTIPLIERCÀLCULATIoN
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In estimating the local economic impact of the
expenditure of visitors to HecIa Provincial Park,
multipliers are applied to calculated total tourist
expenditure to yield an estimate of the overall income and
employment re'sulting f rom t,his expenditure. In the case of
income, the appropriate multiplíer is applied to total
t,ourist expenditure to yield an estimate of the gross income
effects accruing to the loca1 economy. Flousehold income is
not calculable by way of the economi.c base multiplier.
Àvailable input-output multipliers must be used in obtaining
an estimate of this figure"

of the economic base multiplier
is not directly applicable to a total tourist expenditure
figure. Rather, this multiplier reveals the employment
generated in the .regional economy by the creation of one
The employment version
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unit in the base sector. Às a result, in using
the economic base mult ipl ier to calculat,e the total
employment effects of tourist expenditure, it is first
necessary to determine the number of people directly
supported by whatever level of tourist expenditure is

employment

observed. This figure can be estimated through actual
employment records, of through the application of estimates
of the value of tourist expenditure which is Seen to support
one man-y-ear in the tourist industry.'o The number of
man-years directly

supported by tourist expenditure is then

multiplied by the employment version of the economic base
multiplier to yield an es!imate of the total number of
people both directly and indirectly supported by tourist
expendi ture

.

following section presents Èh.e methodolgy and
actual calculátions employed in deriving an estimate of
total tourist expenditure. Income and employment multipliers
are then applied to this value in estirnating the local
economic impact of total tourist expenditure in terms of
The

both gross income and created employment.

D. The Economic Impact of Tourist Expenditure
The regional economic impact of tourist expenditure is
.calculated by combining income and employment multipliers,
the actual numbers of tourists, and the size and pattern of
z o *Marì-y^earrr is def ined as the equivalent of one employment
unit working for one fuLl Year.
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tourist expenditure. Up to this point, only the different
multipliers have been presented. The steps involved in
gathering the remaining information are presented below'

1. Total visitation
Total visitation is expressed as the total number of
parties that visited Hecla Provincial Park during the 1978
summer season (Uay 12 to September 27). The four strata of
campers, cottagers, hotel guests and day-users are each
discussed seParateIY.

a) camPers
A total of 5,OgZ camping permits vtere issued over the
1978 Summer Seasgn.2r Of theSe permits, 1,083 were renewals.
Assuming one camping permit per party, a Lota} of 3,919
parties were recorded. These 3,919 camping parties
stayed a total of 9,014 party-dâYS, indicating an average
Iength of stay of 2.3 days per party.2z

camping

b) Cottagers
The Hecla FamiIy Vacation Cabins were occupied

for

a

total of 968 party-days during the 1978 summer season' The
total number of parties to use these cabins during this tirne
is estimated at 342, indicating an average length of stay of
2'Manitoba, DePartment of Natural Resources' Parks Branch,
Manitoba Park Stat i st ics 1979, (winniPeg: Queen's Printer,
1979)
22A lr party-day" is defined as one visit,or PartY visting the
park

for one day.
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2.8 days Per PartY.2
c) Hotel

¡

Guests

The general manager of the GuIl Harbour Resort Hotel
release occupancy figures for the
was unable to "officially"
1978 summer season. However, "unofficiatly" it was possible

to obtain "very accUrate guesses'concerning occupancy
during the desired period. From the occupancy rates 9iven,
and the knowledge that the hotel contained 59 guest-roofns,
it was estimated that the hotel was occupied for a total of
6,454 party-days during the 1978 summer season. Àssuming
that the average length of stay per party Ytas approximately
3.1 days,'. the tOtal number of parties $¡as estimated at
2

,109.

d) Day-Users
The total number of day-user parties to visit t{ecLa
Provincial .Park in the 1978 summer season was estimated at
9,368. Day-users essentialty form the residual strata. The
total number of vehicles entering HecIa Provincial Park
(ZS,526l r t was adjusted downward to take into account
multi-axLed vehicles, non-recreational vehicles, and return
Resources, Parks.Branch,
' 3Manitoba, Department of Natural
Recoñciliation: HecIa FamiIy Vaction Cabins,
'year End(unpublished
report , 19791 '
1978/79"
-from
hotel guests. The methodology
survey
a
'lgstimated thi; survey is ofpresenteå
in the next section.
.n;r.;t;ã-i;
i'ùunitoba, Department of Nãtural Resources, Parks-Branch,
Attendance in Manitoba's ProvinciaI Parks
"lgjg Vef,iåufai
syltem" (unpublished report , 19791 , p.27'
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campers.2. The adjusted total vehicle figure was caLculated
as 15,738 vehicles. From this figure was subtracted the

total number of parties from the other three strata
(campers, cottagers, hotel guests). In this wâY, the total
number of day-user parties vtas estimated at 9'368
part ies. '

t

Figures on visitation for HecIa Provincial Park during
the 1978 summer Season were pr.esented in Table 5.7. In
estimating total visitor expenditure for the entire season,
visitation figures are multiptied by average party
expenditure. The estimation of average party expenditure is
an intermediate step and is discussed below'

2. Survey Design and Sampling Methodology
It vras tþe original int,ention of this thesis to examine
aII possible impacts of HecIa Provincial Park in attempting
to assess the appropriateness of the resultant tourist
industry to regional economic developme¡t objectives. In
fulfi)-1ing this intention it was determined that some sort
of primary data collection was n€cessary to ascertain the
charact.e.ristics and perceptions of visitors to HecIa
Provincial Park. Brown utilized a sel-f-administered
óThe total vehicle count (as estimated from traffic counts)
was adjusted using Brown's traffic flow analysis. For
f urthel inf ormation, see Brown, w.A.N., op.cit..
2'This estimate assumes that there was only one vehicle per
party. As a result, the total number of day'user parties maY
2

ãctuãlly be over-estimated.
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TÀBLE 5.7
VISITATION PER STRATÀ3 HECLÀ PROVINCIAL
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questionnaire in his 1975 study of visitors to t{ecIa
Provincial .Park.2' ÀÌthough the information collected by
this questionnaire was similar, in part, to that required by
the present study, there are problems arising from the fact
tha.t the survey vtas conducted at a time when the park vtas

not yet fully operational. Às GuLI Harbour Resort Hotel was
stilI under construction, the information reguired from
hotel guests 'could not be obtained. In addition, Erown's
survey failed to account f or th.e characteristics and
percept,ions of rental-cottagers. It YIas theref ore decided
that a nev¡ study of park visitors vras required to obtain the
necessary Ín'f ormat ion.

a)

SurveY design

of personal
vras drawn up for the

Inf ormation vtas obtained through the use

interviews. Àn interviewing schedule
purpose of recording the information collected. Although
28B.rown, W.A"N.'

op.cit..
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there are other methods of collecting data such as the
self-administered questionnaire, certain constraints and
advantages dicLated the use of personal interviews. Firstly,
personal interviews have a high response rate relative to

cost. Interviewer's time, travel and stationery are
generaÌly the principal costs involved, and response rates
usual-Iy exceed 7O percent." It was therefore felt that
personal interviews would yietd the highest response given
the restricLed budget of the study.
Secondly, perhaps the greatest advantaEe of the
interview technique is its flexibility.'0 The interviewer
can build up and maintain a rapport that wiII keep the
respondent interested and responsive throughout the
interview. In addition, the interviewer can clarify

questÍons through discussion, and/or visual aides. FinaIIy,
the interviewer can probe respondents when particular
answers are ericountered.

Unfortunately, the personal interview technique is not
without its problems. Besides the obvious costs involved,
interviews can contain many possible sources of bias. The
interviewer can inf Iuence respondent's answers through
I.eading questions, voice inf lec.tion and even dr'ess. Àgreeing
with fhe respondent to maintain ra:pport can also have a
bearing on the ansvrers given. Some of these biases can be
2 tDixon, D.J.
, and Leach, 8., Questionnaires and IntervÍews
in Geoqraphical Research , Concepts and Techn iques ffiod'ern
Geography series, no. 18 (Norwich: Geo. Àbstracts, Do date
pp.9-1 1.
given),
3 oOppenheim, À.N.
,'YæffiBõo[ffi.,
Questioq4a:iqe Desisn and Attituëe
Tg66l , p.3r.
Measurement, (Hew
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Iargely eliminated by a careful and conscientious interviewer. However, it is suspected that some "biaSes may
remain and will influence the results to an unknown
degree. " t t

In addition to possible interviewer biases, the
questions themselves can inflr¡ence the information obtained.
Às with any survey, th.e questions asked must be sufficiently
simple and straightforward to facilitate ease of response
without confusion over meaning. In order to meet this
requirement, three initial checks were used to determine the
appropriateness of the intended interview schedule. First,
questions adopted f rom Brown's survey were alter'ed slight'J'y
in an attempt to rectify problems that his study identif i,ed. r, In this wôy, Brown's study served as a "pretest"

of the questions used in the interview schedule'
Second, some of t,he faculty members and graduate students of
the DepartmenL of Geography, Urìiversity of Manitoba were
given a copy of the intended interview schedule. They w'ere
asked to evaluate and comment on the fo.rmat and the:phrasing
used for readability and comprehension. Comment's were taken
into consideration and minor revisions to the interview
schedul-e t{ere made. The f inal check on the appropriateness
of the interview schedule was made by examining the
responses of a small sample (10) of visitors to Hectra
ProvinciaÌ Park. Based upon their responses to the questions
asked, minor modi f icat ions to the interview schedule r''ere
for

some

3'Ibid., PP.31-3 2.
3 2Brown,
w.À.N.,

oÞ"cit.,

pp. 3 6-43

.
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to increase the claritY of the questions. UItimatelY,
final draft of the interview schedule was Produced.

made

a

b) The Interview Schedule
The interview schedule v¡as designed to record park-user
data in five main subject areas:
1. demographic and socio-economic characteristics of
the PartY,
2. details of the trip to Hecla Provincial Fark,
as
3. the local impact of Hecla Provincial Park
to
proximity
perceived by visito.rs who tive in close
the Park,
4. details of that portion of the enti're trin
pertaining to HeãIa Provincial Park itsel'f ,
5. visitor exPenditure data.
The information obtained woutrd p.rovide the data necessary to
assessing and interpreting the socio-economic impact of
Hecla Provincial Park on the surrounding region'
c) SamPIing MethodologY
As mentioned earlier, the nature of the topic
n€cessitated consideration of information from four key
groups (campers, cottagers, hotel gues'ts, and day-users). It
vras decided that interviews be conducted between August
and 26, 1978 as this would be a pe.riod of peak use and an
adequate sample could be obtained within the cost and
time-f rame of the study. Optimal sample size ltas calculated
1

to be between 96 and

384. I "

3The sample size range was calculated assuming
b i nary va-riable with a standard deviation of 50
3

that

and

a
a
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constraints dictated that interviews be
conducted by this researcher. To obtain the specified sample
size in the time allotted, it was decided that availability
sampJ.ing be used rather than attempt some sort of systematic
random sampling. ÀIthough this could bias the sample taken
Budget

in unknown directions it is thought that error arising from
this source is not significant, given the scope of the
present study.
The interviewing of park visitors vtas conducted in four
main areas of the park (see Fig. 5.3): the designated
day-use a.rea, the campground, the family va.cation cabins
and, GutI Harbour R,esort HoteÌ and its surrounding grounds'

Visitors $tere sampl.ed in such a way Lhat no fewer than 30
parties were interviewed from each strata.3{ It was
necessary to divert attention av¡ay from campers by
mid-August so that adeguate samples of the other t'hree
user-groups cóu1d be obtained. The rel-ative dif f iculty
experienced in coll-ecting inf ormation f rom these groups was
responsible for this shift in emphasis.
confidence Iimit of 95% and confidence
"(cont'd)desired
and, a-bi'nary
interval of t 10% requires a sample size of 96
a
desired
and
50
of
váriable with a standard deviatión
confidence Iimi t, of 95q^ and confidence interval of-f t 5%
requires a samp Le size of 384. The equation used or this
calculation is:
2
n

=(+)

with
n is the sample size, z is the z-score associated
deviation
standard
the
is
the confidence tevät speciiied, s

where

and c is the confidence interval.

of 30 is the smallest that can be expected to
conform to the normal distribution on which sampling
theory. . . is based." Dixon, C.J., and Leach, 8., op.cit.,
¡ a rrÀ sample

p.7

.
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Figure 5.3
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TabIe 5.8 presents tabulations of the interviews
conducted each day. In total, 284 respondents were
interviewed. Of these 107 (38%) were campers, 82 (29%) were
hotel guests, 48 (17y") were cottagers, and 47 (17%) were

day-users. It is felt that these sample sizes wiII yield an
adequate representation of the characteristics of each user
group. However, there are certain problems which may Iimit
the accuracy of the results obtained.
The majori.ty of methodological problems encountered in
the present study stem from the sampling procedure chosen'

while availability sampling is quick, inexpensive and
rnethodologically simple, it has the disadvantage of
increasing .the Iikelihood of bias. For example ' sample
sel"ection in the case of personal interviews may be
subconsciously biased in favour of those types of people the
interviewer feel-s most confortable talking to (eg. the
elderly). In hddition, the time of day and week t,hat the
interviews are conducted may bias the sample in favour of
certain groups (eg. interviews conducted in ea'rIy afternoon
will neglect those campers who a,re up and on the road
early). Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to remove
Èhese types of bias f rom availability sampl.es. what is
vrorse, however, is that the influence of these types of bias
on the results of a given sample is uncalculable.
The Iimitations that selection biases pose to the

present study are worthy of note. However, because the scope
of this study concerns the more methodological aspects of
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TABLE 5.8

DAILY INTERVIEW
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1

?

2

6

9

7

I

9

10

9

I

11

12

3

?

13
14

15
16
17
18

19

:

Dayuse

Total

r
1

24

1

16

5

:

l

9

3
3

r
1

:

2
2
2
3
1

I

l

:

1

0

5

4

?

:

?

5

4

1

:

:

:

;

7

5

107

82

48

20
21

22
23
24
25
26

3

3

12

Total

TÀBULÀTION

3

:

:

't8
19
18

20
18
19
18

15
7

18

20
20
10

10

14

47

284

of visitors to a park, biases
such as t,hose discussed above need not affect the results to
any great degree. It is a lesson weII learned that
probability sampling is a more desirable means of estimating
the cha-racteristics of a population. For the present study,
however, it is necessary to assume that the sampling
examining the economic impact
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for the stated purposes of
study. The results obtained from the sample taken are

methodology used vras adequate

the

discussed below.

3.

SurveY Results

ÀS mentioned

earlier, a total of

284 respondents $tere

interviewed. One return was disgarded because of problems in
the response to some questions. Of the remaining 283
respond.ents, 106 (37%) were campers ' 82 {'29'oÁ) were hote}
guesLs, 48 (17%) were cottagers' and 47 (17%) were
day-users.

while information was collected on a variety ot
subjects, it lras subsequently decided that the interview
schedule was perhaps "over-ambitiousfr in terms of scope'
OnIy a portion of the information collected was directly
relevant to the needs of the present study. This information

is

summarized'below.

Of greatest import,ance to an economic impact study is
the expenditure characteristics of park visitors. Table 5.9
presents visitor expenditure data tabulated from the survey'
The expenditure f ígures Iisted'represent respondent's
expe,nditure in the total study area as a direct result of
their present t,rip to HecIa Provincial Park. Às expected,
hotel guests reported the highest expenditure per party-day
($gz.l¿ per party day) while campers and day-users reported
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TÀBLE 5.9
VISITOR EXPENDITURES FROM

Campers

Group
Data

Number

nt

s

o a

of PartY'DaYs

Ex en I

r

ture

ar rance
xpen
Part -da
nce
n I

ve rage

rval

Sample

S

LZe

556
97
11

ure
$

SÀMPLE

Hotel Cottagers DaY-users

Guests

163

251
0

3,22

61

14

14.38

$82.14

!14

!15%

5

7

62

5

8.22

234.6

$3s.s5

920 .47

!17%

!21u

1

the lowest ($14.38 per party-day and $20.47 per party-day
respectively). A percentage breakdown of visitor
expenditures is pr'esented in Table 5' 10'
This breakdown is based on only those respondents who
made 100 percent of their expenditures in the study area as

a result of their visit to Hecla Provincial Park. It is not
possible to calculate such a breakdown for those respondents
who made a portion of their expenditure in the study area
for reasons other than their Lrip t,o 'Hecla Provincial Par'k.
Table 5.10 illustrates that different user-groups
apportion their expenditures differently. lloteI guests and
cottagers spend most of their money on accommodation,
restaurants and gotfing. campers spend most of their money
on camping fees, groceries, golfing and gasoline. Day-users
spend moSt of their money on restaurants, gasoline, and
golfing. These expenditures appear to be in Iine with what
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TABLE 5.

1O

VISITOR EXPENDITURE
(percentages

Expenditure GrouP

Campers

TYPe

park entrance fees

1.

restaurant

grocer i.es

s

green fees

1.

2

1. 4

0. 3
0. 0
0. 4

14. 4
0. 0

0.

3
0
2

0. 2

0.

1

¿.
Ê

11. 4

mi scelLaneous

Base Sample Size

3

0. 0

other merchandise
fuel, etc.
equipment rental

TotaI

0. 4
0. 0
45. I
44. 2

6

1.

1

00.0

DaY-users

Guests

28. I

lothes
outdoor equiPment
c

)

HoteI Cottagers

27. 5
0. 0
13. 4

camping fees
accommodat ion

BREÀKDOWN

1

1.

5

3

0. 0
54. 7

0

13.

9.
1.

7
0

0 0

55

2
2
4
0
7
6
0

0

4. 4
0. 7
0. 0
7. I

0.
0.
4.
0.
14. 6
0. 0

16.

2

0. 0
12. 0
0. 0

00.0

100.0

100.0

72

46

47

89

one would ex.pec|, given the results of other studies.
Tabl-e 5.11 presents visitor origin percentages'

"

Signif icantly, only 6.3 percent of the visitors sampl"ed came
f rom the Interlake Àrea. OnIy 7.0 percent l{ere found to be
from the study area per se. These $tere day-users. The

majority of visitors (69.3%) originated from Winnipeg.

of Indian and Northern Àffairs, Parks
Canada, À Hai¡dbook of Coefficients e-¡1ê variables in ParEe
ffiawãG' ilP?îñEr,
o* i ffi;
Canada's S iffin
19791 , pp.11-12.
t tCanada, Department

(
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Table 5.12 presents average party size figures for each
user group. These figures are important from a conceptual
point of view because they add a sense of perspective to

party-expenditure figures. The figures calculated appear to
be in line with those of other studies.3'
Tab1e 5.13 presents average length of stay figures
calculated from the information contained in Table 5.9
(number of party-days spent divided by sample size). For
park visitors as a whole, the average length of stay is
cal-culated as 3.6 days per party. This f igure seems
reasonable given the fact that average length of stay
calculated in other studies ranges ftom 2.2 days to 5.9
days." For campers and cottaEers the figures presented in
Table 5.13 are somewhat larger than those calculated from
permit sales (2.3 days for campers and 2.8 days for

cottagers). This is probably due t,o a higher survey response
rate from longer stay parties. For hotel guests' no length
of stay stat,istics were available for the entire populat'ion.
The f igure of 3.1 days obtained f rom the surv"ey appears to
be realistic. Flowever, no studies could be found against
which a comparison could be made.
t6Brown's study produced an average party size of 3.4 for
campersand3.5iorday-userS(Brown,w.A.N.'@-'
p.3a). Figures presented in other studies are seen to range
from 2.6 to 3.4- (Canada, Department of Indian and Northern
Affairs, Parks Canada, å [andbqq! of Çcefficients eqq

,
variablås Used in Parlis-c
tõffiGn'sprñtec--:
ffi
3'Canada , Department of Indian and Nor thern Àffairs, Parks
Canada, À Handbook of Coefficients and Varibles Used in

Parks Ca ñaãffiãiFec¡ñniffiesealõ
ÞffiT êÊ, 1979), pp.13- 14.

,-reEeãwa:GeñTs
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TABLE 5.1

1

VISITOR ORIGIN
(percenbages)

Visitor origin
Wi nn

Guests

61 . 3

ipeg

Study Area (cimt i
and Àrmstrong
Study Àrea (r'isher
and Bifrost
Interlake (other
than study area
Other Manitoba
Other Canada

users

81.3

69.5

74.5
1

8.5

1.2
12.2
14.6

21 .7

6.6

2

I

10.

3

¿.

6 3

2.4

1.9

,|

2

6
3

6. --

1

100.0 100.0

100.0

69.3
0.4
0. 4

2.

100.0

Tot.aI

Cottagers DaY- TotaI

¿.

Fore i gn

Note:

HoteI

Camper

Group

5. 7

13. I

8. I

1. I

100.0

Figures may not equal 100 percent due to rounding.

TABLE 5.12
PARTY SI

(number

Group
Data

Àvera 9e

Party

S

LZe

Campers

3.65

of

FIoteI
Guests

3

.17

ZE

persons)

Cot tage r s

4.04

Day-

users

3.15

TotaI

3.49
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TÀBLE 5.13
AVERÀGE LENGTH OF STÀY
( in days )

Group
Data

Àverage

Length of Stay

Campers

5.3

HoteI Cottagers

Guests

3.1

3.4

Day-

ToLaI

1.0

3.6

users

To Summaríze, Lhe information retrieved from the survey
of visitors to FIecIa Provincial Park vtas that which had

direct relevance to the determination of total visitor
.expenditure in Lhe study area as a result of the park. Other
data colÌect,ed was deemed to be not relevant given the
decision to focus on the information needs of the two
pçeviously mentioned principal hypotheses of this thesis. As
a result, Do tabulation or analysis nas performed on the
remaining portions of the data.
The next section draws on the expenditure information
presented above in estimating total visitor expenditure for
the 1978 sumner season. Economic base multipliers are
appJ.ied to this figure in order to obtain a measure of the
regional economic impact resulting from visitor expenditure.
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4. The Regional Economic Impact of Visitor Expenditure
TotaI visitor expenditure for the 1978 summer season is
estimated by combining total visitation figures (fable 5.7)
and average expenditure figures obtained from the sample
(section D.3 above). In making this estimate it, is necessary
to consider both the variance in expenditure within each
strata as weII as between each strata. This is accomplished
by the equation:

Gt

I = (L x N xi) +z xLxNx
Where E is equal to total visitor expenditure, L is equal to
the average length of stay,3' N is equal to the total number
of parties," f is equal to th.e weighted mean of party
expenditure per day'0, Z is equal to the Z-score for the
specified level of confidence," and 52 is equal to the

!Average length of stay is equal to the estimated number of
party days spent by al} groups, divided by the estimated
toLal number of Parties (f rorn Table 5.7):
3

L

2s.804
æ
L5,738

L.64

days

3' Fresented in Table 5.7: N = 1 5,738.
'oThe weighted mean of PartY expendiÈure per day is
calculated by the equation:
x

IN= x

Ns

N

Ns is equal to the estimated number of party 9uy"
spent per strata (from Table 5.7),.Xs is equal to-the
sãmple-strata mean (from Table 5.9), and N is eguSl to the
nu*-ber of party days spent by aII groups (from Table 5.7):
[{f = 934.32
The Z-score for the 95% conf iden.ce }evel is equal to 1.96.
where
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variance of the weighted mean.12 Substituting the values
into the equation produces a value for total visitor
expenditure of:

þ= (r.64x L5,?)Bxû34.jzl J (r.96x

L.6U

x

LS,Z)B)

x

L.t+g

B = $885,810.18 + 6L,768.23

Therefore, for the 95% confidence IeveI the estimated }ow,
medium and high values for total visitor expenditure during
the 1978 summer season are: *82q,041.95, $885,810.18, and
9947,578.41. To put it another way, HecIa Provincial Park
generated approximately $885,810 in direct sales by study
area businesses including government during the 1978 summer
season.

Effects of visitor Expenditure
Àpplication of the appropriate economic base multiplier
to the estima.te of total visitor expenditure yields an
estinate of the gross income effects accruing to the local
economy as a result of this expenditure. Depending upon the
probable areal extent of the effects of visitor ex.penditure,
different multipliers are seen to apply. Table 5.14 presents

a)

Income

.zThe variance of the weighted mean is calculated by the

equation:

Sz

=r[Ð' .

r[#,)
þ]
*.]
"
of part y
estimated

days per
number
N" is equal to lhe
party
of
to
the,numbe"r
is
N
equal
strata 1f rom Table 5.7),
(from
to
is
equal
53
5.7J,
table
groups
ãuy" spent by aII
par
days
ty
of
number
the
to
stiata-variance, n" is equal
spent per sample strata (from Tab1e 5.9), and X" is equal
to the strata mean: S' = 1.49.
where
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TABLE 5.14
MULTIPLIED LOCÀL GROSS INCOME EFFECTS

OF

VISITOR EXPENDITURE

The Study Area

I ncome

Multiplier'
TotaI Study Area
Fisher and Bifrost
Fisher, Bifrost
and Gim1 i

TotaI

Total

.53
1 .42

1

1.52

Visitor

Expendi ture

I ncome

Effect'

2

$885,810
885,810

885,810

$ 1 ,355,289
1

,257 ,850

1

,346,431

alternative estimates of the mutliplied locaI gross

income

ef f ects.

It is probable that the majority of sales by local
businesses including government to visitors to Hecla
provincial Park take place either within the park, oE within
the immediate surrounding area. This would mean that the
gross income'effects arising from visitor expenditure are
limited almost exclusively to the L.G.D. of Fisher and the
R.M. of Bifrost. If this is assumed to be correct, the most
appropriate income multiplier to apply to direct sales to
visitors is 1.42. The corresponding estimate of the gross
income effects resulting from visitor expenditure is
fi1

,257,850.

majority of visitor expenditure (83.4%) accrues to
the government sector. OnIy an estimated $146'894 went to
Ioca1 businesses not including government by way of direct
The
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sales to visitors to Hecla Provincial Park. " WhiLe this
amount may seem low, it must be remembered that the majority
of facilities on HecIa Island, including GulI Harbour Resort
Hotel are government owned. Expenditure in the private
sector by visitors to Hecla Provincial Park is Iimited

Iargely to g.roceries, clothes, outdoor equipment purchase
and rental, fueL, and other general merchandise. Àssuming
that a gross income mulitplier of 1.42 is appropriate,
visitor expenditure of $146,894 in the private sector
generates $208,589 in total direct, indirect and induced
sales due to multiPlier effects.
Household income resulting from visitor expenditure is
not calculable by way of the economic base multiplier. If
one wishes to estimate this income measure based upon total
visitor expenditure, it is necessary to adopt the relevant
rnultiplier from available input-output studies. A household
income multiplier from visitor expenditure of 0.17 was

calculated in MacMillan's Interlake input-output study.

r¡Visitor expenditure on park entrance fees, camping fees,
accommodat ioir, restaurant-s I green f ees, and golf ing
ãquipment renúal are consideied as accuring totally to the

sector. Estimated_percentage breakdowns of
úisitor expenditure f rom TabIè 5.10 are applied
!9 th_," and
.(tabLe-5.9)
party-ããy
p9r
product ot-a"ãiage expenditure
-p"r strata (fable 5.7) to yield an
ñumber of party-áays
estimate of expenditure in the government sector.
gives a
sr¡tracting this figure from total expenditure
to the
accruing
minimum esiimate of the amount actually
the amount
portion
of
private sector as it is likely that a
spent
is
actually
ãaid to be spent in the government sector
of
in
the
division
i; the privaie sector. Gieater accura.cy
not
was
sectors
two
total t,-ourist expenditure between these visitor expenditure
of the way_ in.which.the
lorrible because
on the interview schedule.
presented
was
luestion
góvernm.ent
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Àpplying this multiplier to the estimated figure of $885,810
in visitor expenditure accruing to local business including
government yields an estimated resultant household incorne
figure of $150,588. If visitor expenditure in the private

sector is considered separately, an estimated resultant
household income figure of 924,972 is obtained.
Effects of visitor Expenditure
As previously mentioned, employment effects
attributable to visitor expenditure are not directly

b)

Employment

calculable by way of the economic base multiplier. Às an
intermediary step, it is necessary to determine the level of

visitor expenditure which directly supports one man-year in
the t,ourist industry. Estimates of this level are seen to
range from $45,500 to $79,700 in 1978 dollars... The lower
limit of $45,500 is chosen for the purposes of the present
study, based'on the findings of MacMillan's Interlake
study. 's
r.Canada, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Parks
canada, À ltr;tdbogl of Çoe:!_f icien'le and variables used in
parks canada' ffiiË"@,aETãffi;
6lãõnrs
Ërffi"r,
,ffi Price Index.werr-Trated to 1978 dorrars
the Consumer
using
iil¿uãr"fiIlan, J.4., Lu, c., and Framingham, c.I.l 9p'cit' '
ríndingà from lhis-slydy indicate that totaLetc. )
pe.8g-gi.
,,traveIler,,
( includin! that- of salesmen,
-ãf
Stated
"*óäñãiar;¿
iñ-igãe,
iS, I Sg,000 generated ã total of 2?0 .iobs.
traveller
in
another way, eåch joU wãs supported Þy_$23,423 can be seen
it
ã.ó""áiturê. lnftaÉing this tã 1978 dollars,
would
support
gne
tt¡ät traveller expenditure of $45,600 of recreationists
iõðãf-job. Ho*e"ãi, as the expenditure it is likely thatis
a subsét of total traveller expenditune,
of one job to $45,600 traveller
lnã estimated relationship (or
at best is a maximum estimate
ã*ó"nãiture overestimates-

of) the relationship between visitor (recreationist),
ã.ô"Ããiture and r.sültant direct employment in the Interlake
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Apptying this figure to estimated total visitor expendiLure
of $885,810 yields an estimate of the direct employment
effects accruing to the loca1 economy as a result of this

expenditure. It is estimated that 19.5 man-years are
directly supported by the noted levet of visitor
expendi ture

.

Àpplication of the economic base multiplier to the
estimate of employment directly supported by visitor
expenditure yietds an estimate of the total resultant

direct, indirect and induced employment arising from visitor
expenditure. Table 5.15 presents these estimates for the
study area. Às discussed under income, it is assumed that
the most appropriate multiplier to consider here is that
calculated for the area imrnediately surrounding the park
(Fisher and Bifrost). If this assumption is correct, the
corresponding estimate of the total employment effects
resultíng froin visitor expenditure to IocaI businesses
including government is 26.5 man-years (19.5 man-years x
1.36).

' The employment effects of visitor expenditure in the
private sector alone can be calculated in this same vtay.
Estirnat,ed visitor expenditure to IocaI businesses not
including government of $145,894 directly supports an
es.timated 3.2 man-years. Àpplication of the employment
multiplier yields an estimated total employment' effect of
4.4 man-years.
'o (cont'd)Àrea.
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TABLE 5.

1

5

MULTIPLIED EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS
OF VISITOR EXPENDITURE

The Study Àrea

TotaI StudY Àrea
Fisher and Bifrost
Fisher, Bifrost
and Gimli

TotaI

Employment

Employment
Ði rectly
Supported'z

Employment

.47
1 .36

19.5
19.5

28.7
26.5

.47

19.5

28.7

1

1

Effect'

'From Table 5.4.
2Estimate
is in man-Years.
Estimates provided are
"gãtimate is in man-years.
the region assumed
alternatives, and are seen to vary-with
expenditure.
visitor
;;-Ë¿ rñ; ptin"ipal recipient of

of visitors to HecIa
Provinciat Park during the 1978 summer season is estimated
at approximately $885,810. Application of calculated
economic base rnultipliers indicates that this expenditure
yields g1,257,850 in total income and supports employment of
26.5 man-years. Through the use of a household income
To summarize, the expenditure

multiplier adopted from MacMillan's Interlake study,
resultant household income is estimated at approximately
$ 1 50

,588.

If expenditures accruing to locaI businesses are
isolated out from those accruing to government, the visitor
expenditure figure drops to $146,894. This is seen to yield
$208,589 in total income and support employment of 4"4
man-years. Resultant household income is estimated at
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i24 ,972.

E. Conclusion
In conclusion, the preceding pages have presented a
methodology which can be employed in estimating the economic
impact of visitor expenditure in a regional setting. This
methodology was presented by way of an empirical study of
visitor expenditure in and around Hecla Provincial Park in
the Int,erlake Àrea of Manitoba. The conducted survey
gathered information concerning the expenditure
charact,eristics of park visitors during the 1978 summer
season. Application of economic analysis to these figures
yieLded estimates

of the total

income and employment effects

accruing to the l-ocal economy as a result of visitor
expenditure.
The output of. economic base analysis was found to be
variable in ierms of its reliance on secondary statistics'
Only resultant gross income (totaI direct, indirect and
induced sales) was found to be calculable by directly

applying the economic base multipì.ier to t,otal visitor
expenditure. Resultant household income must be calculated
using coefficients derived from other studies. Estimation of
the empLoyment effects attributable to visitor expenditure
required the intermediary use of a statistic representing

the level of visitor expenditure which directly supports
man-year in the tourist industrY.

one
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It is important to note that the principal aim of the
figures presented was to assist in explaining the
methodological aspects of economic base analysis' Short-cuts
taken in data collection and manipulation t{ere due to the
scope, and time and budget constraints of the present study'
Relative magnitudes are therefore perceived to be a greater
importance than are the actual figures presented. The
relevance of the results obtained from the preceding

analysis with regards to the stated hypotheses of this
thesis are discussed in the following concluding chapter.

vI. CONCLUSION
It has been the intent of this thesis to provide the
information necessary in drawing certain conclusions
regarding two basic hypotheses. First, it v¡as hypothesized
that the active promotion of a tourist industry, by
government, could have significant beneficial effects upon
the economy of a region. It was hypothesized that tourism
thus had merit, as a tool in regional development pi'anning'
The second hypothesis to be addressed in this thesis
concerned the usefulness of a technigue for measuring the
regional economic effects of the tourist industry. More
specifically, it was hypothesized that Economic Base
Analysís would prove useful in providing a reasonably
accurat,e measure of the regional economic impact of the
tourism resulting from an actual developnental Project'
compilation of the information required in drawing
conclusions iegarding the above hypotheses consisted of a
review and synthesis of available literature concerning the
various instruments of regional policy, the possible impacts
of the tourist industry on a local area, and the role of
cost-benefit analysis in public investment decisíon-naking.
In addition, Economic Base Analysis was reviewed and
ultimatety applied to the case of Hecla Provinical Park in
.the In'terlake Area of Manitoba. Conclusions drawn f"rom the
information obtained are discussed below. Each hypothesis is
discussed separately. Finally, suggested areas of further
research are Presented.
181
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A. Tourism as a TooI In Regional Development Planning
If government is to play an active role in revitalizing
economicatly and socially depressed regions, Policies must
be aimed at, increasing aggregate income, increasing the

quantity and diversity of available final goods and
services, strengthing industrial structure, Iowering levels

Iiving standards through
in.come and sociar services. rt has been ,proposed that active
promotion of the tourist industry through park development
can assist government in reaching these traditional, broad
objectives. Ideally, this goal is achieved through the
íntroduction of "fresh" tourist dollars into the regíonal
economy, and Lheir circulation through consecutive rounds of
spending. The resultant increases in i'ncome and employment
are viewed as being the roots of all accruing benefits' Both
income and employnent rise as the dernand for goods and

of

unemployment, and improving

services rises.

real advantage of the tourist industry over the
more traditional avenues of regional development policy is
tourism's generally Iimited resource demands, 10w investment
cost per job created and high enployment to gross earning
ratio owing to a high degree of labour intensiveness' For
these reasons, tourism can bring dollars into a regional
The

economy where resource and market

constraints severely Iimi't

the potential for other, more traditional industries'

HecIa

provincial Park in the Interlake Area of Manitoba serves
a case in Point.

as
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As illustrated in chapter five, the local expenditure
of visitors to HecIa Provincial park during the 1978 summer
season ($495,810) was responsible for an estimated

in total gross income, and supported ernployment
of approximately 26.5 man-years. It can be concluded
therefore, that vistor expenditure does indeed generate a
substantial locaI economic impact.' Further, to the extent
that À.R.D.À.'s inlent in prornoting the development of Hecla
Provincial .Park was to stimulate economic development,
g1,257,850

increase income and employment opportunities, and therefore

raise the standards of living, active promotion of the
tourist industry would seem to have fnerit as a tool in
regíonaI development planning. HecIa Provincial Park served
to divert a substantial part of Provincial visitor
expenditure to a port,ion of t,he Interlake Àrea. Howevetr, Ín
the part,icular case of Hec1a Provincial Park it was observed
that the degrLe to which tourism generated positive economic
ef fects r{as seemingly limited by a number of factors. These
fact,ors can be divided into those which actually reduce the
level of visitor expenditure in the area immediately
surrounding the park, and those which limit the impact of
the actual visitor expenditure which does take place.
Th,ree factors were noted which together, work to limit
visitor expenditure in the loca1 area. First, lack of
avaiLability of the goods and services demanded by
case study 83 .4 percent of the
'Although in this particular
visitor expenditure accrued to government. The irnpl icat ions
of this are discussed further below.
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recreationists can Iimit spending. On HecIa Island there is
only one store (located I kilometers from the principal use
area), a sma}l concession, the GUII Harbour Resort Hotel,
the campground, the FamiIy Vacation Cabins and the golf
course. In nearby Riverton (Iocated approximately 60
kilometers from GuII Harbour), there is a limited number of
gas statíons, restaurants and dry goods stores' none of
which cater to any great extent to the tourist. Ther'e are
also two motels containing a total of 36 units. with this
limited number of commerical establishments there is a
perceived lack of spending opportunities. The tourist views
the region as being ill-equipped to serve aII his possible

a result, he spends his money at home prior to
deparLure. If the region is to realize the full benefits of
a tourist industry, the provision of establishments to
service the visitor populat,ion is essential. If government
is to be suciessful in regional development planning it
must, therefore, actively promote service activities
catering to tourists.
The second factor limit,ing vi.sitor expenditure concerns
the proximity of the park to the market a'rea it serves' As
not.ed above, it is likely that the visitor will make
preparatory expenditures at home in the absence of suitable
spending opportunities in the region. The Iikelihood of this
being the case is increased the closer the park is to the
visitor's place of origin. In the case of Hecla Provincial
park, the principal market area (almost 70f of all visitors
needs. As
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come from Winnipeg)

is located only 2 Eo 3 hours drive

Therefore, unless spending opportunities are abundant

away.

and

diverse, there is IittIe incentive to make but unavoidable
expenditures in the region.
Finally, the leveI of visitor expenditure is dependent
upon the length of the operating season. In the case of
Itecla Provincial Park, the campground and Family Vacation
Cabins are cLosed for a significant portion of the year' As
a result, the expenditure of visitors to these areas is
Iimited to t,he summer months only. Fortunately, the lower
level of expenditure created by the seasonality of these
user groups is partially offset by the year-round operation
of GuIl Harbour Resort Hotel and day-users to the Park.
The interaction of the above three factors results in a
limiting of the level of visítor expenditure which takes
place in the study area as a consequence of Hecla Provincial
Park. What ar'e perhaps more damning are those factors which
Iimit the impact of those expenditures which do take place.
Again, three such factors can be noted.

first factor limiting the impact of
visitor-expenditure is the presence of substitutable sites
or intervening opportunities in the region of concern. If
new park development (ie. HecIa Provincial Park) rnerely
dupLicates existing facilities (ie. Gimli and winnipeg
The

visitor expenditure may be simply diverted from one
area of the region to another. Insofar as the goal of
regional development planning, in terms of park deveJ-opment,
Beach)
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is to attract nfreshn dollars into the regional economy'
this goal will not be met. Sirnilarly, if nevt park
development merely duplicates existing facilities in other
regions (ie. Whiteshell Provincial Park) serving the same
market, such development may fail in attracting prospective
visitors to the region. Therefore, for maximum impacts to be
real ized i t i s .essent ial that new park development attract
the maximum number of additional visitors to the region
rather than simply providing similar facilities to those
already available.

local economic impact of the visitor
expenditure that does take place is limited because of the
Iow 'l-ocal content" of the goods and services purchased' In
chapter five it was estimated that only 16.6 percent of the
visitor expenditure made as a result of Hecla Provincial
Park accrued to the private sector. The remainder went to
government. it the local economy is to realize t,he full
benef it of developments such as HecIa P'rovincial Park, it
must real íze a la.rger share of the visitor expenditure made.
Although this view is limited because it ignores the effects
of. government pur.chasing labour and supplies in the region,
the fact, st,ill remains that local inpact can be increased by
a higher level of visitor expenditure made directly to
Iocals. This should be a priority of regional development
second, the

planners.

final factor limiting the local impact of visitor
expendit,ure in the HecIa Provincial Park example concerns
The
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the relatively small income and employment multipliers (1 '42
and 1.35 respectivety) calculated for the region. Generally
speaking, economically depressed or underdeveloped regions
are economically dependent upon other regions for support
and must import a large portion of the goods and services
consumed. Às a result, these regions are characterized by
relatively low multipliers. Low multipliers Iimit the
indirect and induced }ocal effects of visitor expenditure'
This $¡as observed to be the case in the Interlake example'
Regional development policies aimed at making the region
more economically self-sufficient wilI hopefully raise
multipliers and therefore increase the impact resulting from
'freshn dollars being brought into the regional economy (ie'
through tourism).

to the conclusion that while
tourisn does h"t" merit as a tool for use in regional
development planning, there are a number of factors at work
which could potentially reduce both the expected level of
visitor expenditure and the local economic impact resulting
from this expenditure. If government is to be successfuÌ in
promoting regional development through park development it
must attempt to reduce the hampering effect of these
factors. Expected visitor expenditure can be increased by
i.nsuring the availability of the goods and services demanded
by recreationists (possibly through initial subsidies to
The above discussion leads

business), locating the park an appropriate distance from
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the market area it serves, and planning for and promoting
off-season use. SimiIarIy, the expected locaI economic
impact of visitor expenditure can be increased by avoiding
duplication of existing facilities, increasing participation
of Èhe private sector in providing goods and services to the

recreationist, and ultimately raising local economic
multipliers by promoting increased economic self-suff iciency
(perhaps the most difficult task). Thus, if tourism is to
benefit the regÍonal economy to any great extent, it must be
part of an overall regional development plan aimed at
revitalizing the economy as a whole.
B. Economic Base Ànalysis as a TooI for Measuring the
Regional Economic Impact of Tourism
If regional development planning is to be successful,

there is a need t,o know whi.ch projects are more economicalLy
beneficial and how benefits might be maximized. As a result
of a c.onmon lack of asSembled, relevant informatiOn, some
sort of economic analysis is often necessary. In such cases'
time and budget constraints frequently dictate that data
collection and analysÍs be as quick' inexpensive and
accurate as possible. It has been proposed that economic
base analysis fits these requirements.
Chapter five illustrated how economic base analysis can
be employed in calculat,ing the ongoing regional economic
impact of the tourism result,ing from a park development
project. Economic base analysis vtas applied to a derived
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estinate of the expenditure of visitors to HecIa Provincial
park in the Interlake Àrea of Manitoba. It ltas intended that
this analysis would yield estimates of the local income and
employment resulting from this expenditure. It vras also
intended that the necessary analysis would represent a

quick, inexpensive and reasonably accurate means of
collecting at least a portion of the information necessary
in making optimal public invest,ment d.ecisions concerning
tourism development. In fulfilling these int,entions economic
base analysis v¡as found to have mixed success'
on the one hand, the analysis presented in chapter five
resulted in the calculation of figures relevant to making
investment choices. Comparison of these figures with those
expected indicates a reasonable level of accuracy.
Expenditures of different user groups appear to be in line
with the results of other studies. SimilarIy, derived
multipliers "å*p"t" favourably with those obtained from
other studies. It is unfortunate that comparison of the
resultant income and employment figures to those obtained in
Brown's 1975 input-output analysis is difficult owing to the
subsequent inclusion of FamiIy Vacation Cabin visitors,
opening of t,he Gu}} Harbour Resort Ftrotel and inf lation.2
However, cursory comparison of the figures obtained in the
two studies indicates seemingly appropriate magnit,udes in
Iight of the changes noted above.

in Regional
( unpubl i shed
1976
Manitoba,
)
of
, p. 134.
Ph.D. Dissertation, University

2Brown, W.À.N. ¡ "The RoIe of Outdoor Recreation
Development: À StudY of Hecla Provincial Park,"
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Again on the positive side, the information needs of
economic base analysis vtere found to be obtainable both

quickly and inexpensively. Expendit,ure information

v¡as

a simple direct survey technique (see
Appendix 2 for the interview schedule used). Estimates of
visitor expenditure are atrso available from other
sources.' Economic multipliers vtere found to be calculable
by applying the economic base methodology to regional
employment and income information available from Statistics
Canada. Estimated income and ernployment attributable to
gathered through

visitor expenditure were derived through reasonably simple
manipulation of aII the above data. Cost was minimal because
of the availability of information and the relatively simple
survey technique used.

A shortcoming of the economíc base technique noted in
its application to a study of the ongoing economic impact of
Hecla provincial Park in the Interlake area of Manitoba' Y¡as
its failure to provide an estimate of the multiplied
household income effects of visitor expenditure. The
economic base technique vras only able to provide an estimate

of the "grossn income effects accruing to the local economy.
In calculating the household income resulting from visitor
expenditure it was necessary to adopt the relevant
multípIier from available input'output studies. This then
places an undesirable dependence upon a data source vthich is
3For example, Canada, DC partment of I ndian and N orthern
s and
Affairs, Parks Canada, A Handbook of Coefficient
c
SE arch
o-econom
Soc
Canada's
Parks
Variabiles Used in
197g).
Print,er
,
Toftáwa: Qu een' s
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not always immediately available. In Iight of the tasks to
which economic base analysis might be PUt, this shortfall
should not necessarily be considered prohibitive. For
comparing alternative projects, a resultant gross income
estimate is likety to be sufficient.
Unfortunately, application of economic base analysis in
determining the impact of visitor expenditure on local
household income, is not the only situation in v¡hich one
must depend upon additional data sources. The local

effects of visitor expenditure are also not
directly calculable by way of the economic base multiplier.
This multiplier reveals the employment generated in the
regional economy by the creation of one employment unit in
the base sector. As a result, in using the economic base
multiplier in calculating the total employment effects of
t,ourist expenditure, it is necessary to know the number of
people direcdly supported by whatever level of tourist
expenditure is observed" This requires either a study of
actual employment records, or the application of an
employment estinate adopted from external data sources. '
As indicated above, the principal weakness noted with
regards to economic base analysis concerns its apparent
reliance on secondary statistics. However, in the particular
case study chosen, the availability of these statistics
insured that the desired results were at least calculable.
It is possible, therefore, to conclude that economic base
employment

rFor example, ![!1|., p.38.
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analysis can have utility

in estimating the regional

of visitor expenditure.
To calculate the entire, ongoing regional economic
impact of Hecla Provincial Park it would be necessary for a
study to also include calculation of the ïtages of locals
employed and the local purchases of the park in terms of
supplies and services. Application of the economic base
multiplier to these figures would yield an estimate of the
direct, indirect and induced effects on the local economy.
CombinaLion of these figures with those obtained through an
analysis of visitor expenditure would hopefully produce a
more complete picture of the ongoing regional economic
impact of HecIa Provincial Park.
In point of fact, there are a wide variety of both
economi."c and social ef fects which must be considered in
weighing the merits of one development project over another.
It must frequäntly be determined if "park developmentn is
indeed the opti.mal avenue of investment in terms of regional
economic impact

development objectives. For these purposes' a more global
cost-benefit analysis seems to have relevance. However, âS

noted in Chapter three, accurate quantification of effects
is frequently a problem in applying the cost-benefit
analysis technique. Economic base analysÍs would seem to go

a long way in quantifying the important benefits arising
from the promotion of a touríst industry through park
development. Thus, P€rhaps it is not on its own that
economíc base analysis makes its major contribution to
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regional development planning, but rather, as an important
part of the more aI1-encompassing cost-benefit analysis
techn ique

.

C. Closing

Remarks

particular case study chosen in this thesis seems
to have enabled a conclusive evaluation of both the role of
the tourist industry in regional development planning, and
economic base analysis as a tool for measuring the regional
economic impact of visitor expenditure. Tourism does have
merit as a means of achieving regional development
objectives (at least in the case of Hecla Provincial Park in
the Interlake Àrea of Manitoba). The extent to which this is
true depends largely upon the conditions under which
regional develoment is promoted. Quantification of the
regional economic benefits of tourism can be realized, ât
I.east in partl tntoogh application of the economic base
technique. Optimally, this analysis should be part of a more
"far-reaching" cost-benef it analysis.
The
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Input OutPut AnalYsis:
A Brief Description of Methodology
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Input-output analysis is commonly recognized as an
empirical approach. to the study of economic phenomena of a
sectoral or regional nature. The industrial breakdown
provided by this method of analysis is viewed as being
useful for tracing the effects of exogenous changes on the
economy under study. It is in this capacity that
input-output analysis makes its major contribution to the

fietd of regional economics.
By definition, Eegional economics is essentially
concerned with analyzing, explaining, and predicting the

material and operational aspects of a commercial economy. To
achieve these ends, EêgionaI economics requires the setting
up of a f,ramework enabling the description and analysis of
interaction between the production' consumption and 'exchange
elements of the economic system in question. Input-out'put
analysis provides such a framework through a conbination of
balance and dtructure equations.
Prior to a brief description of the methodology
employed in input-output anal-ysis, it is important to note
that the input-output model most commonly used in regional
analysis of tourism impact is the 'static, open model.r The
model is defined as static because it reflects transaction
flows in the economy at a single point in time, and open
because only flows between industrial sectors are determined
endogenously, while all final markets are exogenous.' This
model is based upon three fundament,al assumptions. These are
f

Cannon
p. 10.

, J. , Input-Output Models and Regional @g!!¡g'
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that:
1. each commodity or group of commodities is supplied by a
single industry or sector of production,
2. inputs purchased by each sector are a unique function of
the level of outPut of that sector '
3. There are no externalities.
since aIl other forms of input-output models can be treated
as derivatives of this basic model, the brief discussion of.
methodology to follow will be Iimited to the static, open
z

model.

step of input-output analysis is the
arranging of data concerning the dotlar value of gross flows
in the economy under study, into a 'transactions table.l The
standard format of such a table dictates that it be
The first

comprised of a processing sector, a payments sector and

a

final demand sector. The processing sector (X in Figure 1)
of the table; Iocated in the upper left hand corner,
contains the doll-ar values of interindustry Iinkages' Each
"industry" is represented by a rov¡ and a column and the
entries record purchase of indusÈries listed at Èhe top from
industries named at the left (purchase of j from i).'

W.H The elements of input -output
'Miernyk,
p.9.

'Ibid.

ana lvsis

p.

147 .
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Thepaymentssector(pinFigurel)ofthetable
records the value of primary inputs used in production which
are not produced within the system itself, plus Èhe value of
those primary inputs used directly by the various categories
of finar demand. It is frequently the case that the payments
sector is represented by a single row corresponding to value
added. However, if greater deLaiI is desired, rows
representing such categories as gross inventory depletion,
imports, payments to government, deprec j.ation allowances'
and households could be included"
The final demand sector (V in figure 1) may be viewed

as a single column sector made up of the various components
of final demand. The standard convention in the drawing up
of a transaction table is to include figures of final- demand
for personal consumption, for export, for business
investment and for government purchase.' since final dernand
may be considered as the independent variable of the
input-output syst'em, 'disaggregation of the various
components is necessary Lo insure accurate estimation of

future leve}s of final demand, and thus' accuracy and
relevance of the overall analysis'
Given a transactions table for sone base time period as
described above, the objective of input-oupuÈ analysis is
then to structure a model which wilI enable prediction of
the total output requirements given any projected level of
future final demand. This is achieved through the
{Cannon , J. , op.cit., p. 16.
'Ibid., PP.17&18.
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construction of a technical coefficients table which gives
the percentages of tota] economic inpuLs required by each
industry from each industry. The mathematical mechanics of
translating the transactions table into a technical
coefficients table simply involves dividing each column
entry of the processing sector by its repective column
totaL.'
Assuming Lhat the technical coefficients remain

constant over time, input-output analysis, as it has been
described up to this point, provides the framework for
determining the effects of specified changes in final demand
upon gross output. As such, input-output analysis at the
regional level involves a direct application of some form of
standard equation:
x

AX+Y

,x' and 'Y' are column vectors of gross regional
output and final demand for the region's products
respectively, and 'A' is a matrix of technical

where

coef f ic

ients. '

Total effects can be determined through a 'Iong-hand'
comput,ation utiLizing data obtained directly from the
transactions table and the technical coefficients table
(tSÀRO'S 'iterative' method). Alternatively, in order to
bid. , PP .21&.22.
'ItRichardson'

H.w.

28-30.

t

I npu t-Output

and Reqional Economic s

pp.
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simplify the calculation of direct, indirect, and induced
economic effects of exogenous disturbances (ie. changes in
final demand), it is possibLe to algebraically invert the
matrix of technical coefficients and thus express output as
a function of exogenous final demand:
x

(I-A)Y-1

RY

where'I' is the identity matrix and'R' is the inverse of
the technical coefficients matrix. The elements of this
inverse matrix represent industry multipliers, and as such,
permit a 'round-by-round' computation of input
requirements.s These input requirements represent the
regional economic impact of the exogenous disturbance.

of using input-output analysis in
the enumeration and valuation of the possible economic
impacts of tourism in a region is that it inherentJ-y implies
that inter-industry Iinkages are specifically traced. In
addition, and perhaps more importantly, input-output
analysis "is highly flexible and the limited assumptions of
the simple models can be relaxed and the theoretical
'reaÌism' enhanced. t
Unfortunately, the analysis is plagued by two major
shortcomings. First, daLa requirements are very heavy and in
the majority of cases, necessary data is obtainable only via
The main advantage

¡Keeble, D.E., ModeIs of Economic DeveloPment, p. 255.
tBrown, W.À.N. . The Role of Outdoor Recreation in Reqional
'sffivf,-! Hõrã]ffiînffi,
pp. 37 & 38.
Development: À
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very costly industrial survey methods. Second, a major
problem iwth the standard, static input-output analysis as
discussed above, involves the assumption of constant input
coefficients. Such an assumption renders the analysis
unrealistic, for economies of scale or agglomeration
economies may be realized as production increases, the
relative prices of inputs nay change, technological
innovations may be introduced and diffused' and production
functions may not be constant within any one sector due to
varying technologies. The problems arising out of the
assumption of constant input coefficients may be overcome
through employment of a 'dynamic' regional input-output
model. However, attempts to operationalize such a model are
as yet at an experimental stage.'o

'oRichardson,
143 .

H.W.

Elements of Reqional Economics

pp.

142

&
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The Interview Schedule
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fIELP US PLÀN YCt]F

PÀRKS

PLEASE TILL CUl THIS OUESTTONNÀIRE

le rould ltke to uelcoEe you to on€ of ñanitobars neY
provÍncial recreation areas, and ye hcFe you liII enJoy your visit:. so
th"t ,. aay continue to ioprove our park systeE and Provid€ the activities you ènioy, ve requirè certarn ¡nfcroation aboÛt park users and
re ask ycur cooperation in filling out this short guestionnaire. It
vitl oniy take à f€y üinutes to coDpIete, and as the anseers canDot
iClentify ycu, the resPonses riI.l' be ancnyEous.
ft is iEPortant to coEplete
Please ansver the guestj-ons carefully.
aII sections. The study is being conducted by tbe alepartEent of Geoñani toba
graphTatthe0niversityottlanitobaiDcooperatÍonYiththe
óepårlnent of louriso' Recreation, aDd cultural Alffairs'

please turn

Pa9€

2TT

ghat rs t-he ruøb€r ct Feople Ín ycur Fðrty (p€opIe in your vehicle
on your trrD to li€clal in each àg€ category.

rl.

|

Àge

category I

t1a

I€s I

Fenàles

I

-¿¡
-9
l0 - ll.t
r5 - 19
20 -2\
0

q

25
JO

J5

-29
- 39
- lq

¡t0 - {ttl
l¡5
50 - 5f¡
55 -59

-u9

60

r2.

and over

(vrite

I

nunbersl

rhich ot the follcvj.ng best descrrbes the nake-up of your party?
Check onÈ.
t
t
t
t

cne person alone
cne couple only
tYo or Dore couples
one fanily vith childEen

tl
tJ group of friends
tl
tl

tec cr Eore faEilies uith children
organized group (teaD, club, €tc.)
cthe r
(rrite in)

HecIa Provincial Park is located yitbin the INTERLAKE region of
llanrtoba. this region.is tbe ar€a tc tbe north of LiDDipeg betueen
IaXes HiDnipeg and ñanitoba. SoDe ot the tolloving guestioDs refer
to tbe INTERLAKE region. (refeE to !aF)

f3.

ïhere is your present bore? (exact street address is not required.
If present hcne is a far[r please note nearest toen.)
Nane

l{¡.

ot loun or City_________

liiiaõ IDt

of Proyince or State

(;;iIã i;t

Uhat is the approxrDate drrvrng distance from Hecla ProvincÍal Park
to your hooe ?

(urite
f5.

NaEe

Hov Eany days ri.lI

rrles
i.n)

you be ayay trcn hcDe on this trip?

(vrite in)

day (s)

please turn

pag€
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ll ov EUch of
Check one.

this

trme vill

you sp€nd rn the INTERLAKE regron?

I J ål-1, or nearly aJ-I the trme t.l
t6.

rla ys

(vrite

inl

on thrs trrp have you vrsrt€d, or vil.l you vrsit any oth€r
locatÍons than Hecla Provinci.al Park yhrle Ín the INTERLAKE?
one.

[]yes
Ì'l -

Check

[]no

ïhat is the natur€ of )¡our visit

one.

to Heclà ProvÍncraI Park?

Check

I J the n ain dest jna t].cn of the trip
I j a stopover oD a vacatron/pleasure trip
I J a stopover on a conbined businessTpJ.easure trip
lB.

It Hecla Provincral Park had Dot been developed as a r€creation
sit€, vould you hðv€... ? Check cr€.

[ ] v).sitecl ersevhere in the fNTERLÀKE: probaOtt ".__-¡o;Ite_i;____

tJ cisÍted elseyhere outsid€ the

tl
t)
r9.

stayed at
other

loca t ion l
INTEFLÀKE

bone

(

pleas€ spec Íf

y)

fhat Dade you decide to yisit Hecla Provincial PaEk ratber
elsevhere? Check'any bores rhich you feel applï.

Iì

radio co¡aerci-at
Y. repo.tt,/ad
TJ nerspaper repoEt/ad
TJ travel brochure
tJ cutdoor nagazine/guide
sign,/outdcor ad
tJ road
tl no particular reason

tJ

tl

T.

ot ber

than gf,

tJ locking for al-terDatiye recreation
site
tJ tri€Ddr s reconoeDdation

tl
ti
tl

ta vourable pre vÍous Yj.sit
special event/àttEaction at Hecla
sioply to see Yhat HecIa vas like

(Fleas€ speciÉyl

The tolloving 5 guestions are to be ansuered onLy by those people
vho are residents of the RuraI tlunicrFalrty ot BÍtrost or the LocaI
Governnent District of Fisher. ÀlI ncn-residents are t o proceed to
questlcn nuøber t5.
I t0.

In your opinion, has the developoent ct Hecla Provincral Park
the ettect ot increasinc Iand values in the a rea iBmcdia tcly
pl ease

turn

had

pâge

2t3

surroundrn(l the Park?

Check one.

I J ves

[] no
It ycs, clo you feel thc rncreased land values hdve... ? Check
box€s ehÍch apply.

any

I J pushed residents to sell tor large proftt-s
It so, yho do you teel has benetite,l
sale? Ch€ck any box€s uhtch apply.

the Dost fron the

Iandovner
tl the original
T] I'ncn-Iocal"
'rlocaI" indivÍduaLs vhc buy and seII Iand tor profit
individuals
ehc buy and sell Iand for profit
tl
real estat€ ag€nts
tJ "localrr
real estat€ ag€nts
tl ñnon-local'r
contractors and butlders
tJ "locaI"
IJ Itncn-Icca.L" ccntractors and builders
tl othe r
(p-tease specify)
[ ] Eeant that Iess and less Iand rs being Ieft

to the younger

Feople

I J other
t I 1.

(please coD¡Dent)

rhich aoenÍties ().e. physical iEpEovenents) , if any, do you feel
have been inproved ritb the develcpoent of Hecla provrncial Park?
Check any bores yhich appIy.

tJ

none

[]

ves

tl
t)

roads and highuays
service facilities
(eg. restaurants, gas statrons, etc.)
IJ shopping facilities
(eg. tbeatres, Iounges, etc. )
tJ entertainrent facilities
recreâtional tacj-Ii.ties (eg. golt, b€aches, €tc.)
tl other
t)
(rrite in)
It you did nctice ao iDproveDent in any of the anenities list€d
above do you, as a resident cf th€ area, feel you haye access to
all such faci litÍes and services ?

[] no
Do you feeL that th€ expans¡-on cf the touEist industry has brought
about an overcrovding of facÍIiti€s?

tl

I J yes

no

ff so, please spec:.fy_______
(vrrte rn)
plcase turn

page
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tt2.

DoyouteelthatthcexPans)'cncttlì(.,tcurlstindustrybrougltt
Park has created..
a¡out by the develotEent cf lle(;Ìa Prc!lncial
checK ðny Lìoxes vhrch aPPlY.
IJalternôtlvesourc€soteurploy[€nttcrso0eofthcarea.ls
to the tourists or providing
iesrdents. cAterrng directly
industry?
the tcuri¡t
to
servrces
goocts
and
necessary

the

It so, do you feel thrs represents an cptortunity to you or your
famrly?

I J

IJ

yes

no

ortunity tor solDe residents of the àreà
t or themse)-ves, catering directly to the
pro viding the necessary goods and services to the
It so, do you feel, thrs rePresents an oFPortunrty

I I the

o pp

bus rn€ss

to go into
tourists or.
touEist industrY?
to ycu or ycur

taorly?

II
t lJ.

Have

HecIa

[]

ves

no

you had sotre contact (personal interactlon,
Provincial Park? Check one.

Yith tourists to

[]no
[]yes
lf yes. do you te€l this has uidened ycur inteEest ln non-local'
attåirs and turthered your understanding of ncn- Iocal people
(re. their tastes, ambitionsr etc.) ? check cne'
[]

yes

Do you have an)¡ ccnner¡t

s

IJ no
on non-Iccal tourists?(errte in)

rlq.

Do you feel that toucis¡¡ has in aDy ray dÍsrupted your Iifestyle
attècted your Iocal connunity cuLture? Check one'

or

[l no
[] yes
If yes. Please exPlain----(urite in)

please turn

Paqe

2t5

Do not f rLÌ irì the rem¿rnrng quest roris until just Ìref ore you leave
loes not qct lròck to you ¿lt thi-s trm€,
the Park. It the intervrever
and cn't torget to l€avc tlr..ì com¡:letcd (luestronn¿ire
en joy your vrsrt
in the bcx ¡:rovided àt t-he park €xrt.
11

The ttrst set of 5 questions arc to h€ ansvcr€d by the driver ot
the veh!.cl€.
The relate to the usual I'l¡€ad ct your tamrJ.y", ehethcr hel
she rs ncv in yout party or not.
f15.

¡lhat is the sex and age ot the "h€ad ot your familyr'?
apPropriàte bcxes.
Dale

s8x

f ema

t16.

and

l5
,,\

ÀGE

l9

¿o

t
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30

lq

t
t

35

39

29

t
t

f{0

-

4l¡

45 - 49
50

55
60

- sLl
- 59
and over

1o vhat ethnÍc or cultural group drd the "head of your faEiIy'
or bis/h€r ancestcr (on the DaI€ srde) belong on coning to thÍs
con tinent? Checl( one.

IJ

tl
tl
IJ
tl
tl
tl
rt7.

Ie

Check the

Às

ian

t

ErÍtish Isles

t

Prench
GerDa

t

n

f.

Hungarian

Italian
Native Indian

t

Í
t
¡-

(D â

DCI)

Native Indian
lietherlands
Folish
Fussran
Scandi-navian
Ukrainian
Cther

(non- bandl

(srrte in)

¡ihat kind of þusiness, industry, or service does the nhead o f youE
taDlIy" vork for? Give a tull- description. (eg. p¿per box ofg. ¡
road ccnstruction, retaj.l shoe store, etc.)
(rrite

in,
(a) tlhat kj.nd ot rork does h€,/sh€ do? (eg. sellrng shoes. civil
eng ineering. ootor vehrcle repairing, netal- nechining, clerical
vork, etc.)
(vrite io)
(b) t{hat ar€ his/her !cst rotortant duties? (eg. frtting shoes,
designing bridges, auto body vork, opeEation làthe, posting
invoices. etc. )
(srrte in)
pI easc tur

n

page

2L6

(c) lJl¡at ts hts,/h€r jol trt-le?
(€!l . matìd(Jer of l;lro¿ de[)artment,
crvrl er¡.ìrrreet, auto bod! tt,¡r¿rrf€rsor,,
l¡t.he <;pèrator, trìvorc€
clerk eLc.)

(trrrte rn)
rt8.

thrch of the bores belov best oescLrl)€s thc lr¡.¡hest IeveI of
educatron conFl€t€d by the Íhead ct ycur f,ìnr ly',? Check one.
I
I
I
I

some elencntåry/grade

school
€lenenLary/grade school graduat€
efenentaty/gÊad€ scl¡ool graduat€
seconrlaEy/hLqh school graduat€

I
[
I
I
hole

(Yrit€ in)
-

rncom€i'of ycur

i10,000 - $1{¡,999
S15,000 - S19,999
t2u,o0o - 52¡¡,999
125,00U and over.

hr (s)

Iength ct thls
OR

vrsit

tl
ti
tJ
tl

tent tràiler
bouse trå i Ier
6obiIe ho[e
clid nct stay overnight

tl
tl

t.l

a

to HecIa ProvincJ.al

(Yrr.tc in)

It you stayecl'overnight rn Hecla Frovrncial
åcccEEorlation did you use ? Check on€.

IJ t€nt

| 22.

sclne unt versrty
grðduðt€
unÍversity
t ec h nrca I,/ tr a de schoo I
cther
(urrte in)

the reDarnÍnq set of questions are dìrecred touard ycur pàrty as

Park?

t2l

j
J
)
)

J under $3, ooo
] tJ,000 - $5,99e
J 56,000 - 57 ,999
J 58,000 - s9,999

Uhat yas the approxtoate

r20

t
t
t
t

Hhich ot th€ þcxes belcu best descrrbes the "totaltaBiIy Iast year (19?7) ? Ch€ck cne.

r 19.

v

J
j
I
J

day (sl

Park, rhat type ot

r€ntðI cabin
hcte I
other àccoDnoclation

(Írl-te Ínl

¡JhÍch ot the activities
Iisted b€lor drd your party partictpate
vhrle at Hecl.a Prcvincral
Park? Ch€ck any boxes vhich appIy.

tn

please turr) Fàqe
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l.

t

2. t
¡

t
t

{¡.

t

6. L
1. t
8. t
9.

f,

11.

t.

r0. t

l¿. L J !IÈasure drLvrll(;/r;lqlrt:;P':lt)(ì
pl,ryrnq golt
ll. I J rater sl(rrn(]
I)rcnicking
yalking/hikrng
1ri. IJs¡(rn or scub,r '1 rvrtrrJ
l). I J tilàyrng tennr:ì
svrmminq/sunDath!nrJ
16. I i shore frshrng
birdYatchrnq
17. [ ] boJt tishrnr.¡
other natur€ stucly
1il . IJ canoetnq¡tovt-ng,/sarlLnq
pover bodt!ng
p).aying other 9à[e or teao sËcrts
etc.
vatching tournaEents, exhrbitions,
ouseums and/or oth€r t,ark displays
visiting
ot her-------

G;rtê-r;t------

In the space beIov, please erite rn tho nuobers ot tlì€ tcur
activities
trom thcse you notecl above uhrch ycur party spent the most
Beside each nuEber F'Ieas€ note the av€rage nuober of hcurs
tine dcing.
sp€nt on each per day.
Àctivity
Nu

mber

Àv€rag€ Trne
Sp€nt Per Day

(r)

(rrl

(ir r)
(i

r

2J.

v)

Lhat additicnal recreational oppcrtunity or facil:'ties
like to see addacl tc this park?

uould

ycu

(rrrte in)
]24

-

PIeas€ estimate the a mcunts your Fart) urll
rhÍIe on this trip.
tf anitoba

spend in the INTER[ÀKE

reg ion of

park entEance and camping tees
ßot€1, hoteI, ancl other hcusing ccsts
restaurants: tood and drÍnk
tood ðnd b€verage
ret arl:
clothing and shoes
outdoor egu:.¡-oent Purchas€
other general Eerchandts€
tuel dnd automobt le servÍces
outdoor equi FDent rental
other expenclitures: (pleas€ nrrt€ rn)

$
$

$
$
$
$

!
s
$

J
$
5
5

If

no er[)enditure

vôs made please check box

t

]

¡rI.'¡s,-' turfì l)a(ì€

2TB

| 2J.

llov much of thê afcve cxpenrlrtl¡re. IÍi d rllrcct rrliìult ct your visÍt
to Hecla Provinclal park? (not€ l or f)
(r('.
rr th¿ only reasorr
tcr your trr¡) to the INTERL/ìKI.ì i.1. t.o vrljrt Ileç|,1 provrnci.r.I park,
then l00x of the €xpendrtur€ notcrl ðlcvo i:;,r dlrect rcsuIL ot your
triD to llecla provrncral park).
$

TIIANK

ct

(Hrite rn)

YOU

FOR YOUR IiELF.

If you hdve ôccld€ntally

p)-ease naì-I tc:

11

AV¡

carrt€d

(urLte rn)

Ati

*
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